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Abstract 

Flexibility and domain dynamics of proteins 

Samuel Coulbourn Flores 

2007 

 

The prediction of conformational change in proteins has a long history, with many 

contributions and outstanding problems.  Our goal is to predict the dynamics of the very 

slowest degrees of freedom of the system, those which cannot be computed for all atoms 

by frontal solution of Newton’s equations of motion, by Monte Carlo, or by other 

techniques without large expenditure of computer time.  To simplify we focused on the 

largest class of motion:  domain hinge bending.   

 

The first step in this process is the determination of the hinge location.  Many techniques 

exist to compute flexibility, relying on normal mode expansions, crystal lattice vibrations, 

and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance data.  However none focus specifically on the problem 

of determining the location of points of flexibility separating highly interconnected and 

stable regions of the protein, the structural domains.  We first describe some structural, 

physicochemical, and biological characteristics of hinges.  We then present novel 

algorithms that analyze the stability of various regions of the protein, their normal mode 

motional correlations, and the topology of the connections between atoms, seeking to 

identify the boundaries of these domains and hence the probable hinge points.  We 

present the development, testing, integration, and results of these algorithms. 
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Hinge points having been determined, it is possible to reduce the dimensionality of the 

problem, since the motions within each domain can be assumed to be highly correlated.  

This assumption allows us to displace one of the domains without recomputing its 

internal coordinates.  Some improbable interactions result but we show how these can be 

annealed by computing the short-time trajectory of motion.  The relative orientation of 

domains is selected from many possibilities based on minimizing the free energy of 

interaction between the protein and its ligand. 
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Introduction 

 

The problem of predicting the time evolution of systems with many nonlinearly coupled 

degrees of freedom has long been a topic of much interest and intense work.  Celestial 

mechanics computations can often by performed by assuming only 1/r potentials, but the 

sheer number of bodies can make the problem difficult.  Fluid mechanics involves 

solving the Navier-Stokes equations which is simple for small systems, but not for large 

systems such as the global climate.  Quantum dynamics can in principle be simplified by 

decomposition into orthogonal eigenstates, but for some systems a large number of the 

latter may be needed.  Interactions between particles complicate the Hamiltonian, such 

that for the general case only a few degrees of freedom can be modeled at a time. 

 

There are many challenging dynamical problems in physics, and biological physics is no 

exception.  Problems exist at a macroscopic scale in dealing with viscous flow, heat and 

mass transfer, and thermodynamics within organisms and in their interactions with the 

environment.  On smaller length scales one encounters diffusion, Brownian motion, 

active motility, charge transport, and many other phenomena.  At the level of single and 

aggregated molecules lie systems large enough that the number of degrees of freedom 

can be problematic yet small enough to be dominated by thermal fluctuations.  At an even 

smaller level photochemistry, electron and proton transfer, phonons, isomerization, bond 

breaking, polarization, and other quantum mechanical phenomena occur which are 
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tractable only if the bulk of the remaining molecule is treated at a lower level of 

theory[118].           

 

In the present work we focus on the dynamics of proteins.  A protein is a linear chain of 

amino acid residues of 20 different types, the sequence of which (along with the solvent 

environment, chaperones, cofactors, and binding partners) determines the final folded 

conformation.  They are particularly challenging systems because they are only 

marginally stable.[1]  Many methods have been developed to compute atomic motions in 

proteins; the most accurate employ a force field which relates atomic positions, bond 

lengths, bond angles, and dihedrals to potential.  These force fields usually contain the 

following: 

 

! 

Epot = Vstretch" + Vangle" + Vtorsion" + VVanderWaals" + Velectrostatic"  

 

Where the first two terms are typically modeled using quadratic potentials, and the third 

with a harmonic potential.  The Van der Waals interactions may be modeled using the 

Lennard-Jones potential or others, while the electrostatic interactions are taken to act 

between pointlike particles at the nuclear positions, having effective charges that largely 

reflect the electronic charge distribution.  The hydrogen bonding interactions are 

absorbed into the electrostatic term by adjustment of the partial charges.  The parameters 

are obtained either through ab initio methods that compute the electronic wave functions 

of molecules or, more often, by fitting to empirical data.   
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Ab initio methods attempt to model the molecular orbitals (MOs), typically by making 

assumptions regarding the form of the MOs.  For example, since electronic motions are 

much faster than nuclear motions the two are considered to be decoupled (Born-

Oppenheimer approximation).  Since the Schrödinger Equation is difficult to solve 

simultaneously for two (or more) electrons, the Independent Electron Model is often 

used, under which each electron is taken to move under the influence of the averaged 

interaction of the other electron.  Lastly, the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals 

(LCAO) approximation is common; under LCAO the MO is assumed to be a linear 

superposition of the electronic wave functions of the participating atoms.[113]          ,   

 

Experimental data used in parameterizing force fields includes infrared and microwave 

absorption spectra of vapors of small molecules, attributed to normal mode motions of 

the molecules[114,115].  Equilibrium bond lengths and angles, as well as van der Waals 

radii, can be obtained from crystallographically obtained structures.  Jorgensen et al 

famously made initial guesses for the van der Waals parameters and then varied them 

until simulations of pure liquids reproduced experimentally determined values of 

thermodynamic quantities such as density and latent heat of vaporization[116].      

 

The most accurate and widely used force field based simulation method is Molecular 

Dynamics (MD).  MD codes solve Newton’s equations of motion for point particles 

under such a force field.  Many stochastic methods, collectively referred to as Monte 

Carlo methods, exist and are widely used for energy minimization and conformational 
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search.  These generally involve a move set, an acceptance criterion, and an energy 

function.[2]  The energy function can be a force field as above, and a wide array of move 

sets can be used, which are often intentionally biased in some way.  The acceptance 

criterion is probabilistic; an energetically favorable move will always be accepted, but an 

unfavorable one will be accepted with probability )/)exp(( TkEEP
Bnewold

!= .   

 

Spectral decomposition, or Normal Mode analysis, is another popular method for 

predicting flexibility and conformational change.  Interatomic interactions being 

nonlinear as mentioned, the eigenvectors can be obtained only for a linearized version of 

the potential.  Various authors have shown that large scale conformational change can be 

mostly represented using several low order eigenvectors or normal modes.  The popular 

Gaussian Network Model postulates that the low order modes of proteins can be obtained 

from a simplified model of the protein consisting of point masses at the α-carbon 

positions and identical linear springs connecting all point masses within a 7Å radius of 

each other.  Despite the far-reaching simplifications this method has great utility as we 

will show. 

 

We decided that to compute the dynamics of proteins we would need to incorporate 

knowledge about protein motions gained through observation in a database.  In prior 

work in the Gerstein group, protein motions were classified based on size into fragment 

and domain.  They were further classified based on the interactions between moving 

regions as hinge, shear, and other.  Hinge bending motions are those in which regions of 

the protein exhibit approximately rigid body rotations about a hinge point.  Despite the 
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potential for simplification, motion prediction for these has remained largely an unsolved 

problem.  We resolve the motion by first detecting the hinge, then accelerating the rigid 

body motions of the domains. 

  

Early evolutionary studies indicated that the stabilizing interactions within domains were 

more important than interactions at the hinge.  This was consistent with the general 

consensus that structural domains are independently stable.  Our first method for 

detecting the domain boundaries consisted of breaking the protein into two fragments by 

making some of the many possible combinations of two cuts on the backbone and then 

separating the resulting two fragments (one continuous and one discontinuous[112]) and 

computing their stabilities.  We found that indeed the cuts that coincided with the hinge 

resulted in the most stable fragments.   

 

In a second method, we studied the correlations of atoms assuming a Hookean potential.  

Under these circumstances not only the spectral decomposition but also the equipartition 

theorem apply.  The motional correlations of residues in a thermal ensemble generated in 

the eigenvector basis were analyzed with a view to finding a single domain of maximal 

size with high average interresidue correlation.   

 

Additional methods were developed, and some existing methods were tested.  In Chapter 

4 we integrate all of these into a single combined method which emits several hinge 

predictions and assigns a confidence score to each. 
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In Chapter 5 we proceed to use the domain boundaries to predict their motion.  We found 

that we could not accelerate domain motions by applying distributed forces.  Since 

proteins are only marginally stable, these forces invariably caused sufficient shear to 

rearrange the network of contacts, leading to deformation of the domain.  Instead we 

applied various rigid body rotations to one of the domains, using Molecular Dynamics to 

anneal the residual strain.   
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Chapter 1: The molecular motions 

database: new tools and their 

applicability to studying domain 

motions 

 

Overview 

At the outset of the current work we decided that in order to study domain motions it 

would be useful to first improve the infrastructure used by the community to study 

macromolecular motions.  The database of molecular motions, MolMovDB 

(http://molmovdb.org), has been in existence for the past decade and is widely used to 

observe, analyze, and compare conformational changes.  It classifies macromolecular 

motions and provides tools to interpolate between two conformations (the Morph Server) 

and predict possible motions in a single structure. In this chapter, published in Nucleic 

Acids Research, we describe various tools which we added to MolMovDB in preparation 

for further dynamical studies. In particular, we have developed the Morph Server to 

produce improved interpolations between two submitted structures. We have added 

support for multiple chains to the original adiabatic mapping interpolation, allowing the 

analysis of subunit motions. We also added the option of using FRODA, which allows for 
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more complex pathways, potentially overcoming steric barriers.  We added an interface 

to two different hinge prediction approaches. These act on single structures and predict 

likely residue points for flexibility.  The structures and interpolations can be viewed with 

a new viewer which permits rotating, panning, and zooming. We also developed tools to 

relate such points of flexibility in a structure to particular key residue positions, i.e. active 

sites or highly conserved positions. Lastly, we added functional classification using 

descriptions from the Gene Ontology Consortium.  The improvements overcame 

limitations in the existing server, which provided fewer analysis tools, had only a one 

major morph method, could only process single-chain structures, and provided no means 

to modify the animation or graphical output.  In later chapters we will describe how many 

of  the tools presented here facilitated studies of flexibility and motion prediction. 

 

Introduction 

 

The study of macromolecular motions is important for the understanding of function.  

Motion is crucial for the mechanism of catalysis, signaling, and for the formation of 

complexes.  Also, knowledge of the accessible conformations can be used to improve the 

performance of docking codes.  For these reasons a server which receives pairs of 

structures and generates putative motion trajectories plays a unique role in structural 

biology.  The Database of Molecular Motions[3]  is not only a repository of such motions 

but also aims to characterize them systematically and provide tools for their analysis.   
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MolMovDB is a resource for studying conformational changes in protein and other 

macromolecules, primarily through analysis of crystal structures.  It has been used to 

design and test a wide variety of structural analysis algorithms.  The Morph Server in 

particular has been used by many scientists to analyze pairs of conformations and 

produce animations representing putative trajectories of conformational change. 

 

MolMovDB sits within a constellation of databases focusing on protein structure,  These 

include the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP)[4],  the Protein Data Bank 

(PDB)[5], CATH[6], and many others.  Most of these databases are designed as 

repositories of information or systems of classification for single protein structures.  

MolMovDB differs from most in that it focuses on motions.   

 

Early studies of domain movements based on comparison of two structures[7, 8] led to 

the idea of creating a database of pairs of structures.  Initially a simple collection of web 

pages(10), MolMovDB soon developed into a proper database with a classification 

scheme[3].  An automatic pipeline for finding and morphing related proteins in the PDB 

followed[10].  Updates in recent years have included a normal mode analysis server to try 

to predict likely motions from a single structure[10], and automated graphs showing 

distribution of flexibility statistics.  

 

In the present work we describe recent improvements to MolMovDB.  We have begun 

relating our motion classification scheme to function classification using definitions 

provided by GO[11].  New tools have been added to relate motions to active sites (which 
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consist of residues that play specific roles in the recognition, binding, and catalysis of 

interaction partners), and highly conserved residues (whose identities change little 

through evolution, suggesting a specific functional role).  We have further developed the 

morph server to produce more realistic interpolations between two structures and handle 

larger motions.  Specifically, an option has been added to use FRODA[12] to find a 

sterically allowed trajectory, and a multiple chain option has been made available to 

obtain the trajectory of a complex using adiabatic mapping.  We have also added an 

interface to our flexibility prediction programs, FlexOracle[13] and ProMorph[14]. 

 

Improvements to the Morph Server 

 

The original morph server uses an adiabatic mapping approach to generate morphs for 

single chains.  Under this scheme, the distance between each atom on one structure and 

the corresponding atom on a second structure is evenly reduced.  That is to say, each 

atom in the interpolated structure is taken to lie on a straight line connecting the 

corresponding atom in structures one and two.  The distance between the interpolated 

atom and the corresponding atom in structure one is a fixed fraction of the total distance 

between the corresponding atoms in structures one and two.  After each reduction, the 

thus interpolated structure is subjected to an energy minimization step.  The minimized 

structure is then taken as one of the two endpoints of the interpolation, with the other 

endpoint being the second submitted structure[109].  The usefulness of the trajectories 

generated has been limited by several factors.  First, previous versions of the server could 

not handle complexes.  This limitation stood in the way of large scale studies of interior 
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voids in proteins, helix-helix packing, flexibility prediction, and many other large-scale 

structural analyses.  Second, we found that when the trajectory of conformational change 

strayed far from a linear interpolation, the morph server often gave unphysical results.  

Third, smooth interpolations were difficult using the conventional approach where high 

energetic barriers were present, as minimizations tended to move interpolated structures 

away from the barrier.     

 

To address these limitations, we added two new morph methods.  First, a new multiple 

chain option enables the morphing of complexes using adiabatic mapping[9].  Second, a 

new FRODA option gives our morph server the ability to circumvent the steric clashes 

that sometimes occur in adiabatic mapping.   

 

Multiple chain morphing using adiabatic mapping approach 

 

The new multiple chain option of the Morph Server was developed to aid in studies of 

conformational changes of large complexes, including mixed protein-nucleic acid 

structures.   

 

Although interpolations of complexes were possible with previous versions of the server, 

they were limited by the requirement for precisely matching sequences and limited gaps.  

Proteins with very distant homology could be morphed, but only single chains at a time.  

Our new server can determine consensus sequences and coordinates for an arbitrarily 

large number of chains, and has successfully been used with structures related by 55% 
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sequence identity.  Compared to either of the previous versions, the output is more 

faithful to the original crystallographic data, preserving most atomic positions, residue 

numbering (the monotonically increasing index that labels each residue’s position along 

the chain), and gaps.  Currently the processing of homologous structures results in 

alanine mutations for residue mismatches, but the design is sufficiently flexible to allow 

addition of other methods for obtaining a consensus sequence. 

 

New FRODA option for the morph server 

 

To find non-linear trajectories which could not be found with the existing morph method, 

we used the newly developed FRODA [12] module that is part of the FIRST5 software 

suite. Our submissions page now offers a “FRODA lite[15]” option, which invokes a 

“directed dynamics” FRODA run with a set of default parameters. In this “lite” mode, 

covalent bond lengths and angles are maintained.  Steric clashes are avoided by using a 

hard-sphere constraint corresponding to the appropriate van der Waals radii on all 

atoms[12].  

 

Hydrogen bonds and other non-covalent contacts are made and broken in the course of 

conformational change, and so including including  all of them as constraints would 

prevent the morph from taking place.  Therefore, hydrogen bonds are not considered as 

constraints in the “lite” mode.  There is thus no need for the input structure to have 

hydrogens added.  
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A full-feature version of FIRST5 with FRODA is available for download and online 

usage at http://flexweb.asu.edu, which also includes added hydrogen atoms, as well as 

hydrogen bond constraints and hydrophobic tethers[12]. 

 

The central concept behind FRODA is the use of geometric simulation to explore 

conformational space. The simulation begins by mapping a set of ghost templates onto 

the protein such that every atom belongs to at least one template. These templates overlap 

each other only at rotatable dihedral angles. Figures 1.2a and 1.2b respectively show the 

atoms and the two ghost templates, colored yellow and blue, FRODA assigns to an 

ethane molecule. The two carbon atoms belong to both ghost templates because the 

carbon-carbon bond is rotatable (flexible). Initially, these templates map onto the 

structure perfectly, with each edge of a template mapping to a covalent bond in protein. 

Noncovalent interactions are not included in the morphing procedure of FRODA lite. 

 

Once the ghost templates have been mapped to the protein atoms, the simulation proceeds 

through a series of displacement and matching steps. The result of each step is a new 

conformation. One of these simulation steps is depicted for an ethane molecule, shown 

with green carbon spheres and white hydrogen spheres in Figure 1.2a. Figure 1.2b shows 

two ghost templates, yellow and blue, mapped onto the ethane molecule such that each 

hydrogen atom is associated with a single vertex while each carbon atom is associated 

with two vertices, one in each ghost template. Each step begins with random 

displacement of every atomic position (Figure 1.2c), essentially breaking all of the bonds. 

Now begins an iterative procedure to realign the atoms and their associated template(s). 
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First, the ghost templates are fit as best as possible to the new positions of the atoms 

(Figure 1.2d). The position and orientation of each ghost template is computed by a least-

squares fit to the new positions of the atoms. The displaced atoms are then fit onto the 

new position of the ghost templates (Figure 1.2e). The hydrogen atoms fit exactly onto 

their respective ghost template positions because they each belong to only one template. 

The carbon atoms, however, each belong to two templates, and are thus positioned 

equidistant from each of their associated ghost template points. This concludes one 

iteration of atom-ghost template fitting. A predefined fitting tolerance determines 

whether the templates have been adequately realigned, thus concluding one step in 

FRODA. The templates in Figure 1.2e are outside of the fitting tolerance, and so iteration 

of the ghost template-atom fitting continues. Figures 2f and 2g respectively show refitting 

of the templates to the atoms, and the atoms back onto the templates. It can be seen that 

the second iteration, Figure 1.2g, results in templates that are much better aligned 

compared to the result of the first iteration in Figure 1.2e. The procedure continues until 

the atoms and the ghost templates are aligned within tolerance. Alignment is measured by 

the distance between atoms and vertices. The tolerance in FRODA lite is ≤ 0.125Å. One 

complete step of FRODA produces a new conformation of the ethane molecule (Figure 

1.2h).  

 

The morphing procedure used by FRODA lite is directed from an initial structure to a 

target and so differs slightly from the example given in Figure 1.2.  During morphing, the 

initial random displacement of the atoms at the beginning of each step is now biased to 

move the atoms toward their respective position in the target structure. The result is a 
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gradual transition from the initial structure to the target structure. It is important to note 

that steric overlaps are computed during each iteration so that the atoms move during 

fitting both to match the ghost templates and to obey excluded-volume constraints. 

 

If the structure finds itself in a jammed position, such that the tolerances cannot be 

satisfied, it will revert to a previous conformer and continue the morph. The random 

element in the atomic displacements provides for a degree of simulated annealing so that 

the structure can find its way around small obstacles. The paths produced by FRODA 

therefore avoid sterically impossible trajectories.   

 

Interfaces to Hinge Prediction Servers 

Ultimately, most studies of flexibility are oriented towards the goal of predicting specific 

conformational changes.  To this end we built interfaces to two flexibility prediction 

methods accessible from the front page of MolMovDB -- FlexOracle and StoneHinge.  

The goal of these servers is to provide hinge predictions for structures submitted by the 

public.  FlexOracle, StoneHinge, and the Normal Mode Analysis server differ from the 

morph server in that the first three operate on a single structure submitted by the user, and 

the fourth operates on a pair of structures. 

 

The hinge-prediction server submission form is linked to from the front page of 

MolMovDB.  Users are invited to submit a single  PDB[5] file containing a single chain.  

Upon submission, both FlexOracle and StoneHinge are run on the structure.  The user is 

sent an email with the URL at which the results may be viewed.    
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FlexOracle hinge predictor interface 

 

In the FlexOracle hinge prediction algorithm[13],  a cut is introduced into the structure 

after a residue i. The resulting N-terminal fragment with residues 1 to i – 1 is separated 

from the C-terminal fragment with residues i to N.  The intra-molecular potential energy 

of each fragment is calculated using CHARMm[16].  The implicit solvent model is used 

to account for the protein-solvent interactions.  An alternate method used in our research 

but not offered on our public server uses the average intra-molecular plus protein-solvent 

interaction energies calculated from a short GROMACS[17] MD run, using a separate 

water box for each fragment.  The energies corresponding to the two fragments are 

summed.  The process is repeated for i = 2 to N.  The procedure is similar to that used by 

Janin and Wodak in their solvent exposed area calculations[7].  Continuing that 

comparison, values of i that result in lower energy are taken to correspond to residues 

more likely to be in hinges.   As implemented on our server, the predictor only works 

when the submitted chain represents the biological molecule (i.e. does not occur in 

complex), and is soluble.  For these cases the predictions compare well with known 

hinges. 

 

For proteins that have had FlexOracle run on a submitted structure, we have made 

available buttons to highlight the first 10 hinge predictions (Fig. 1.1g) These highlight the 

residues corresponding to the results from the hinge prediction run, in ascending order of 
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energy. Thus the first residue listed is most likely to be a hinge, the next less so, and so 

on.  We also link to a graph of energy vs. i (Fig. 1.1f).   

 

In order to compare the predicted to actual hinges, we have prepared a small set of 

morphs that had FlexOracle run on the first of the two submitted structures.  These can be 

viewed on our galleries page by selecting ‘Featured FlexOracle Set’ from the drop-down 

list.  Some morphs have had the explicit solvent version of FlexOracle run on them, some 

implicit solvent, and some both. 

 

StoneHinge hinge predictor 

 

A second available hinge predictor is StoneHinge [14], which is based on the FIRST 

algorithm as implemented in ProFlex[15, 18, 19].  This predictor uses graph theory 

methods to find the two largest rigid domains of the protein.  Flexible regions between 

these two domains are taken to be hinges. 

 

ProFlex analyzes the bond network of a protein to categorize regions of the protein as 

either rigid or flexible.  By default, this network is formed using very permissive criteria 

for hydrogen bonds; however, this tends to make the protein overly rigid.  In order to find 

hinges, the protein must be flexible enough to bend freely.  Rader, et al[18], determined 

that proteins rapidly transition between rigid and flexible when the bond network has an 

average coordination level of 2.41.  StoneHinge, however, dilutes the protein’s hydrogen 

bonds such that the size of the second-largest rigid cluster is maximal[14].  Flexible 
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regions between these two rigid clusters are taken to constitute the hinge(s).  These 

hinges can be highlighted on the morph page where results are available.  StoneHinge is 

described in more detail in Chapter 4. 

 

Improvements to the underlying classification 

 

In addition to improving the two-structure and single-structure servers, we also made 

improvements to the underlying classification in MolMovDB.  These improvements have 

been oriented towards relating structure to function and allowing us to group related 

morphs together with their homologs.  

 

GO annotation 

 

We have integrated a subset of the dataset from the EBI Gene Ontology Annotation 

(GOA) project[11], into the server. In particular, we have implemented the lookup and 

display of GO terms for PDB identifiers that feature in a given motion or morph. Terms 

from each of the three GO organizing principles - molecular function, cellular component 

and biological process - are displayed when available (at the time of writing, there were 

191040 references to 24703 PDB structures), and links are provided to reveal the 

definition of individual terms. For example, for the motion in DNA polymerase I from 

Th. aquaticus (database motion 'taqpol', PDB codes 2ktq and 3ktq), the motion report can 

be annotated with six GO terms: DNA binding, nuclease activity, 5'-3' exonuclease 
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activity, DNA-directed DNA polymerase activity (all molecular function), intracellular 

(cellular component) and DNA replication (biological process) - all appropriate terms for 

this enzyme. 

The addition of the GOA dataset for the annotation of the motion and morph reports is 

not only useful in itself, as the addition of the GO terms also facilitates searching the 

database in a broader fashion than was previously possible. Furthermore, we have added 

some interesting new subsets for use with the automatic plotter derived from searches 

with GO terms. Figure 1.3 shows the distribution of one particular statistic, maximum Cα 

displacement of the second (moving) core of the structure for two subsets derived in this 

manner, and a third included for comparative purposes, showing the distribution for the 

same statistic across all canonical morphs in the database. These plots are a first step in 

addressing the question of whether particular types of motion are associated with a 

particular function or role in a biological system.  

 

PDB ID vs. morph ID BLAST features 

 

The front page of MolMovDB has long provided a feature to search by PDB ID.  This 

feature was limited by the fact that many users uploaded structure files directly rather 

than providing PDB identifier.  Also, the submitted structures were often unpublished and 

therefore absent from the PDB altogether.  For these morphs, no PDB ID was assigned, 

therefore it was impossible to find them with this search method.   
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In order to overcome these shortcomings, it was necessary to assign a PDB ID to such 

morphs.  To do so, we searched the PDB for structures with greater than 99% sequence 

identity to the morphs in our database.  This information was then used to provide an 

additional search option on our front page.  It is also possible to use this feature to 

connect to our database by providing a PDB ID, as has been done on LinkHub[20].  

Conversely, it is possible to search for PDB ID’s with high sequence identity to a given 

morph (Figure 1.1 a).  As an additional benefit, it is possible to transfer annotation from 

closely related PDB structures to the corresponding morph.  We took advantage of this 

capability to assign active site annotation to our morphs from the Catalytic Site Atlas[21]. 

 

Tools relating Motion to Sites on Structure 

 

Users often want to relate the motion of particular residues in a structure to particular 

structural sites and features, e.g. the position of active sites or highly conserved residues.  

We built tools that now allow us to do both of these things. 

 

Catalytic site highlighting 

 

We related our morphs to active sites identified in the Catalytic Site Atlas[21].  The CSA 

is manually curated, thus avoiding the various pitfalls of using the PDB’s SITE records.   

We obtained the active site residue numbers and corresponding PDB ID’s from a table 

provided by the Thornton group.  We annotated all the morphs that were linked by our 
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homology table to an entry in the CSA.  When annotation is available, a button appears 

on the morph page to highlight the active site residues.  This can serve as a visual aid to 

understanding the link between catalysis and motion.   

 

For easier browsing of this feature we've added a new gallery named “Catalytic Site 

Atlas”.  Every morph in this gallery has active site information available for viewing.  

 

Conservation score viewer 

 

Since highly conserved residues are more likely to play an important role in the function 

of a protein, we implemented a tool to calculate the conservation score for each residue of 

a submitted sequence.  The server highlights the top 5% of the most conserved residues 

(i.e., the residues with the highest conservation scores).  

 

To calculate these conservation scores we first performed a BLAST search of the input 

sequence against nrdb90, a non-redundant sequence database in which protein sequences 

have no more than 90% sequence identity with each other[22]. Next we extracted up to 

50 top-aligned sequences to a given morph to generate a multiple sequence alignment 

using Clustal W[23]. For each position in the multiple sequence alignment, we used 

information content to evaluate the consensus of each of the 20 types of amino acids at 

this position[24]. Then we ranked each position according to the magnitude of the 

information content. 
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 1.1:  The new morph page. 

 

The previous page, now called morph-classic.cgi, can still be accessed by a link.  

Features:  a. A page with links to PDB entries with >99% sequence homology.  b.  

d 

c 

b 

a 

e 

f 

g 
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Highlight active sites from the CSA database, if entries exist in any close homologs.  c. 

Torsion angle plots can be useful in guiding your hinge selection efforts.  c. If you wish 

to contribute to our hinge research, use the arrow buttons to manually select up to three 

hinges by visual inspection.  e. Submit your hinge selection, plus any comments.  

Comments appear in our public bulletin board.  f. If our FlexOracle hinge prediction 

program has been run on the first frame of the morph, the energy vs. residue number plot 

can be viewed here.  g. The ten best (lowest energy, in ascending order of energy) hinges 

can be highlighted in the viewer.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2:  The motion of an ethane molecule as determined by geometric simulation in  
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FRODA.  

 

a) initial atomic positions; b) ghost templates; c) random atomic displacement; d) fitting 

of ghost templates to atoms; e) refitting of atoms to ghost templates; f), g) further 

iterations of d), e); h) until a new conformer is found[12].  
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Figure 1.3:  Conformational change and functional grouping. 

 

Example plots of the distribution of maximum Cα displacement of the mobile   

component (2nd core) in structures annotated with Gene Ontology terms (‘DNA 

binding’, 17 morphs – top; ‘metabolism’,17 morphs – centre), compared with the 

reference morph dataset (200 canonical morphs - bottom). Red bars indicate 

morphs whose 2nd core max. Cα displacement falls below the median, while 

green bars indicate those above.  
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Chapter 2: Hinge Atlas: relating 

protein sequence to sites of 

structural flexibility  

 

Overview 

In this chapter, published in BioMedCentral: Bioinformatics, we begin investigating 

structural flexility, with a study of the relationship between sequence features and hinges 

between structural domains.  Some of the tools presented in Chapter 1, especially the new 

interactive Morph page and the GO classifications, will be used to aid the work.  The 

concept of structural flexibility is important for identifying domain boundaries, 

understanding structure-function relationships, and designing flexibility into 

proteins.  Efforts in this field have been hampered by the lack of a proper dataset for 

studying characteristics of hinges. Using the Molecular Motions Database we have 

created a Hinge Atlas of manually annotated hinges and a statistical formalism for 

calculating the enrichment of various types of residues in these hinges.  We found various 

correlations between hinges and sequence features. Some of these are expected; for 

instance, we found that hinges tend to occur on the surface and in coils and turns and to 

be enriched with small and hydrophilic residues. Others are less obvious and intuitive. In 
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particular, we found that hinges tend to coincide with active sites, but unlike the latter 

they are not at all conserved in evolution.    We evaluate the potential for hinge prediction 

based on sequence. 

 

Motions play an important role in catalysis and protein-ligand interactions.  Hinge 

bending motions comprise the largest class of known motions.  Therefore it is important 

to relate the hinge location to sequence features, namely residue type,  flanking sequence, 

physicochemical class, secondary structure, solvent exposure, evolutionary conservation, 

and proximity to active sites.  To do this, we first generated the Hinge Atlas, a set of 

protein motions with the hinge locations manually annotated, and then studied the 

coincidence of these features with the hinge location.  We found that all of the features 

have bearing on the hinge location.  Most interestingly, we found that hinges tend to 

occur at or near active sites and yet unlike the latter are not conserved.  Less surprisingly, 

we found that hinge residues tend to be small, not hydrophobic or aliphatic, and occur in 

turns and random coils on the surface.  A functional sequence based hinge predictor was 

made which uses some of the data generated in this study.  The Hinge Atlas is made 

available to the community for further flexibility studies.   

 

In Chapters 3 and 4 we will follow up our sequence based study of flexibility with 

structure based studies.  In Chapter 4 we will compare sequence based and structure 

based methods.         
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Background 

Motions play an essential role in catalysis and protein-ligand interactions. Gerstein et 

al.[3] classify these motions first on the basis of packing into shear, hinge (treated in this 

work) , and “other,” then on the basis of size into fragment, domain, and subunit.  A 

subunit is a peptide fragment that is not covalently attached to a larger complex; subunit 

motions are outside the scope of this work.  Structural domains are defined in various 

subtly different ways[111]; the definition of relevance to this work states that a domain is 

stable unit of a protein, containing a hydrophobic core about which folding 

nucleates[112].  Fragments are stretches of polypeptide too small to be considered 

domains and are also outside of the focus of this work.            

 

A representative set of motions from the Database of Macromolecular Motions was 

classified on the above basis by Gerstein et al [3].  Hinge bending motions were found to 

account for 45% of motions in a representative set comprising domain hinge motions 

(31% of the total) and fragment hinge motions (14%)[3, 9, 25].  Thus understanding 

fundamental aspects of hinge bending mechanisms may lead to an improved 

understanding of the relationship between structure and function.  As mentioned in this 

work we focus on domain hinge motions. 

 

There are three levels of hinge prediction.  The easiest case occurs when the atomic 

coordinates are available for two or more conformations of a given protein, e.g. the apo 
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and the holo. In this case it is possible to compare the two structures and observe which 

stretches of polypeptide are structurally conserved, i.e. are stable domains, and which 

points are flexible.  By doing so Van der Spoel et al.[110] determined the location of the 

flexible hinge on the central helix of Calmodulin.  The process can also be automated 

with various available packages, including FlexProt[26, 27], Hingefind[28] and 

DynDom[29].  A much more difficult problem is that of predicting hinges when only one 

set of structural atomic coordinates is available.  Several algorithms have been developed 

for this purpose[19, 30-32].  The very hardest case occurs when the sequence is known 

but atomic coordinates are not available.   

 

The problem of finding flexible hinges between structural domains based on sequence is 

in some ways similar to the problem of finding the boundaries of functional domains, 

which can be flexible or inflexible.  The latter are portions of a structure which recur in 

various proteins performing a similar biochemical function; however these do not 

necessarily coincide with the former [111].  Several algorithms exist to find the 

boundaries of functional domains.  In one significant contribution, Nagarajan and 

Yona[33] analyzed multiple sequence alignments and were able to identify domains with 

some accuracy.  Marsden et al[34] focused on the case of proteins with no significant 

sequence homology to well characterized proteins and found that predicted secondary 

structure contained information about domain boundaries.  Jones et al. combined 

PUU[35], DETECTIVE[36], and DOMAK[37] to make a consensus-based domain 

boundary predictor[38].  Heger et al.  created the Automatic Domain Decomposition 

Algorithm (ADDA) and associated online database.  Murzin et al. created the SCOP 
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(Structural Classification of Proteins) database.  For purposes of the above algorithms 

and classifications, however, domains are defined as proteins or regions of proteins 

having a common evolutionary origin; flexibility is not a consideration.  Indeed most 

small and medium sized proteins, such as those prevalent in the Hinge Atlas, consist of a 

single domain.  Therefore the problem of finding flexible hinges is not solved by finding 

domain boundaries as defined for these methods.  Schlessinger et al[39] developed a 

method to predict B-factors from sequence, but it is not clear that B-factors obtained in 

this way would yield accurate flexibility predictions[40, 41].  In light of the limitations of 

existing methods, the prediction of domain hinges from sequence  is considered an open 

problem[33].           

 

In this article we focus on the characterization of these hinges based on sequence.  To 

that end, we compiled the Hinge Atlas, a manually annotated dataset of hinge bending 

motions, as well as a separate computer annotated dataset, both available for further 

studies.  The Hinge Atlas has several applications.  First, the statistical properties of 

hinges can be studied (composition, sequence correlations, coincidence with active sites, 

etc).  Second, it can be used to benchmark hinge prediction programs.  Third, by 

homology hinge annotations could potentially be transferred to proteins where the 

existence and location of a hinge are unknown.  Fourth, the annotations could 

conceivably be used in future protein motion prediction programs.  The first application 

was of most interest to us in the current work. 
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Our molecular motions database serves a wide variety of purposes, helping investigators 

understand the motion characteristics of individual proteins, as well as statistical 

properties of large groups of motions.  It is the ideal platform for the current study, since 

it contains over 19000 morphs.  A morph is a set of atomic coordinates for two 

homologous protein structures (usually obtained experimentally), plus several structures 

which our morph server generates as interpolations between the two.  Our server displays 

these structures in succession as a “movie” which suggests a possible trajectory of motion 

between the two conformations.  In this study we compiled two representative sets of 

morphs with hinge annotation:  a computer annotated set and a manually annotated set, 

the Hinge Atlas, as will be explained. Using mostly the latter, we addressed the following 

questions: 

 

Are certain residue types differentially represented in hinges? 

Do certain pairs of amino acids coincide with hinges? 

Can sequence be used to predict hinges? 

Do hinges coincide with active sites? 

Do hinges prefer certain secondary structural elements? 

Do hinge residues share physicochemical or steric properties? 

Are hinge residues conserved in evolution? 

 

As our first task, we computed the rate of occurrence of each residue type in the Hinge 

Atlas.  Certain amino acids were found to be differentially represented in hinges in a 

statistically significant fashion. We also investigated whether certain consecutive pairs of 
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residues were differentially represented in hinges.  In the course of the above, we 

observed that one of the overrepresented residues (serine) is potentially catalytic; this was 

the original motivation for question 4 above. To answer that question, we searched the 

Catalytic Sites Atlas (CSA)[21] for close homologs to the proteins in our dataset, and 

extracted the active site residue numbers from those proteins for comparison to the Hinge 

Atlas annotation.  

 

Our next task was to investigate hinge coincidence with secondary structure.  Hinges are 

generally believed to occur in disordered regions, but this belief has never been tested or 

quantified rigorously to our knowledge.   

 

Following up on our finding that hinges coincide with active site residues, we went on to 

the question, are hinge residues more likely to be conserved than other residues, as active 

sites are?  We ranked the residues by relative conservation and examined the differences 

between hinge and non-hinge residues.   

 

Significant correlations between sequence features and hinges were found in the above 

analyses.  We computed Hinge Indices for each of these which may be used to relate 

sequence features to flexibility.  We then sought to determine what predictive value 

sequence might have on its own and whether various sequence features collectively could 

be used for prediction.   
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We first made a simple GOR(Garnier-Osguthorpe-Robson) -like predictor.  We 

computed the log-odds rate of occurrence for residues located at the -8 to +8 positions 

along the sequence in the training set.  We used this table to make predictions on the test 

set and examined their predictive power.  

  

As a second approach, we made a composite Hinge Index, which we call HingeSeq, from 

the Hinge Indices of each of the sequence features found to be the strongest indicators of 

flexiblilty.  The statistical significance of this measure was computed much as for the 

individual sequence features.  To show that the measure is predictive, we again divided 

the Hinge Atlas into training and test sets and recomputed the relevant Hinge Indices to 

include only training set data.  We used the regenerated HingeSeq to predict hinges in the 

test set and generated a Receiver Operating Characteristic(ROC) curve.  

 

As a final step, we examined MolMovDB as a whole to determine whether any particular 

database bias was in evidence.  We also used resampling[42] to check for sampling 

artifacts in the Hinge Atlas.  Lastly, we compared the Hinge Atlas to our computer 

annotated dataset.   The resulting work provides insight into the composition, 

physicochemical properties, geometry, and evolution of hinge regions in proteins.       
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Methods 

Preparation of computer annotated hinge dataset 

Prior to generating the manually annotated Hinge Atlas, we used computational methods 

to generate a dataset of hinge residues for our statistical studies.  We began by running 

FlexProt[26], a leading hinge identification tool, on all morphs (pairs of homologous 

protein structures) in the Database of Macromolecular Motions.  FlexProt works by 

matching and structurally aligning  fragments in one structure with corresponding 

fragments in the other.  The goal is to find fragment pairs which (1) have minimal RMSD 

and (2) are maximal in size.  The hinges are then reported as the boundaries separating 

those fragments.  Goal (2) is equivalent to minimizing the number of these hinges.  Since 

domains are never completely rigid, RMSD tends to grow with fragment size and 

therefore goal (1) is in conflict with goal (2).  This conflict is dealt with by providing the 

user with a series of adjustable parameters, and further by reporting not one but several 

alternative hinge locations from which the user can choose.  We used a combination of 

computer and manual culling to select those morphs for which the identified hinges met 

the following criteria: 

 

Motion was domain wise, i.e. two or more structural domains could be observed moving 

approximately as rigid bodies with respect to each other. 

The identified hinge was located in the flexible region connecting two rigid domains, 

rather than in the domains themselves. 
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The morph trajectory was sterically reasonable, i.e. chains were not broken in the attempt 

to interpolate motion. 

 

We found that FlexProt’s Maximal[43, 44] RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation) 

parameter had a strong effect on the results.  Therefore when FlexProt gave visibly 

incorrect results for a given morph, we reran the program, systematically varying this 

parameter.  If for one of these runs the program’s hinge identification was consistent with 

the observed motion observed in the morph movie, the annotation for that morph was 

entered into the database.  We discarded immediately those morphs that did not exhibit 

clear hinge bending motion.  Lastly, we removed redundant morphs using nrdb90[22]. 

 

Note that the definition of a hinge given in the introduction allows for a hinge of zero 

length.  FlexProt indeed often returned such hinges.  To deal with this, in all cases one 

residue on each side of the hinge, was taken to also belong to the hinge.  Thus most 

hinges are two residues long.  At the end of this process, the computer annotated set 

contained 273 morphs.  

 

As described, the computer annotation of hinges requires significant human intervention 

and the results were often debatable.  Many of the hinge annotations differed slightly but 

visibly from the boundary between rigid domains, such that the backbone flexions that 

could account for the domain motion were not seen in the predicted hinge region.  In 

other cases hinges were missed, and some annotations appeared where no hinge existed.  

The more flagrantly misannotated hinges were removed from the dataset, but making the 
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manual culling too stringent would simply have resulted in a dataset too small to be 

statistically meaningful.  For these reasons, the computer annotated dataset was not used 

in most of this work.  Nonetheless, the computer annotated dataset is arguably more 

objective then the manually annotated set described below, and so is made available to 

the community. 

To address the accuracy issues, we decided to generate a manually annotated set of 

hinges -- the Hinge Atlas.  To generate this set we first created the Hinge Annotation 

Tool which can also be used by the public as we will now explain. 

 

The Hinge Annotation Tool 

The creation of publicly accessible tools for manual annotation of hinges involved 

significant changes to the morph page.  The morph page is the primary point on 

MolMovDB for analyzing single morphs.  It is accessible from the “movies” page or 

through our search tool, both linked to or visible on our front page.  Our server also 

provides a link to this page in an email sent to the submitter of each morph request.  We 

added all of the new tools to the “Hinge Analysis” tab on this page.  The first of these is 

the Hinge Annotation tool.  Each of three rows of “arrow” buttons on this tool move a 

highlighted window of two residues along the protein chain, allowing the user to 

highlight up to three hinges in a protein.  The “Show all” button then highlights all 

selected residues in the Jmol viewer window.  Once the user is satisfied with the hinge 

selection, clicking “Submit” records this selection in the database.   Once the morph page 

is regenerated, a “Show public hinge” button will be visible which, when clicked, 

highlights the selected residues. Lastly, the user can use a pointing device to reorient the 
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protein in the Jmol window to his/her liking.  A GIF image based on that view can be 

generated by clicking on the “color by domain” link.   The animation will be rendered 

using VMD’s  “new cartoon” style, with the identified hinge region and two rigid 

domains each colored distinctively.  The hinge annotations made in this way persist in 

our database for visualization and use by others, until overwritten. With minor 

modification, these tools were used to generate the Hinge Atlas dataset of manually 

annotated hinges.  The criteria we used for selection are described in the following 

section.  

 

Highlighting the Hinge Atlas hinges (described below) on the animated morph movie is a 

matter of going to the morph page and clicking on the “Hinge Analysis” tab as above and 

clicking the “Show Hinge Atlas hinge” button.  The annotated hinge location will be 

rendered in green spacefill style, which contrasts with the white trace used elsewhere in 

the protein.  

 

Construction of the Hinge Atlas  

The tools described above answer only the technical question of how we annotated 

hinges.  In this section we clarify the motivation for the Hinge Atlas and its applications 

and answer the scientific question of how we decided on the precise location of the hinge 

for each morph.   

 

For each morph in the Hinge Atlas, we used the Hinge Annotation Tool as described to 

select the hinge location.  Motivated in part by our long term goal of providing a resource 
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that could be used in motion prediction work, and in part by a desire to deepen basic 

understanding of protein motion,  we asked ourselves the following question: 

 

Would it be possible to approximately reproduce the observed motion by allowing 

flexure at the hinge points but keeping the regions between hinges rigid? 

 

In order for this question to be answered in the affirmative, the hinge selection should be 

the one to best meet the following criteria: 

 

The φ, ψ, and α (effective α-carbon to α-carbon) torsion angles of hinge residues may 

often (but not always) be larger than those of their neighbors. 

Amino acids on either side of the hinge residues must be co-moving with their respective 

rigid regions. 

Rotations of one of the rigid regions about the hinge region must not result in significant 

and irreconcilable steric clashes. 

 

In order to use (1) as a useful guide to selecting the hinge location, we made use of the 

torsion angle charts and graphs in the structure analysis tools section on the morph page.  

However often large rotations of the main chain are induced by multiple cooperative 

torsions in the hinge, and these may be individually small, particularly in α-helices.  The 

usefulness of this flexibility measure is further limited by the frequent occurrence of large 

torsion angles which do not coincide with hinges.  Nonetheless, when the precise location 
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of the hinge was otherwise unclear, torsion angles were often examined to help adjust the 

selection.       

 

Criterion (2) is a definition of a hinge.  Sometimes the hinge was slightly longer than 

others, and in those cases we added more residues to the hinge, up to a limit of about five 

residues in total.  If the hinge was distributed over too many residues such that no one 

short stretch could be said to constitute the entire hinge, then the morph was discarded 

from the Hinge Atlas, since the motion was not hingelike.  Criterion (3) is a practical 

requirement of a working hinge.  If substantial flexure at points outside the hinge is 

required to avoid domain interpenetration, then the choice of hinge location is incorrect, 

or the motion is not hinge but rather shear or unclassifiable. 

 

The next question was, how to select the morphs which would be annotated and included 

in the Hinge Atlas.  The entire Database of Macromolecular Motions (MolMovDB) with 

(at the time) over 17000 morphs, could clearly not all be annotated given limited 

manpower.  Further, only a minority of morphs (albeit a large one) exhibited hinge 

bending motion, and even within this group much redundancy existed.   

 

To address these issues and make the annotation work manageable, we first selected a 

nonredundant subset of the morphs in MolMovDB by aligning all sequences to NRDB90.  

This reduced the dataset to 1000 morphs.  This was more manageable, but still the set 

contained many proteins which did not exhibit hinge bending motions.  Fortunately we 

found that the score output by FlexProt, normalized by dividing by the number of 
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residues, provided an accurate measure of the degree to which a protein exhibited hinge 

bending.  High scores, close to unity, indicated proteins more likely to exhibit hinge 

bending motion.  Lower scores, below 0.9 or so, were very unlikely to do so.  We sorted 

the 1000 nonredundant morphs by descending normalized flexprot score (described 

earlier) and annotated them in that order.  Those proteins for which we could find hinges 

allowing a positive answer to the question above were annotated and added to the Hinge 

Atlas.  Those proteins which did not exhibit hinge bending motion or for which no 

suitable hinge could be found were discarded.  At the end of this culling and annotation 

effort, the Hinge Atlas contained 214 nonredundant annotated morphs.  We also manually 

annotated a small set of specifically fragment (rather than domain) hinge bending 

motions which may be useful for some studies, described below.  

 

Availability of datasets 

In the course of this study we compiled a number of sets of morphs which can be viewed 

on our online galleries listed and linked to on our sets page.  The Hinge Atlas and 

computer annotated sets are compared more rigorously in the “Statistical comparison of 

datasets” section. The galleries provide easy browsing and visual inspection of morph 

movies sharing certain characteristics.  The sets offered include:  

Nonredundant:  No two morphs in this set have more than 90% sequence homology.  

This set was compiled by alignment to proteins in nrdb90.      

 

Catalytic Sites Atlas:  All morphs in this set have annotated active sites which can be 

highlighted in the jmol viewer. 
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Catalytic Sites Atlas (nonredundant):  Same as above, but with redundant morphs 

removed by comparison to nrdb90. 

 

FlexProt Hinges:  Computer annotated set used in parts of this study and described 

above.  We consider it to be less useful than the Hinge Atlas, but the data is nonetheless 

made available. 

 

Fragment Hinge Motions:  A small set of hinge bending motions involving fragments 

smaller than domains, as alluded to in the previous section.    

 

Hinge Atlas:  Contains the manually annotated protein pairs used in this study.  A link on 

the sets page permits the download of the sequence data (including residue number, 

residue type, hinge annotation, catalytic site annotation, and secondary structure)  in 

mySQL format.  The same data is available in tab-delimited text format which is human 

readable and importable into MS Excel and other packages.  Another link on the same 

page facilitates the download of the interpolated structure files associated with each 

morph in the Hinge Atlas set.   

 

Clicking on the thumbnail image leads to the “movies” page, where users can browse 

through the 214 proteins in the Hinge Atlas.  Clicking on any of the protein thumbnail 

images, in turn, leads to the corresponding morph page, where the hinge annotation can 

be viewed as described in the “Hinge Annotation Tool” section 
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Method for analyzing relative frequency of occurrence 

 

Throughout this study, we will be comparing how often a particular entity (be it a certain 

amino acid, a certain pair of amino acids, a certain class of amino acids, a certain 

secondary structural element etc.) occurs in hinges versus everywhere in the Hinge Atlas 

or another of the datasets described above.  The statistical analysis will be the same 

regardless of the particulars, so we will here present the general approach and later only 

mention adjustments particular to the specific question addressed.   

First we defined the following variables: 

 

D = total number of residues in the dataset 

H = total number of residues in hinges in the dataset 

C = classification scheme used to create groups of residue positions.  For example, C 

could be secondary structure, degree of conservation, etc.   

c = a particular grouping of residues, where 

! 

c " C . For instance, if C = secondary 

structure, then c = helix is the class of all residues in helices, c = strand is the class of all 

residues in strands, etc.  Another example might be C = evolutionary conservation, with c 

= cons1 = top 20% most conserved residues, c = cons2 = second 20% most conserved, 

etc. 

! 

a
c= set of all residues of class c in the dataset. 

! 

d
c = number of times residues of class c occurred anywhere in the dataset.  
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! 

h
c = number of times residues of a particular class c occurred in hinges.   

These can be used to estimate various probabilities as follows:  

! 

p(ac ) = dc /D  is the prior probability of c -- in other words, the probability that residues 

of class c occur anywhere in the dataset.   

! 

p(ac h) = hc /H  is the conditional probability that a residue belongs to class c, 

given it is a hinge.    

 

A quantity that is of interest in hinge prediction is the posterior probability 

! 

p(h ac ) , 

the probability that a residue is a hinge given it is in ac.  We obtain this from Bayes’ rule: 

 

! 

p(h ac ) =
p(ac h) " p(h)

p(ac )
=
hc

dc
  

Equation 1 

 

Where the prior probability that a residue is a hinge is given by )()(
D

H
hp = .   

 

We further define the hinge index HI, similar to the domain linker index used in 

Armadillo[45]:  

! 

HI(ac ) = log10
p(ac h)

p(ac )
 

Equation 2 
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The argument of the log is the ratio of the observed frequency of occurrence of classes of 

amino acids 

! 

a
c
 in hinges, over the expected. Note that this argument is close to the 

likelihood ratio 

! 

p(ac h)

p(ac ~ h)
used in Bayesian statistics[46] because H is so small 

compared to D.  The quantity HI yields an intuitive measure of the enrichment of certain 

classes of residues in hinges, with positive numbers indicating enrichment and negative 

numbers indicating scarcity.  Just because the HI is nonzero, however, does not mean that 

the differential representation has statistical significance.  To establish the latter, we 

considered two statistical hypotheses:  

 

0
H :  The null hypothesis.   

Assume 

! 

h
c  is a randomly distributed random variable with mean 

! 

µ
h .  The null 

hypothesis states that: 

! 

µ
h

=
d
c

D
"H  

If this is true, then the hinge set is chosen without replacement in an unbiased fashion 

from the dataset, and

! 

p(ac h)is given by the hypergeometric distribution (Equation 3). 

 

1
H , The alternate hypothesis.   

This states that: 
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! 

µ
h
"
d
c

D
#H . 

It is equivalent to saying that

! 

p(ac h)  is not 

! 

p(ac ) , and therefore the null hypothesis can 

be rejected.  We test this as follows.  If it is the case that  

! 

h
c

H
>
d
c

D
 ,  

and if we choose a significance threshold of 0.05, we can reject 0
H  iff our p-

value

! 

HYP(H,D,x,d
c
)

x= h(a )
h

"

# < 0.05.  P-value is also defined and discussed in Chapter 3 

(Statstical evaluation section).  The left hand side of the latter inequality can be 

interpreted as the probability that hc or more residues of class ac  could be found in 

hinges, assuming 
0

H  and given H,D, and dc.  The argument of the sum is the 

hypergeometric function, which gives the probability that dc residues taken without 

replacement from a set of D residues of which H are hinges, would contain exactly x 

hinges:  

! 

HYP(H,D,x,d
c
) =

H

x

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' 
D(H

d
c
( x

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' 

D

d
c

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' 

 

Equation 3 

 

 

Otherwise, if it is the case that 
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! 

h
c

H
<
d
c

D
 ,  

then we reject 
0

H  iff our p-value !
"#=

)(

))(,,,(
ah

x

i
adxDHHYP < 0.05. 

Results 

Are certain amino acids more likely to occur in hinges? 

 

We applied the described statistical formalism to the problem of amino acid frequency of 

occurrence in hinges by taking C = amino acid type, and c to designate each of the 20 

canonical amino acids.  HI scores and p-values were thus calculated for each of 20 

identifications of c corresponding to the 20 canonical amino acids. 

 

Not surprisingly, we found that the small residues glycine and serine are overrepresented 

in a highly significant fashion.  We also found phenylalanine, valine, alanine, and leucine 

to be underrepresented, albeit with lower significance (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1).  We also 

investigated the frequency of occurrence of sequential pairs of amino acids in hinges, but 

since 400 sequential pairs are possible the significance of the results was much lower and 

no conclusion could be drawn.  

 

Are residues within a certain distance of an active site more likely to 

be hinge residues? 
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As mentioned earlier, the fact that one of the overrepresented residues is potentially 

catalytic led us to suspect that hinge residues are more likely to occur in active sites, or 

within a few residues of an active site, than would be expected by chance.  This would 

make sense from a biochemical and mechanical perspective.  Hinge motions are often 

opening and closing motions of domains intended to expose the active site, which often 

would be located near the center of the motion, i.e. the hinge.  In some cases (e.g. 

kinases), binding of a first substrate may create the active site for a second substrate, and 

it is not clear that this second site would have any tendency to coincide with the hinge.     

Prior work[47] shows that active sites are more likely to occur at regions of low first 

normal mode displacement.  Such regions have been shown to coincide with hinges[40].  

Here we close the loop, comparing active sites directly with the Hinge Atlas annotation 

and quantifying the correspondence.       

In order to annotate the active site locations, we BLASTed[48] the morph sequences in 

the computer annotated dataset against the sequences in the Catalytic Sites Atlas and 

considered a morph in the hinge dataset to match a protein in the CSA if they had 

sequence identity !  99%.  This high threshold was chosen to minimize the possibility of 

incorrectly labeling a residue in the Hinge Atlas and thereby diminishing the significance 

of the results.  For each such pair, we transferred the catalytic site annotation to the 

morph.  We described earlier how to browse the CSA morphs online.  Of the 214 proteins 

in the Hinge Atlas, 94 were annotated with active site information from the CSA; the rest 

had no close CSA homologs.  The 94 proteins comprised the dataset for this calculation.  

We analyzed this set using the statistical formalism described earlier, with the following 

variable definitions: 
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C = distance from the nearest active site, in residues. 

c  = successively: active site residues, amino acids 1 residue away from the nearest active 

site residue, 2 residues away, etc. 

D = 28050 residues in the dataset of 94 proteins 

H = 378 hinge residues in the dataset 

dc  = residues of class c in the dataset 

hc  = residues of class c in hinges. 

 

The results are shown in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.2.  At short distances from the active 

sites, hinge residues were overrepresented.  The active site residues and residues as much 

as four residues away from the nearest active site were significantly overrepresented in 

hinges.   

Are hinges segregated by secondary structure? 

It is generally accepted that hinges tend to avoid secondary structure.  However this 

belief has, to our knowledge, never been tested on a quantitative basis, and indeed 

numerous counterexamples can be found.  For instance, the hinge in calmodulin and 

troponin C[40, 49] occurs in an α-helix, and in glutamine binding protein it occurs in two 

parallel beta strands[40].  Thus we do not know which particular types of secondary 

structure are avoided or preferred, or to what degree.  To obtain this information, we 

tabulated the number of hinge residues occurring in the various types of secondary 

structural elements, and compared this with the distribution of all residues, proceeding as 

follows. 
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STRIDE[50] recognizes secondary structural elements from atomic coordinates.  We 

used this program to assign secondary structural classes to all residues in the Hinge Atlas.  

We then tabulated the number of residues assigned to each class, both in hinges and 

elsewhere in the dataset.  Lastly, we calculated the HI scores and the p-values as before, 

letting C = secondary structural element type and c designate e.g. helix, coil, etc.   

 

We found that three types of secondary structure were differentially represented in hinges 

with extremely high significance.  We conclude that hinges are less likely to occur in α-

helices, and are more likely to occur in turns or random coils (Figure 2.3 and Table 2.3).  

For the user’s convenience, secondary structure assignments for individual morphs can be 

obtained in the ‘Hinge analysis tools’ box on the MolMovDB morph page[30] mentioned 

earlier. 

Are certain physicochemical properties preferred in hinge residues? 

It is intuitive that certain physicochemical classes of residues (such as small and 

hydrophilic) would occur more frequently in hinges, and this would help explain the 

amino acid propensities reported earlier in this work.  To check and quantify this, we 

grouped amino acids into several non-exlusive categories[51].  Following again our 

statistical treatment, we calculated HI scores and p-values, letting C = physicochemical 

grouping, and c  = aliphatic, polar, charged, etc.  We  discovered that aliphatic and 

hydrophobic residues were very significantly underrepresented.    Overrepresented were 

small and tiny residues (Figure 2.4 and  Table 2.4).  
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Are hinge residues conserved in evolution? 

We next investigated whether hinge residues are conserved. Since certain residue classes 

are preferred in hinges, one might suspect that hinge residues would be conserved.  

Evolutionary conservation can be thought of as an effort to retain genetic features most 

important for the survival and proliferation of the species; features that are less essential 

are likely to change as a result of random mutations introduced over time through a 

variety of mechanisms.  If a feature is conserved across related organisms, we say it has 

low information entropy, whereas to the extent that its variability approaches random we 

say it has high entropy.  This entropy is the basis of various measures of information 

content, one of which we used and describe below.            

 

First,  for each of the Hinge Atlas sequences we wished to find an alignment of  protein 

sequences similar enough that principal features were conserved, but without large 

numbers of proteins so closely related as to be uninformative.  To do this we 

BLASTed[48] each of the Hinge Atlas sequences against nrdb90, a non-redundant 

sequence database in which protein sequences have no more than 90% sequence identity 

with each other [22] Next we extracted up to 50 top-aligned sequences to a given morph 

to generate a multiple sequence alignment using Clustal W[23].  For each position in the 

multiple sequence alignment, we used the formalism developed by Schneider et al[24] to 

compute the information content associated with a column in the multiple sequence 
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alignment at this position[24, 52].  This formalism, based on information entropy, assigns 

a higher score to the more conserved residues.     

 

We sorted the residues in Hinge Atlas morphs according to the magnitude of the 

information content scores.  We then divided the residues into five bins of equal size.  If 

hinge residues are conserved, then there should be an enrichment of hinge residues in the 

top bins, which correspond to the most conserved residues. On the other hand, if hinge 

residues are hypermutable, there should be more of them in the bottom bins, 

corresponding to the least conserved residues.  Because it is widely agreed that active 

sites should be conserved, we used the conservation of active sites as a control. 

 

To quantify the enrichment, we calculated the HI scores as described previously.  Here, c 

is a label applied to residues that ranked in a given percentile bin, e.g. the top 20% most 

conserved. For that bin 

! 

p(ac | h) = hc /H  is thus the ratio of the number of hinge 

residues in the bin divided by the total number of hinge residues.  Similarly, 

! 

p(ac ) = dc /D  is the ratio of the  number of residues in the dataset in the bin divided 

by the grand total of residues in the dataset.  To determine the statistical significance of 

HI scores, we calculated the p-values using the hypergeometric distribution with the 

! 

d
c
,h

c
,D,H defined above.   

 

For the control set, we performed the same calculation but made the following changes to 

the variable definitions: 
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Our dataset was no longer the Hinge Atlas, but rather the “Catalytic Sites Atlas 

(nonredundant)” set described earlier.  D  is the total number of residues in this set.   

! 

a
c  still represents residues in the dataset belonging to a given conservation rank bin.  

! 

d
c  is the total number of residues in that bin. 

! 

h
c  now represents the number of active site residues in a given bin corresponding to c.  

Similarly, H   represents the total number of active site residues in the dataset.  

 

We found that hinge residues distribute evenly in the top 80%, and have a slight but 

statistically very significant enrichment in the bottom 20% bin (Figure 2.5 and Table 2.5).  

Thus hinge residues are hypermutable.  We observe a highly significant enrichment of 

active site residues in the top 20% bin, as expected. Among the 947 active site residues, 

813 of them (86%) are in the highest bin, and the numbers progressively decrease in 

lower bins. 

 

The Hinge Atlas pools enzymes together with non-catalytic proteins.  We reasoned 

therefore that perhaps only hinges in non-catalytic proteins are hypermutable, and that if 

we analyzed a set consisting only of enzymes, then the propensity of active sites to occur 

in hinges would lead to conservation, rather than hypermutability of hinge residues for 

that set.   
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To test this idea, we decided to calculate the propensity of hinges to occur in specific bins 

of conservation score, for the 94 proteins in the Hinge Atlas with CSA annotation, rather 

than for the larger set of 214.  For this set we also found that hinge residues occur more 

frequently among the 20% least conserved residues for each protein (Figure 2.6, Table 

2.5).  At a p-value of 0.003, the confidence in this result is high.   

 

Even this test, however pools together hinges that are near the active site (or contain one 

or more active site residues) with hinges that occur at some distance from it.  So we 

selected from the 94 proteins a small set that had at least one active site residue in the 

hinge, and removed the active site residues themselves.  We then calculated the 

propensity of hinge residues to occur in the five conservation bins.  This set was found to 

be too small, however, and statistical significance was too low to draw a conclusion (data 

not shown).  A study using the set of fragment hinge motions described earlier was 

similarly inconclusive.    

 

The hypermutability of hinge residues that we found is reasonable because hinge residues 

tend to be on the surface of proteins (see below) rather than in the more highly conserved 

core.  Hinges are less likely to be buried inside domains because they would then be 

highly coordinated with near neighbors and hence less flexible.  The apparent 

contradiction of hypermutability on the one hand and enrichment of active sites on the 

other is dealt with in the Discussion section.  This result suggests mutagenesis is not a 

helpful experimental tool for probing the hinge location.    
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Are hinge residues more likely to occur on the surface? 

To support our argument that hinge residues are hypermutable partly because they occur 

on the surface, we quantified the degree to which the latter is the case.  To do this, we 

used a solvent accessible surface area (ASA) calculation program [53, 54] with a probe 

radius of 1.4Å.  The ASA of each of the backbone heavy atoms (amide nitrogen, α-

carbon, carbonyl carbon and oxygen) was calculated and summed for each residue in 

each protein in the Hinge Atlas.  We then binned the residues by this quantity.  Lastly, we 

counted the number of hinge residues in each bin and calculated HI and p-value as 

before.  As expected, bin #1 (containing the 20% of residues with highest ASA) was 

significantly enriched with hinges (Figure 2.7; Table 2.6).  Bin #2 was also highly 

enriched, while bins #4 and #5 had fewer hinges, all with extremely high significance.   

 

How many hinge sites appear in each protein? 

 

Perhaps the simplest hinge consists of a single point on the chain separating two rigid 

regions.  However it is also possible for the chain to pass multiple times through the same 

region, or to have multiple independent hinge regions.  This leads to the question, how 

many proteins had single hinge points, versus  a larger number of hinge points?  We 

answer this question in Table 2.7.  Most morphs had three or fewer hinge points. 

 

Can hinges be predicted by a simple GOR-like method?  
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GOR method is useful for predicting secondary structure from sequence with fair 

accuracy.  We implemented a GOR-like method to determine whether sequence 

contained enough information for hinge prediction.  We divided the dataset into a training 

set and a test set for this study.  The log-odds frequency of occurrence of amino acids in 

the training set were tabulated not only at a given hinge residue, but also at positions 

ranging from -8 to +8 from the given residue in sequence space.  For simplicity, hinge 

residues at positions less than eight residues from either end of the chain were not 

included.     

 

Once the table was generated, it was used on the test set.  The score for a given residue 

was taken to be the sum of the scores for the residues in positions -8 to +8 from that 

residue.  The scores were computed for all residues in the test set, except those less than 

eight residues from either end of the chain.  The idea is that a threshold score can be 

chosen and residues scoring higher than this threshold are considered more likely to be 

hinges.  Note that where Robson and Suzuki used a different fitting parameter for each 

type of secondary structure, we used no fitting parameter, since we were interested in 

only one “secondary structure”: the hinges.  The rates of true and false positives and 

negatives were calculated for each choice of score threshold over a range.   

 

Our training set numbered 136 proteins from the computer annotated set.   We tested the 

method on a test set of 137 proteins from the same set and obtained a ROC curve[43] (not 

shown; ROC curves are explained later in this work).  The area under this curve was 

nearly 0.5, indicating negligible predictive value.  
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Hinge prediction by combining sequence features 

 

As the GOR-like method did not work well, we sought to measure the predictive power 

of the various sequence features studied above.  The HI scores we have reported provide 

an intuitive means of weighing the relative predictive value of each sequence feature.  

We show how to combine the HI scores for several features in order to make a more 

powerful predictor, which we call HingeSeq.  We define this predictor as follows: 

 

! 

HS(i) = log10
p(a j h)p(ak h)p(al h)

p(a j )p(ak )p(al )

" 

# 
$ 
$ 

% 

& 
' 
' = HIam(no)acid (i) + HIs*condary)structure (i) + HIactive)site (i)  

Equation 4 

 

For simplicity, statistical independence of the various features was assumed in creating 

this definition.  Here the  i‘s correspond to individual amino acids in the protein 

sequence.  For each i,  j designates one of the 20 amino acid types, k designates the 

secondary structural classification, and l designates active site versus non-active site 

classification.   

 

Thus 

! 

HI
am"no#acid (i)  is assigned according to residue type by looking up the corresponding 

value in Table 2.1.  Similarly, 

! 

HIs"condary#structure (i)is obtained according to secondary 

structure type from Table 2.3.  Following Table 2.2 approximately, we assign 
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! 

HI
active"site (i)  as 0.4 for residues four or fewer amino acid positions away from the nearest 

active site residue, and 0.0 elsewhere.  The highest values of 

! 

HS(i) correspond to 

residues most likely to occur in hinges. 

 

Clearly, extending this method is only a matter of obtaining amino acid propensities to 

occur in hinges according to additional classifications.  The resulting index can then 

simply be included as an additional term in the above formula, with no need for 

adjustable weighting factors.   

 

We evaluated the statistical significance of this measure much as for the individual 

sequence features.  We counted the number of residues in the Hinge Atlas with a 

HingeSeq score above 0.5, and within that set the number of hinge residues.  We 

compared this to the total number of hinges and the population size of the Hinge Atlas 

(Table 2.8).  Using the cumulative hypergeometric distribution as before, we computed a 

p-value of order 10-12, thus the measure shows high statistical significance.  However 

since only about 5% of the residues scoring over 0.5 were annotated hinges, HingeSeq is 

not likely to be sensitive enough to be used alone for hinge prediction.   

 

We nonetheless wished to show that HingeSeq is predictive, rather simply reflectling 

peculiarities of the dataset.  To this end, we divided the 214 proteins of the Hinge Atlas 

into a training set numbering 161 proteins, and a test set numbering 53.  Of the 214 Hinge 

Atlas proteins, the 94 proteins with annotation from the CSA were apportioned such that 

71 were included in the training set and 23 in the test set.  We tested the performance of 
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the predictor by means of ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves.  We need to 

define a few terms in order to use these: 

 

Test positives:  Residues with 

! 

HS(i)greater than or equal to a certain threshold. 

Test negatives:  Residues with 

! 

HS(i)less than a certain threshold.   

Gold standard positives:  Residues annotated as hinges in the Hinge Atlas.     

Gold standard negatives:  Residues which are not in hinges according to the Hinge Atlas 

annotation. 

True positives (TP):  Those residues that are both test positives and gold standard 

positives.   

True negatives (TN):  Residues that are both test negatives and gold standard negatives. 

False positives (FP): Residues that are test positives and gold standard negatives. 

False negatives (FN):  Residues that are test negatives and gold standard positives. 

FNTP

TP
ysensitivit

+
=   

TNFP

TN
yspecificit

+
=  

TNFP

FP
yspecificit

+
=!1  

 

The ROC curve is simply a plot of the true positive rate (same as sensitivity) vs. false 

positive rate (1-specificity), for each value of the threshold, as the threshold is varied 

from +1 to -1, a range which included all possible values of )(iHS .  For a good predictor, 

the true positive rate will increase faster than the false positive rate as the threshold is 
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lowered, and the area under the curve will be significantly greater than 0.5.  The ROC 

curve is shown in Figure 2.8.  Although work remains to be done before sequence-based 

hinge prediction can be relied upon exclusively, HingeSeq displays significant ability to 

detect potential for flexibility. 

 

Checking for dataset bias 

 

These findings assume that the dataset used does not contain significant bias or artifacts, 

either in the composition of the entire dataset or of the hinges within it.  To substantiate 

this, we performed various studies as follows. 

 

Bias in amino acid composition and functional classification 

 

In order to find out whether the MolMovDB database contained any bias in amino acid 

composition, we extracted the sequences of all the morphs in MolMovDB and counted 

the total occurrence of each residue type.  Suspecting that redundancies might bias the 

result, we clustered the sequences and recounted the amino acid residues in the same 

way.  We compared these numbers to publicly available amino acid frequencies of 

occurrence for the PDB (Protein Data Bank)[5] (Figure 2.9).  The amino acid frequency 

of occurrence for the clustered MolMovDB morphs was found to be essentially that of 

the PDB, from which it was created, therefore no particular database bias is in evidence.    
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We also sought to determine whether there existed a bias towards particular protein 

classes, in either the Hinge Atlas or the nonredundant set of MolMovDB morphs from 

which it was compiled.  To do this, we first counted the number of times each top-level 

Gene Ontology (GO) term under the “molecular function” ontology was associated with a 

protein in the Hinge Atlas.  Where the annotation was given for deeper levels, we traced 

up the hierarchical tree to retrieve the corresponding top level term in the ontology.  Thus 

we found, for example, that 14 proteins in the Hinge Atlas were associated with the term 

“nucleic acid binding.”  We repeated this procedure for the PDB as a whole as well as for 

the non-redundant set of 1508 morphs in MolMovDB from which the Hinge Atlas was 

compiled.  The results for the 10 most frequently encountered GO terms are shown in 

Table 2.9. 

 

To compare the Hinge Atlas counts to the PDB counts in an overall fashion, we used the 

chi-square distribution with 162 degrees of freedom (from 163 GO terms and 2 datasets) 

and obtained a chi-square value of 121.1.  This corresponds to a p-value of  0.9931, so 

there is no statistically significant difference in the distribution of these terms in the 

Hinge Atlas vs. the entire Protein Data Bank.  

 

Statistical comparison of datasets 

 

The Hinge Atlas and computer annotated sets were compiled differently, therefore one 

might suspect that the hinges from one set might comprise a statistically different 

population from the hinges of the other set.  If this were the case, then one of the two sets 
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would be preferable to the other, otherwise if the populations were essentially the same 

then the two sets could potentially be used interchangeably.  It is therefore necessary to 

quantitatively compare these two populations.  It is also necessary to confirm that within 

one set, the hinge residues are a statistically distinct population from the rest of the set; if 

this were not true then the amino acid propensity data reported earlier would not be 

meaningful.   

 

Although the Hinge Atlas and the computer annotated set share a total of 16013 residues, 

only 106 (~0.7%) (Figure 2.10) of these are hinge residues.  This is another reason to 

suspect that the hinge population of the Hinge Atlas is statistically different from the 

hinge population of the computer annotated set.  To test this, we computed the chi-square 

value for Hinge Atlas hinges vs. computer annotated hinges, and obtained a p-value of 

0.03.  Therefore, the Hinge Atlas hinges are different from the computer annotated 

hinges. The chi-square value describing the difference between amino acid frequency of 

occurrence in the hinge vs. non-hinge subsets of the Hinge Atlas was 99.01.  With 19 

degrees of freedom (from 20 amino acids and 2 sets) this corresponds to a p-value below 

10-4 (Table 2.10).  Therefore, the hinge residues are shown with high confidence to be 

different from non-hinge residues in the Hinge Atlas.  A similar calculation yielded a p-

value of 0.017 for the computer annotated set.  Therefore we conclude that the hinge and 

non-hinge populations are different for the computer annotated set, as well.   

 

We conclude from this calculation for both the Hinge Atlas and computer annotated set, 

the hinge population is different from the non-hinge population, therefore statistically 
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significant information can be extracted from both.  However the hinge population of the 

Hinge Atlas is different from that of the computer annotated set, albeit with much lower 

significance.  We argue that one of the two sets should therefore be preferred for 

statistical studies.  The preferred set should be the Hinge Atlas since the computer 

annotated set contains numerous annotations which are slightly different from the correct 

and visually verifiable hinge location.    

 

Similarity within morph pairs   

 

We next asked the question, do the morphs in the Hinge Atlas reflect intrinsic flexibility 

of the protein, or is the apparent conformational change  the result of sequence 

differences between the two structures in the pair?  That is, do the morphs display 

motions observable in a single protein, or do they instead represent evolutionary change?  

To answer this we counted the number of times both structures in the morph came from 

the same vs different organisms.  Of the 214 morphs, 123 had structures downloaded 

directly from the PDB rather than uploaded by users, and also had valid source organism 

data.  For 109 of the 123, both proteins in the pair came from the same species, while for 

14 the two proteins came from different species.  Of the 14,  11 pairs were of proteins 

that were somewhat related to each other (7 pairs of bacterial, and 4 pairs of mammalian),  

while only three pairs were comprised of two proteins from different kingdoms.  Thus the 

conformational changes are likely to reflect experimentally observable motions rather 

than evolutionary effects. 
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Discussion 

 

Correlations were found between hinges and several sequence features.  We found that 

some amino acid types are overrepresented in hinges, and much of this can be explained 

on the basis of physicochemical properties.  Small residues appear to be preferred, 

especially the “tiny” Ser, Gly, and Ala, seemingly because of the greater conformational 

freedom resulting from reduced steric clashes.  Aliphatic and hydrophobic residues tend 

not to be in hinges.  We found that residues within four amino acid positions of an active 

site are significantly more likely to be hinges.  This is most likely related to the fact that 

hinge bending motion is often related to the catalytic mechanism of the enzyme.  Active 

site residues are more likely than others to be in or near the hinge.  Some of these results 

are intuitive, but are nonetheless useful in buttressing the less expected results.  Further, 

even the intuitive results have in many cases never been rigorously tested or put on a 

quantitative footing.     

 

Surprisingly, hypermutable residues are more likely than conserved residues to occur in 

hinges.  This was found to be true not only for the Hinge Atlas set of 214 proteins (which 

includes proteins with no annotated active sites), but also for the subset of 94 enzymes 

with CSA annotation (Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6).  This may appear to contradict our earlier 

result that active site residues and their near neighbors are enriched in hinges.  However 

although the catalytic residue enrichment has very high statistical significance, the 

number of active site residues in hinges is still small compared to the total number of 

residues in hinges.  Thus their presence is insufficient to counter the wider tendency of 
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hinge residues to be hypermutable.  Also, the near neighbors of active site residues have 

no particular reason to be conserved and thus their enrichment in hinges seems unlikely 

to counter the tendency toward hypermutability.   

 

This raises the question, why would residues that are functionally important not be 

conserved?  The answer may be that it is the intricate network of interactions within the 

hydrophobic core of rigid regions on either side of the hinge that needs to be conserved, 

and not the hinges themselves.  The importance of the stability of these domains rather 

than of any detailed properties of the hinges themselves is underscored by the significant 

success of structure-based hinge predictors which analyze the interactions within the 

domains and between the domains and the solvent, but which pay no particular attention 

to the hinge region itself (Flores and Gerstein, submitted), or which implicitly or 

explicitly find highly interconnected regions of the protein. 

 

One might also ask, is it possible that co-evolution (alternatively called compensatory 

mutation or mutational correlation) occurs in hinge residues even in the absence of 

independent (single-site) conservation?  Repeatedly investigators have found that co-

evolving residue pairs tend to be proximal in space and stabilize proteins, for instance by 

periodically bridging consecutive turns of α-helices or by interacting across the contact 

interface between two such helices.  This is an active area of research with possible future 

implications on hinge finding.       
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Sequence in the immediate neighborhood of a hinge was not found to be sufficient for 

substantive hinge prediction by a GOR-like method, although the latter is successful at 

predicting secondary structure.  Similiarly, no particular sequential pairs of amino acid 

types were found to be overrepresented in hinges.  However, we did find that combining 

amino acid propensity data with hinge propensities of active sites and secondary structure 

yielded some predictive information.  The prediction method we present can easily be 

extended as additional hinge propensity data is reported.  Indeed the publicly available 

Hinge Atlas can be used not only to obtain such data but also to test the resulting 

predictors.  As an additional application, the Hinge Atlas can potentially be used to help 

find hinges by homology.  Although the hinges themselves are not conserved, the domain 

cores should be, and therefore the hinges in the boundaries between domains may be 

transferable by homology.  We note, for instance, that a hinge occurring (unusually) in 

the helix connecting the two EF hands of calmodulin has also been found in the 

evolutionarily related Troponin C.   

 

Conclusions 

 

We found that the amino acids glycine and serine are more likely to occur in hinges, 

whereas phenylalanine, alanine, valine, and leucine are less likely to occur.  No evidence 

was found for sequence bias in hinges by a GOR-like method, nor for propensity towards 

sequential pairs of residues.  Hinges tend to be small, but not hydrophobic or aliphatic.  

They are found less often in α-helices, and more often in turns or random coils.  Active 
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site residues were found to coincide significantly with hinges.  Interestingly, however, the 

latter were not conserved.  Lastly, hinges are also more likely to occur on the protein 

surface than in the core.   

  

A consistent picture of hinge residues is suggested.  In this view, hinges often occur near 

the active site, probably to participate in the bending motion needed for catalysis. The 

tend to be small and avoid regions of secondary structure, seemingly to maximize 

conformational freedom.  They are hypermutable, possibly due to the fact that they occur 

more often on the surface than in the core.  These correlations yield insights into protein 

flexibility and the structure-function  relationship.  Strong sequence-based hinge 

prediction, however, remains a goal for future work. 
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 2.1:  Residue type 

 

Amino acids arranged in ascending order of Hinge Index (HI) (orange line).  Low p-

values (vertical bars) indicate high statistical significance.  Legend information applies to 

similar graphs in this work.   
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Figure 2.2:  Distance from active sites 

 

Residues within four amino acid positions of the active site are significantly more likely 

to be in hinges.     
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Figure 2.3:  Secondary structure 

 

Residues in alpha helices were less likely to occur in hinges, with very high significance.  

Turn and coil residues, on the other hand, were more likely to be in hinges, also with high 

statistical significance.    
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Figure 2.4:  Physicochemical properties  

 

Size, aliphaticity, and hydrophobicity appear to account for much of the segregation of 

residues along physicochemical lines.  In particular, the individually underrepresented 

residues (Gly, Ser, Ala) are classified as “tiny.”  Other underrepresented residues types 

(Leu, Val) are aliphatic, while still others (Phe, and again Val) are hydrophobic.       
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Figure 2.5:  Conservation: full set 

 

The least conserved 20% of residues are significantly more likely to appear in hinges. 
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Figure 2.6:  Conservation:  enzymes dataset 

 

Since active sites residues are enriched in hinges, we performed a separate conservation 

check on hinge residues in the 94 Hinge Atlas proteins with CSA annotation.  We found 

that even in this set, the least conserved 1/5th of amino acids in each protein tended to 

contain significantly more hinge residues.  The fourth bin was sparse in hinge residues, 

but at a p-value of 0.043, the significance of this was marginal.    
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Figure 2.7:  Solvent accessible surface area 

 

Hinge residues tend to be on the surface, since steric clashes would often prevent them 

from being in the core.  We computed the solvent accessible surface area for the 

backbone atoms of all residues in the Hinge Atlas and binned the residues by this 

quantity.  Bin #1 contains the 20% of all residues with the largest solvent accessible 

surface area, and bin #5 contains the 20% of residues with the smallest solvent accessible 

surface area.  The first two bins (together representing the 40% of residues with highest 

surface area) are enriched with hinges in a highly significant manner.  Conversely, the 
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last two bins (lowest 40% ASA) are significantly low in hinges.   This supports our 

argument that hinge residues tend to occur on the surface.    

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8:  ROC curve for HingeSeq 

 

The thick red trace represents HingeSeq performance against the Hinge Atlas annotation 

in the test set of 53 proteins.  The diagonal black line represents the performance of a 
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completely random predictor, with area under the curve of 0.5.  HingeSeq is seen to have 

substantial predictive power, since it encloses significantly greater area.     
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Figure 2.9:  Amino acid composition of MolMovDB vs. PDB 

 

To check for possible database bias, we computed the amino acid composition of 

MolMovDB and found that it follows that of the PDB, from which it is largely compiled. 
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Figure 2.10:  Overlap between manual and computer annotated datasets  

 

Although the Hinge Atlas and computer annotated set have a significant overlap, they are 

statistically different sets.  Importantly, the hinge residues within these sets are different 

from each other, despite sharing 106 residues. 
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Glycine content by resampling
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Figure 2.11:  Resampling of glycine occurrence in hinge vs. non-hinge residues 

Histogram of 

! 

˜ f j
"
(aGLY )  (sample frequency of glycine among NON-hinge residues, 

blue trace) and 

! 

f j
"
(aGLY ) (sample frequency of glycine among hinge residues, dashed 

red trace). The sample frequency of glycine residues among NON-hinge residues in bins 

containing 1/8th of all Hinge Atlas proteins was found to average 0.078.  The sample 

frequency of glycine among hinge residues in bins containing 1/8th of all Hinge Atlas 

proteins was found to average 0.124.  The standard deviation was considerably larger for 

the hinge set, since this is a small subset of the Hinge Atlas.   
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Tables 

 

Residue 
Occurrence 
in hinges 

Occurrence 
everywhere  HIamino acid 

p-
value 

ALA 56 4577 -0.114 0.019 
ARG 40 2578 -0.011 0.475 
ASN 39 2325 0.023 0.392 
ASP 51 3173 0.004 0.492 
CYS 9 909 -0.206 0.085 
GLN 32 1970 0.009 0.479 
GLU 51 3601 -0.051 0.213 
GLY 108 4269 0.201 1•10-6 
HIS 22 1166 0.074 0.238 
ILE 38 3049 -0.106 0.064 
LEU 62 4851 -0.095 0.035 
LYS 48 3413 -0.054 0.207 
MET 18 1229 -0.036 0.416 
PHE 20 2051 -0.213 0.010 
PRO 50 2513 0.097 0.064 
SER 89 3401 0.216 3•10-6 
THR 56 3248 0.035 0.287 
TRP 7 672 -0.184 0.160 
TYR 33 1829 0.054 0.255 
VAL 44 4015 -0.162 0.004 
Total 873 54839     

 

Table  2.1:  Amino acid frequency of occurrence in hinges 
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m = distance from nearest 
active site (residues) 

residues at positions 
m 

hinge residues at 
positions m HIactive site 

p-
value 

0 298 11 0.44 0.0026 
1 531 17 0.38 0.0010 
2 487 17 0.41 0.0004 
3 460 15 0.38 0.0016 
4 451 15 0.39 0.0013 
5 444 10 0.22 0.08 
6 441 7 0.07 0.38 
7 439 10 0.23 0.08 
8 434 8 0.14 0.23 
9 419 4 -0.15 0.33 
10 406 3 -0.26 0.20 

 

Table 2.2:  Proximity to active sites  

HI and associated p-value for hinge residue coincidence with active site, and with 

residues at certain distances from active site residues. 
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Secondary 
structure 

Hinge 
Residues 

All 
residues 

Hinge 
Residues HIsecondary structure P-value 

 (count) (count) (expected)   
α-helix 75 18210 290 -0.587 1.8-67 
3-10 helix 27 1937 31 -0.0577 0.27 
π-helix 0 5 0   0.92 
Extended 
conformation 160 11138 177 -0.0446 0.076 
Isolated bridge 19 670 11 0.251 0.12 
Turn 306 12472 199 0.188 5.9•10-17 
Coil (none of the 
others) 286 10408 166 0.237 1.2•10-22 
Total 873 54840       

 

Table 2.3:  Secondary Structure 

Hinge frequency of occurrence in various types of secondary structure.   
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 Category  Amino acids 

Hinge 
Residues 
(count) 

All 
residues 
(count) 

Hinge 
Residues 
(expected) HI P-value 

Aliphatic I,LV 144 11915 190 -0.120 5.9•10-05 

Aromatic H,F,W,Y 82 5718 91 
-
0.0454 0.14 

Hydrophobic 
A,C,G,H,I.L,K, 
M,F,T,W,Y,V 521 35278 562 

-
0.0326 0.0023 

Negative D,E 102 6774 108 
-
0.0242 0.29 

Charged R,D,E,H,Y 212 13931 227 
-
0.0196 0.24 

Positive R,H,Y 110 7157 114 
-
0.0153 0.37 

Polar 
R,N,D,E,Q,H,Y, 
S,T,W,Y 488 29427 468 0.0178 0.096 

Small 
A,N,D,C,G,P,S, 
T,V 502 28430 453 0.0450 0.00041 

Tiny  G,A,S 253 12247 195 0.113 0.0000023 
 

Table 2.4:  Physicochemical class 

Hinge frequency of occurrence in various physicochemical classification 
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Table 2.5:  Conservation 

Hinge frequency of occurrence vs. conservation bin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Active site residue propensity Hinge residue propensity 

 
Enzymes in Hinge Atlas Hinge Atlas 

 
Enzymes in Hinge 
Atlas 

Conservation 

score bin 

Active 

site 

residues HI p-value 

Hinge 

residues HI p-value HI p-value 

Top 1/5th 813 0.63 <10-29 157 -0.045 0.057 -.0093 .45 

2nd 1/5th 53 -0.55 <10-29 162 -0.031 0.13 -.027 .30 

3rd 1/5th 44 -0.63 <10-29 161 -0.034 0.11 -.015 .40 

4th 1/5th 22 -0.94 <10-29 176 0.0050 0.44 -.086 .043 

Bottom 1/5th 15 -1.1 <10-29 213 0.090 0.00061 .113 .0029 

 947   869     
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bin 

hinge 

residues HI p-value 

1 277 0.200 1.1•10-16 

2 246 0.149 3.3•10-09 

3 163 -0.030 0.849 

4 121 -0.159 1.2•10-06 

5 66 -0.422 6.6•10-25 

  873     

 

Table 2.6:  Solvent accessibility 

 

Hinge Index and p-value for differential representation of residues binned by solvent 

accessible surface area (bin #1 represents largest area).  Bins 1-4 contain 10968 total 

residues and bin 5 contains 10967.    
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Number of 

hinge points 

Number of 

protein pairs 

(morphs) 

1 76 

2 75 

3 56 

4 6 

5 1 

Total: 214 

 

Table 2.7:  Number of hinge points per protein in the Hinge Atlas 
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Total resid. in Hinge Atlas 54839 

Hinges in Hinge Atlas 873 

Total residues with 

HingeSeq score > .5 

924 

Hinge residues with 

HingeSeq score > .5 

48 

p-value 1.5•10-12 

 

Table 2.8:  Statistical analysis of HingeSeq predictor. 

 

The low p-value indicates that the predictor results have high statistical significance.  

However the low sensitivity limits its potential predictive value.   
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Counts 

in PDB 

Counts in 

Hinge Atlas 

Gene Ontology term 

7110 32 hydrolase activity 

3862 16 transferase activity 

3721 14 nucleic acid binding 

3629 23 ion binding 

2848 15 nucleotide binding 

2693 17 

oxidoreductase 

activity 

1748 6 molecular_function 

1553 6 protein binding 

1088 4 

electron transporter 

activity 

929 5 lyase activity 

… … etc 

 

Table 2.9:  GO terms  

 

Frequency of Gene Ontology terms in PDB vs. Hinge Atlas 
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Computer annotated 

set Hinge Atlas 

Hinge Atlas hinges 

vs. 

  

Hinge vs. non-hinge 

residues 

Hinge vs. non-

hinge residues 

 Computer annotated 

hinges 

Chi-

square 34.37 99.01 31.84 

DOFs 19 19 19 

p-value 0.017 <10-4 0.03 

 

 

Table 2.10:  Manual vs. computer annotated sets 

 

The hinges within the computer annotated set comprise a distinct population from the rest 

of the set (p-value = 0.017).  The same is true for the Hinge Atlas set.  Hinges in the 

Hinge Atlas are likely to be a distinct population from hinges in the computer annotated 

set (p-value 0.03); therefore for future studies one or the other should be used, and we 

recommend that it be the Hinge Atlas.  
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Chapter 3:  FlexOracle: predicting 

flexible hinges by identification of 

stable domains 

 

 

Overview 

 

In the preceding chapter we discussed what various sequence features tell us about the 

location of hinges in proteins, and also evaluated the potential for sequence-based hinge 

prediction. The use of structural coordinates improves flexibility prediction greatly; we 

will now describe the first of several of our methods for predicting hinges with higher 

reliability.  In Chapter 4 we will show that the method presented here can be combined 

with others for improved results. 

 

As discussed earlier, a substantial fraction of protein motions involve hinge bending, and 

for these proteins, the accurate identification of flexible hinges connecting rigid domains 

would provide significant insight into motion.  Programs such as GNM and FIRST have 

made global flexibility predictions available at low computational cost, but are not 

designed specifically for finding hinge points. In this chapter, accepted for publication in 
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BMC: Bioinformatics, we present the novel FlexOracle hinge prediction approach based 

on the definition of a structural domain as a stable folding unit of a protein, and of a 

hinge as a flexible region connecting such domains.  We implement this as a tool within 

the Database of Macromolecular Motions (molmovdb.org).  For a given structure, we 

generate pairs of fragments based on scanning all possible cleavage points on the protein 

chain, compute the stability of those fragments, and predict hinges where this quantity is 

minimal.  We present three specific implementations of this approach.  In the first, we 

consider only pairs of fragments generated by cutting at a single location on the protein 

chain and then use a standard molecular mechanics force field to calculate the enthalpies 

of the two fragments.  In the second, we generate fragments in the same way but instead 

compute their free energies using a knowledge based force field.  In the third, we 

generate fragment pairs by cutting at two points on the protein chain and then calculate 

their free energies.  Quantitative results demonstrate our method’s ability to predict 

known hinges from the Database of Macromolecular Motions.   

 

Introduction 

 

Proteins fold reliably into conformations essential for their function.  The coordinates 

reported as representing a protein structure, however, are in fact averages over an 

ensemble at low temperature, at least when solved by X-ray crystallography.  Specific 

motions are thermodynamically permitted about this equilibrium position and often play 

an important role in enzyme catalysis and protein-ligand interactions.  The motions can 

be classified according to the size of the mobile units, which may be fragments, domains 
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or subunits.[3, 25]  They can be further classified on the basis of packing as shear, hinge, 

or other.[3, 9, 25]   

 

The mechanism of motion is difficult to observe directly.  NMR studies can yield root 

mean square fluctuations and order parameters[55].  Inelastic neutron scattering can 

probe vibrational damping[117].  Optical trapping[56] can be used to track the movement 

of molecular motors.  Hydrogen/deuterium exchange can be used to measure changes in 

the solvent exposure of amide protons[57].  The hinge connecting two independently 

folded domains in a protein is sometimes a sensitive site for proteolytic cleavage[58].  

Many of these experimental techniques, however, require much effort and provide 

limited information[59]. 

 

Computational simulations have been used for several decades to predict protein 

dynamics.  However expense generally prohibits the all-atoms modeling of large systems 

without substantial simplifications[60].  Even for systems of moderate size, hinge 

bending and other large scale backbone rearrangements often take place on time scales 

inaccessible to Molecular Dynamics.  Normal mode studies can be performed using the 

simplified GNM treatment, but often multiple modes are necessary to represent the 

motion[61], and it is not necessarily clear a priori which modes are important.  Yang et 

al., for example, show that squared-displacement minima of the first two nontrivial 

modes are correlated with active site location, and argue that this is the hinge point.  

Similarly, Rader et al. showed that fluctuation minima of the one or two slowest modes 

avoid the folding cores of proteins, and argued that these coincide with interdomain 
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hinges.  Kundu et al. use the lowest order nontrivial mode to assign residues to one of 

two structural domains according to the sign of the displacement, and also perform some 

physically motivated postprocessing of the results.     

 

Similarly, much work has been done to solve the related problem of finding domain 

boundaries, which can be flexible or inflexible.  Nagarajan and Yona[33] have shown 

how to analyze multiple sequence alignments to identify domains.  Marsden et al showed 

that predicted secondary structure could help find domain boundaries.  Jones et al. 

combined PUU[35], DETECTIVE[36], and DOMAK[37] to make a powerful domain 

boundary predictor[38].  Domain boundaries, again, are not necessarily flexible, and 

furthermore many of these methods require a multiple sequence alignment which cannot 

always be obtained. Given the difficulty of observing motion by experimental means and 

the limited accuracy or applicability of existing computational methods, there is a need 

for improved techniques for predicting motion. 

 

45% of motions in a representative set from the Database of Macromolecular Motions 

have been found to move by a hinge bending mechanism [3, 9, 25].  Keating et al.(in 

preparation) found that interpretation of hydrogen-bond dilution plots produced by 

FIRST[32] could discriminate domain hinge bending from fragment motions with some 

accuracy, even when the motion itself was unknown.  For hinge bending proteins, if the 

location of the hinge could be predicted given a single set of structural coordinates, 

significant insight could be gained into possible movements. 
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Numerous valuable contributions have been made to the computational prediction of 

protein hinges.  If the structure has been solved in two different conformations, then the 

hinge can be identified by visual inspection (Flores et al., submitted) or by use of 

FlexProt[26] or DynDom.   A much more difficult problem arises when only one 

conformation is known.  In an early contribution, Janin and Wodak[7] developed a 

domain interface area calculation method.  The FIRST algorithm[15, 18, 19, 32, 62] uses 

graph theory to economically identify rigid substructures.  FRODA uses geometric 

simulation under constraints assigned by FIRST to generate alternate conformations of 

proteins which have been shown to be consistent with crystallographic and NMR data for 

certain proteins[60], but this ignores many important intra-molecular interactions and is 

more useful for loop motions than for domain  hinge bending.  Similarly, DisEMBL 

successfully predicts flexible or disordered regions in proteins using a neural network, 

but this local flexibility alone is not a very strong predictor of hinges (Flores et al., 

submitted).  The TLSMD[63] procedure analyzes the distribution of atomic displacement 

parameters associated with the mean position of each atom, and generates Translation-

Libration-Screw descriptions of rigid groups of atoms, but has no means of identifying 

the group responsible for the principal hinge bending mechanism, and is limited to X-ray 

crystal structures of sufficient resolution. The Gaussian Network Model[64] (GNM, see 

Chapter 4 for further details) is an approximate algorithm for normal mode extraction 

widely used in flexibility prediction.  FlexOracle is a complementary new addition to this 

set of tools.  

 

Methods 
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Domains can move relative to each other only if the motion is permitted energetically.  

Thus if two domains have many interdomain interactions they are unlikely to separate.    

Similarly, if a motion results in the exposure of large hydrophobic areas on the protein, 

then the energetic and entropic cost of solvation will make that motion less likely to 

occur. 

 

For these reasons, we argue that if two or more domains are joined by a hinge, and if a 

peptide bond is broken on the protein, the energetic cost of separating and solvating the 

two resulting fragments will be lowest if that break is in a hinge.  Conversely, if the break 

is inside a rigid domain, the energetic cost will be high.  We will show how this idea 

leads to a hinge prediction method. 

 

Single-cut hinge predictor (TINKER version) 

 

The idea of evaluating the cost of separating two fragments can be implemented using the 

minimization and single point energy evaluation features available in almost any 

molecular mechanics engine.  This energy of separation is equivalent, up to an additive 

constant, to the difference in single-point energies between the two fragments generated 

by introducing a single cut on the protein chain on the one hand, and the original, 

undivided chain on the other hand.  This energy evaluation can be carried out using a 

standard force field for every choice of cut location, and the resulting energy vs. cut 
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location graph should have minima at locations that coincide with flexible hinges 

between domains.  We will explain these terms and methodology in detail. 

 

We start with an energy minimization step, to relieve any close contacts or unnatural 

bond lengths or angles in the undivided chain which would bias the results.  For this we 

use TINKER’s minimize routine with the  OPLS-All Atom force field and the Ooi-

Scheraga Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) continuum solvation free energy 

term.  For each iteration of the predictor, we introduce a cut between residues i - 1 and i.  

This divides the protein into two fragments, numbered 1 and 2 (Figure 3.1).  Fragment 1 

is a polypeptide containing residues 1 to i - 1, and fragment 2 is another polypeptide 

containing residues i to N,  We use these fragments in an energetic calculation as follows.  

We define 
C
E  as the single point energy of the complete (undivided) protein.  This 

includes bonded and non-bonded interactions.  In the energy evaluation step we again use 

the OPLS-All Atom force field with the SASA implicit solvent model.  The energy 

reported consists of two parts: the in vacuo potential energy of the molecule, and the free 

energy of solvation, computed using the implicit solvent model,  Note that this step will 

change in the second variant of FlexOracle. 

 

For each choice of cut location i, we compute fragment single point energies )(1 iE frag  

and )(2 iE frag .  We argue that   )(iE!  = )(1 iE frag + )(2 iE frag -
C
E  is related to the energy 

change associated with hinge motion about the selected hinge, as follows.  
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The quantity )(iE!  represents the intra-fragment energy gained or lost by breaking all of 

the interactions between fragment 1 and fragment 2, as might occur in an opening 

motion.  It also includes the solvation energy which might be gained or lost.  The 

quantity
C
E  is a constant independent of the cut location and can be set to zero without 

consequence 

 

Even when the actual motion of the protein is not an opening one, the method should 

have predictive value because for incorrect choices of the hinge location, i.e. cut 

locations that are actually inside one of the domains, many inter-fragment interactions 

would be broken.  Also, significant hydrophobic areas would be exposed on the surfaces 

of fragments 1 and 2.  In either case, )(iE! would be relatively high. 

 

Clearly, we can repeat the procedure of cutting the protein before residue i and 

computing )(iE!    for values of i  that are scanned from 2 through N.  We then plot 

)(iE!  vs. i and expect that minima on this graph will correspond to hinge locations. 

 

It is to be expected that there exists a “single-cut” error associated with the fact that we 

are cutting the backbone at only one location.  In many proteins, the backbone crosses the 

hinge region two or more times.  Thus the single-cut predictor gives significantly clearer 

results for single-stranded hinges (e.g. Lir-1, Figure 3.5) than for double, triple, etc. 

stranded hinges (e.g. GluR2, Figure 3.4).  We will return to this point later. 
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Single-cut predictor (FoldX version)  

 

Standard molecular mechanics force fields do not explicitly account for the backbone and 

side chain entropy, which is not needed to calculate dynamics.  For our purposes entropy 

is important, since it is possible that changes in freedom of motion influence 

conformational change.  Stability is in fact measured in terms of free energy of folding 

rather than enthalpy[1].  Therefore we sought to improve the method by using the FoldX 

force field[122].  The fundamental difference between the FoldX and OPLS-All Atom 

force fields is that the former is an Empirical Effective Energy Function, based entirely 

on experimental data.  FoldX includes terms that estimate the entropic cost of 

constraining the backbone and side chains in particular conformations.  The interaction 

with solvent is treated mostly implicitly, although persistent entrained water molecules 

are treated explicitly.  Other terms account for Van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, 

electrostatic, and steric interactions.   

 

In the FoldX version of the single-cut predictor, the energy minimization step described 

above (for the TINKER version) was still carried out using the OPLS-All Atom force 

field, but in the energy evaluation step, also described above, calculation of the fragment 

energy was now carried out using the FoldX force field.  All other steps were carried out 

exactly as for the TINKER version.   
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Identification of local minima 

 

As will be discussed later for specific proteins, the local minima tend to coincide with 

hinges; globally lowest energy values were not the best indicators of flexibility.  However 

many minima were generated by short range fluctuations in the predictor results which 

did not correspond to hinges.  Therefore in order to clearly define which minima are most 

likely to correspond to hinges we used a moving window minimum identifier as follows. 

 

First, the energies were normalized to range from 0 to 1.  A given residue was considered 

to be a minimum if it had the lowest energy of any residue in a window that also included 

8 residues to the left and right (for a total of 17 residues in the window).  However it also 

had to be lower in energy than the highest energy residue in the window by 0.12.  Lastly, 

residues less than 20 amino acids from either terminus were not considered as possible 

minima.  Whenever any residue i was found to be a minimum, residue i – 1 was also 

considered to be a minimum.  This is because as indicated earlier the energy value 

associated with residue i actually corresponds to a cut between residues i - 1 and i.       

 

Two-cut hinge predictor 

 

Although accounting for the entropy was an important improvement, the method 

described above is still implicitly geared towards the detection of single-stranded hinges 

since it cuts the chain at a single location.  One obvious way to deal with double stranded 
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hinges is to make not one but two cuts in the backbone, at residues i and j.  To do this the 

single index i was replaced with the indices i and j.  These define two fragments 

consisting of the following residues: 

 

Fragment 1: residues 1 to (i - 1) and (j to N) 

Fragment 2: residues i to (j -1) 

 

We initially tried using CHARMm with the Born Solvation Model to compute the 

enthalpies of the fragments, but the computational expense was prohibitively high and the 

accuracy relatively low.  We found that if instead we computed the free energy using 

FoldX, the predictor became accurate and the expense reasonable.   

 

In order to find the choice of i and j corresponding to the hinge location one should 

ideally generate two fragments for every possible choice of i, j but in practice we found 

that restricting i and j  to multiples of four was sufficient to locate the hinge in most cases 

and the resulting 16-fold reduction in computational expense brought the method into the 

realm of practical calculation on a single processor.  Additional savings were obtained by 

restricting the range of i, j, to no fewer than 5 residues from either terminus and requiring 

that i ≤ (j-8), although numbers greater than 8 could potentially be used for even greater 

savings.  To put this more concisely the calculation scheme looks like this: 

 

for (i = 8 to N – 5 – 8 step 4 ) 

 for ( j = i + 8 to N – 5 step 4)       
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     compute FoldX_energy (stability of fragment 1 + fragment 2)   

 

The free energy of folding for each of the two fragments was computed separately by 

means of a ‘Stability’ run in FoldX 2.5.2.  FoldX_energy is the sum of the two energies.  

Once FoldX_energy was calculated for all such pairs of fragments it was plotted, with 

energies coded with blue = lowest energy and yellow = highest as shown in figures 3-8.  

Upon inspecting these graphs and comparing local minima of free energy to the known 

hinge locations, we found that the following cases occurred: 

 

The i, j indices of a minimum were near the diagonal, meaning the corresponding 

fragment 2 was small.  Such minima were discarded since the diagonal energies are 

generally small and we are not interested in small fragment motions. 

Both i and j were near the termini.  These minima were also discarded, because the 

termini are usually flexible but we are not studying those motions. 

Of the minima that did not fall in cases 1 or 2, the lowest minimum sometimes had one of 

its two indices near a terminus, but the other substantially far from either terminus.  In 

this case the former index was discarded for the reasons cited in (2) but the latter index 

tended to coincide with a single-stranded hinge. 

Of the minima that did not fall in cases 1, 2, or 3, the lowest very often indicated the 

location of a double stranded hinge. 

Lastly, on occasion the minimum reported following cases (3) or (4) did not correspond 

to the known hinge location, but one of the higher minima not eliminated per cases 1 and 

2, did.   
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To identify and deal with the various cases, some clustering and postprocessing were 

needed, as follows. 

 

Culling 

 

As a preliminary step, we flagged all choices of i, j  that resulted in  

 

FoldX_energy < min(FoldX_energy) + (max(FoldX_energy) – min(FoldX_energy))⋅0.1 

 

If this resulted in fewer than 30 fragment pairs, we instead flagged the 15% of pairs with 

lowest energy.  All the remaining (unflagged) elements were not considered to be 

candidates for the hinge location.   

 

Clustering 

 

The next step was to identify and separate the local minima, for which we employed the 

k-means clustering algorithm.  Centroids were initially generated in a regular grid spaced 

50 residues apart starting at i,j = 25,25.  The pairs flagged in the culling step were each 

assigned to the nearest centroid.  The location of each centroid was then recomputed for 

each resulting cluster, and the pairs were once again reassigned to the nearest recomputed 

centroid.  This process was repeated until all centroids stopped moving.  The lowest-
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energy element of each cluster was taken as the local minimum corresponding to that 

cluster.  

 

Determination of hinge location 

 

The minima found in the preceding step were recorded in order of energy, with the lowest 

corresponding to the global minimum.  Any minima such that i ≥ (j – 24) were discarded 

since they border the diagonal, per case (1) above.  If for any minimum both i and j were 

within 20 residues of the termini, that minimum was also discarded, per case (2).  For the 

lowest remaining minimum, if only one of the two indices was within 20 residues of a 

terminus, then the protein was identified as having a single-stranded hinge, per case (3).  

The index near the terminus was discarded and the remaining index was taken to be the 

location of the single-stranded hinge.  Otherwise, both indices were taken together to 

indicate the location of a double stranded hinge, per case (4).  Since the calculation was 

done only for every fourth residue, the hinge prediction was reported as a range: 

 

Hinge 1:  residues  i -2 to i +1 

Hinge 2:  residues  j -2 to j +1 

    

Case (5) occurred somewhat less frequently, and so although our program outputs the 

remaining local minima these are much less accurate than the primary hinge prediction 
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and were not used in the Statistical evaluation section.  We do, however, discuss these 

secondary predictions in the Discussion of specific proteins section.  

 

Results  

 

We tested our method against 20 pairs of protein structures (40 total structures), in the 

Hinge Atlas Gold (HAG), a dataset of manually annotated hinges publicly available on 

our Database of Macromolecular Motions (MolMovDB.org).  We present the results in a 

summary statistical form and also discuss the individual results for six structures of the 

40. 

 

The HAG provides a carefully curated collection of 20 homologous pairs of single-chain 

protein structures, viewable at http://molmovdb.org/sets/HingeAtlasGold. Its name 

reflects its origin in the Hinge Atlas, a much larger set of morphs with annotated hinge 

locations.  The latter is not suited for our purposes since it contains structures stabilized 

by large ligands, subunits of large complexes, and other cases requiring special treatment.  

The HAG is specifically compiled for the purpose of testing structure-based predictors of 

domain hinges and therefore includes only structures that meet the following conditions: 

 

The structure is soluble and independently stable, rather than relying on other chains or 

molecules to maintain its conformation. 

The structural coordinates were obtained by x-ray crystallography, with the exception of 

calcium-free calmodulin. 
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At least two sets of atomic coordinates are available, and together they represent a 

domain motion that is biologically relevant or thermodynamically feasible.  

The motion involves two or more rigid domains moving about a flexible hinge. 

 

 

Each of these pairs of protein structures, also known as morphs, has an annotated hinge 

location.  This location was chosen prior to running any hinge prediction codes, by visual 

inspection of the corresponding morph movie.  We have found manual annotation to be 

more reliable than the use of automated methods such as FlexProt, DynDom, or 

Hingefind, which depend on user-adjustable parameters and sometimes incorrectly assign 

the hinge location.  The process of inspection and annotation was aided by the “Hinge 

Annotation Tool” available on the morph page for each  morph in MolMovDB.  It 

consists of a set of arrow buttons which adjust the position of a window of residues, 

which are highlighted as the protein moves.  This tool can also take annotations from the 

public for various uses.  The result of the annotation effort is a set of hinge residues for 

structural pairs against which FlexOracle and other hinge predictors can be tested.   

 

One must bear in mind that the hinge annotation is not encyclopedic.  It is based on the 

comparison of two sets of structural coordinates, but other motions not reflected by this 

measure may be thermodynamically feasible.  In some cases FlexOracle predicted hinges 

not annotated in HAG but for which we later found experimental evidence in the 

published literature.  Since the point of the HAG is to be objective rather than 

comprehensive, in these cases we did not change the annotation or our scoring of the 
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predictor results.  Some of these discrepancies are discussed in the Discussion of specific 

proteins section.  First, however, we evaluate the performance of FlexOracle on the HAG 

as a whole. 

 

Statistical evaluation 

 

As mentioned in the Methods section, FlexOracle assumes hinges do not simply 

correspond to points of globally lowest energy, but rather to local minima identified and 

postprocessed in various ways.  The set of residues reported as predicted hinge locations 

by any of the three versions of FlexOracle are referred to as test positives, and the number 

of residues in this set we will call M.  the residues annotated as hinges in the HAG are 

referred to as gold standard positives, and the number of these we will call H.  In this 

section we compare the test positives to the gold standard positives to objectively 

evaluate the predictor.  Before we do do so, however, we need to define a few more 

standard statistical terms as they relate to the current context: 

 

Gold standard negatives:  The residues in HAG that are NOT annotated as hinges. 

TP (true positives): The number of residues that were both test positives and gold 

standard positives. 

FP (false positives): The number of residues which were test positives and gold standard 

negatives.  

TN (true negatives): Number of residues which were test negatives and gold standard 

negatives. 
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FN (false negatives): Number of residues which were test negatives and gold standard 

positives.  

Population: All of the residues in the HAG.  We will call the number of these residues D. 

Sensitivity (true positive rate) = TP / (TP + FN) = TP / H. This is the ratio of true 

positives to gold standard positives. 

Specificity (true negative rate) = TN / (TN + FP) = TN / (D - H). This is the ratio of true 

negatives to gold standard negatives. 

Null hypothesis: The statistical hypothesis that the set of test positives is not different 

from the population in a statistically significant fashion.  

Alternate hypothesis:  The hypothesis that the set of test positives is different from the 

population in a statistically significant fashion. 

p-value: This is the probability that a set of residues numbering as many residues as are 

in the test positive set, and selected randomly from the population, would contain TP or 

more gold standard positive residues.  If the p-value is above 0.05 we conventionally 

accept  the null hypothesis, otherwise we reject the null hypothesis in favor of the 

alternate hypothesis.  Clearly, the smaller the p-value the better the predictor. 

 

The p-value is computed for all predictors in this study using the cumulative 

hypergeometric function, 

p-value =

! 

HYP(H,D,x,M)
x=TP

M

"  
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where the hypergeometric function gives the probability of finding exactly x of the H 

gold standard positive residues in a set of M residues randomly chosen from the 

population numbering D: 

HYP(H,D,x,M) = 
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We will use the sensitivity, specificity, and p-value in our statistical evaluation.  p-value 

is a particularly useful quantity, since it compares directly to random picking.   The three 

quantities will be used to evaluate the three versions of FlexOracle and compare to GNM, 

long a popular flexibility prediction algorithm. 

 

Single-cut predictors and GNM 

 

We begin our statistical evaluation with the TINKER and FoldX versions of the single-

cut predictor.  We take as our test positives those residues identified as local minima 

according to the algorithm described in the Methods section, then tabulate the various 

statistical quantities per the above definitions.  GNM requires a slightly different 

treatment.  To evaluate this predictor, we compute the absolute value of the first normal 

mode displacements and normalize this quantity to range from 0 to 1.  The nodes, or 

points of zero displacement, are taken to correspond to the hinge location.  Therefore we 

take all residues with normalized displacement smaller than 0.02 to be test positives.  The 

results are shown in Table 3.1. 
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We observed qualitatively (figures 3.3-3.8) that the FoldX version of the single-cut 

predictor was significantly less noisy, and therefore had fewer minima than the TINKER 

version (240 residues for FoldX vs. 923 for TINKER).  This led to a lower sensitivity for 

the FoldX version, but improved specificity and p-value.  GNM is less specific than 

either of the single-cut predictors, but has better sensitivity and p-value.  This 

underscores the need to improve the single-cut predictor and further motivates the 

development of the two-cut predictor.  

 

Two-cut predictor 

 

The two-cut predictor was run on the 40 proteins in HAG and the results were compared 

to the hinge annotation.  Note that as explained earlier test positives are reported by the 

two-cut predictor in windows 4 residues wide due to the 4-residue grid spacing.  We refer 

to this window width as the strict criterion and use it for our statistical benchmark.  The 

results are shown in Table 3.1.  Note that the p-value is 3.5⋅10-66 – indicating very high 

predictive power.     

 

This proves the statistical significance of the test but in practice for a given protein a 

prediction that is in some sense close enough to the correct hinge may for practical 

purposes be considered a true positive even if it does not coincide exactly. Therefore for a 

more operational benchmark we widened the definition of the test positives to include 5 

residues to the left and right of the predicted hinge location, for a window width of 14 
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residues (loose criterion).  When a gold standard positive residue was found within the 

14-residue window, this was considered a true positive.  The test was considered a 

success for a given protein if there were no false positives or false negatives under this 

criterion.  The test was considered a partial success if there were one or more true 

positives but also one or more false positives and/or false negatives.  Finally, the test was 

a considered a failure if there were no true positives for that protein.  The results are 

shown in Table 3.2.  As can be seen, the majority of the proteins were successes.   

 

Under this criterion there were 47 true positive hinge points.  For these, the average 

distance between the center of the gold standard positive residues and the center of the 

test positive residues was 1.66 residues.  For 29 out of the 47, the distance was 1 or 0 

residues.  Thus even under the loose criterion the predictions had a tendency to line up 

closely with the HAG hinges.  This can be appreciated in Figure 3.2, where the test 

positives are aligned with the corresponding gold standard positives, and the test outcome 

is indicated.   

 

Also in the same figure one can observe that the predictor did not work well for the two 

pairs of proteins with triple-stranded hinges.      

 

One must keep in mind that as we mentioned earlier, the HAG annotations reflect hinges 

chosen under a very specific crystallographic criterion and are not encyclopedic.  

Therefore for some of these “failures” it is possible that the prediction is correctly 

suggesting a motion which is thermodynamically permitted but is not reflected in the 
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pairs of structures used to generate the hinge annotations.  We will discuss this for 

specific cases in the following section. 

    

Discussion 

 

We chose six representative proteins from the 40 structures in the HAG for detailed 

discussion.  These reflect some of the diversity of the set and illustrate the salient features 

of the algorithm.  For each of these, we present structural images with the annotated 

hinges highlighted.  We also present and discuss the results of running the three versions 

of FlexOracle on the structure.   The FlexOracle results for all 40 HAG structures can be 

viewed online at molmovdb.org/FO.                   

 

The single-cut version of FlexOracle naturally works best on single-stranded hinges.  

This condition is less common, and in fact most proteins in HAG have two strands in the 

hinge, and a couple even have three.  We will show that the single-cut predictor 

nonetheless has predictive ability in these cases, although the two-cut predictor is much 

more accurate.   

 

The two-cut predictor, in contrast, is specifically designed to handle double-stranded 

hinges.  It is also designed to respond to single stranded hinges by discarding one cut of 

the pair as described earlier.  We did not attempt to extend the method to explicitly treat 

the case of triple stranded hinges.  
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Under either scheme, only one chain is analyzed at a time, in the absence of ligands, 

bound metals, or additional subunits of a complex.  We show that the method is robust 

under removal of small ligands from co-crystallized coordinate sets.  The method 

obtained mixed results with Calmodulin (see discussion below) so we do not recommend 

only careful use with metal-bound proteins. Similarly, care should be taken with single 

subunits taken from complexes, since these have not been tested rigorously. 

 

Folylpolyglutamate synthetase (FPGS) (closed) 

 

Folate is a  vitamin essential for cell growth and replication, in its sole function mediating 

the transfer of one-carbon units[65, 66].  Folate must be polyglutamated by FPGS or else 

it may efflux from the cell[67].  In the polyglutamylation mechanism, a free carboxylate 

group on the folate molecule is activated in an ATP-dependent manner to give an acyl 

phosphate intermediate; this is  followed by an attack by L-glutamate.  FPGS forms a 

complex first with MgATP, then a folate derivate, and then glutamate, in an ordered 

manner in which the substrates are added sequentially.  In the structure analyzed here, 

FPGS is in ternary complex with the non-hydrolyzable ATP analog β,γ-methylene-ATP 

(AMPPCP) and 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate (mTHF).  These ligands are removed 

from the protein prior to analysis.  Since both ligands are small, however, the open 

(molmovdb.org/FO) and closed (Figure 3.3) conformers both yield predictions of roughly 

the same accuracy when tested with the single-cut predictors.  This is true also for the 

two-cut predictor, for which the prediction agreed almost exactly with the HAG hinge for 

both open and closed conformers.  Thus the removal of small ligands from the structural 
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coordinate set does not significantly affect accuracy, a point explored further in the 

discussion of cAPK.     

 

AMPA-Sensitive Glutamate Receptor GluR2 ligand binding core 

(closed) 

 

Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) are responsible for fast synaptic transmission 

between mammalian nerve cells.  iGluRs are a class of transmembrane proteins that form 

glutamate-gated ion channels, including the AMPA receptors GluR1-4.  The 

transmembrane gate of iGluRs opens briefly in response to glutamate released by a 

presynaptic cell. The GluR2 ligand binding core has been crystallized in progressively 

more tightly closed conformations, in the order of ligand binding 

apo>DNQX>kainite>glutamate~AMPA.  This progression follows the binding affinity 

(e.g. GluR2 binds glutamate with higher affinity than kainite, and is more closed when 

bound with the former) except that AMPA binds with ~20-fold higher affinity than 

glutamate but produces the same effect on the conformation of the ligand binding core.  

The degree of closure, in turn, appears to control the receptor activation, as measured in 

terms of either peak current or steady state current in presence of the desensitization 

blocker cyclothiazide.  Thus glutamate and AMPA are full agonists and produce the same 

maximal domain closure and consequent activation, whereas kainite is a partial agonist 

and results in lesser activation.[68]  The well-characterized progressively stronger 

binding of the four ligands mentioned provides potentially fertile ground for motion 

prediction and ligand binding studies.  In Figure 3.4, we show FlexOracle’s results for the 
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AMPA-bound structure.  Domain 2 is a continuous domain, by which we mean that it 

spans a single stretch of residues (106-218 according to the HAG definition), as apposed 

to domain 1, which is composed of two stretches 1-105 and 219-261 and is therefore 

discontinuous in sequence[112].  Thus all cuts made by the single-cut predictor inside 

domain 1 leave domain 2 intact in one of the two fragments and necessarily break up 

domain 1,  On the other hand, cuts made inside domain 2 break up both domains.  The 

single-cut predictor graph exhibits a broad, high “mountain” of energy between the hinge 

residues 98 and 229, reflecting the cost of fragmenting domain 2.  On either side of this 

region are broad “shoulders” of low energy, reflecting only the cost of breaking up 

domain 1, which cannot be avoided in a single-cut scheme.  A similar “mountain” and 

“shoulders” profile can also be seen, albeit less clearly, for ribose binding protein (Figure 

3.7) and for GBP and LAO binding protein (molmovdb.org/FO).  The actual hinges 

appear not on the clear edges of the mountain but rather a few residues inside it.  This 

reflects the fact that cutting near residues 98 or 229 keeps both strands of the close 

parallel double stranded linker in the same fragment (fragment 2 or fragment 1, 

respectively) whereas cutting at the actual HAG hinge locations would break up the 

interactions between the strands.  Note that this hinge shifting effect does not occur for 

ribose binding protein, since the two strands of the hinge are not closely spaced along 

their full length and are not parallel.         

Under the loose criterion, the two-cut predictor was successful in predicting the hinge. 

 

Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor 1 (LIR-1) (closed)  
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The LIR family is composed of eight human proteins sharing significant sequence 

identity with LIR-1.  LIR proteins are believed to be inhibitory receptors, similar to killer 

inhibitory receptors (KIRs) on human NK cells.  LIR and KIR proteins belong to the 

immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF).  The extracellular region of LIR-1 contains four 

IgSF domains.  The structure examined here is a fragment containing domains D1 and 

D2.  The single-cut predictor results are clearly successful (Figure 3.5), since this is a 

single stranded hinge.  The result of the two-cut predictor is likewise quite unequivocal; 

the method correctly detects that it is a single-stranded hinge and reports its location.     

 

cAMP-dependent protein kinase (cAPK) (closed) 

 

Protein kinases modify substrates by transferring a phosphate from a nucleotide (typically 

ATP) to a free hydroxyl on a Ser, Thr or Tyr residue.  The open conformation of cAPK 

appears to be stable in the apo form, as well as in complex with a peptide inhibitor.  The 

closed form is stable in complex with peptide inhibitor and ATP.  ATP precedes the 

peptide in an apparently preferred binding order[69].   

The closed form is analyzed in Figure 3.6.  FlexOracle strips the ligands from the protein, 

therefore one might naϊvely expect diminished accuracy for the closed (ligand bound) 

case.  After all, ligands of sufficient size might stabilize one or another of the rigid 

domains, and this seems likely to be the case for the binary complex.  However in the 

trinary complex the ligand interactions also stabilize the closed conformation with respect 

to the open.  Therefore separating fragment 1 from fragment 2, assuming i is a hinge 

residue, can be expected to require less energy without ligand than with.  This argues that 
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removing ligands from the structure should increase accuracy over the alternative.  In fact 

the single-cut predictions are roughly as accurate for the closed conformer as for the open 

(molmovdb.org/FO).  The two-cut predictor did not work well for either the open or 

closed conformer of this protein.  When one considers that results were also poor for 

Troponin C (see Figure 3.2) it is clear that the two-cut predictor is not very good at 

detecting triple-stranded hinges.     

 

Ribose binding protein (RBP) (open) 

 

RBP belongs to a sizeable family of soluble gram-negative bacterial periplasmic binding 

proteins with diverse ligands and functions.  They are abundant and bind their substrates 

with high affinity and specificity, and thus easily sequester nutrients appearing in 

sporadically in the environment.[70]  The open conformation is predominant in the 

uncomplexed form.  Upon ligand binding, the two separated domains close down around 

the ligand by virtue of a 30° rotation in the hinge that connects them.   

Results for the apo form are shown in Figure 3.7.  The single-cut predictor had a strong 

minimum at residue 103, and a weak one at residue 235, corresponding to HAG hinges at 

those locations.  It incorrectly suggests flexible points around residues 208 and 50.  The 

two-cut predictor worked perfectly for both open and closed conformers.    

  

Calmodulin (CaM) (open, calcium-bound form) 
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CaM is a major calcium-binding protein, regulating enzymes in many tissues[71]. It is 

known to exist in numerous vertebrate and invertebrate animals as well as plants.  In spite 

of the wide phylogenetic variety of these organisms, the amino acid sequence of CaM  is 

very highly conserved, with only seven amino acid substitutions, all conservative[71].  

Troponin C has 50% sequence identity with CaM[71] and the two share structural 

features relevant to hinge finding.  In particular, both can unwind at the same point near 

residue 80, although for Troponin C the biological significance of this is unknown.  The 

two bind Ca2+ , at the C-terminal lobe, but only CaM binds Ca2+ at the N-terminal lobe.  

Correspondingly, the C-terminal lobes in the two proteins are structurally very similar to 

each other, while the N-terminal lobes are very different[72].  Both the single cut and the 

two-cut predictors find the hinge of calcium-free CaM clearly and unambiguously, as can 

be seen online (molmovdb.org/FO).  For the calcium-bound form, the single cut TINKER 

predictor is ambiguous while the single-cut FoldX predictor is successful.  The two-cut 

predictor fails completely (Figure 3.8), thus the results are mixed.  Bound metals often 

have a significant stabilizing effect where they appear in proteins, as they are usually 

coordinated with multiple points on the polypeptide, and their removal would be 

expected to destabilize the protein significantly.  The results for this protein suggest that 

although FlexOracle’s neglect of small bound molecules is of little consequence,  the 

neglect of bound metals may have a negative effect on the accuracy of the method.  This 

may reflect the fact that a single divalent metal ion may have many strong interactions 

with neighboring protein atoms, whereas a small organic ligand has weaker interactions 

distributed over a greater area.  Accordingly, small ligands tend to have significant 

thermal fluctuations about an equilibrium position, while metals tend to bind and 
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coordinate neighbors in a very stable and position-specific manner.  We therefore 

recommend care be taken when using this method for predicting hinges in metal-bound 

structures, when those metals appear to heavily affect the structural and motional 

characteristics of the protein.                    

    

Web interface 

 

Users may submit PDB-formatted files through our Hinge Prediction page, linked to from 

the MolMovDB.org front page.  They will receive an email with instructions on how to 

view graphs similar to those shown in figures 3-8.  In brief, the morph page contains a 

‘Hinge Analysis’ tab which in turn has a link to the FlexOracle results.  Blue diamonds 

on the single-cut predictor graph indicate the minima of the single-cut FoldX free energy 

per the criterion used in this work.  Hinges tend to coincide with minima of the single-cut 

FlexOracle energy graph, as is explained in the Discussion of specific proteins section  At 

this time only the single-cut predictor is run automatically on all submissions, but users 

may contact the author to have the two-cut predictor run on any submitted protein. The 

user should bear in mind that results may be of limited accuracy for membrane proteins 

and proteins bound to complexes or large substrates.  If metals strongly affect the 

stability and motion of the protein, as is the case for EF hands, this may also limit 

accuracy.  Lastly, if the hinge seems sterically unreasonable the reader should consider 

the possibility that the hinge has three or more strands or the motion is not hingelike. 
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The results of running FlexOracle and other hinge prediction algorithms on the  HAG can 

be seen at http://molmovdb.org/FO.  Links to the corresponding morph page and detailed 

predictor results are provided.  A full explanation of how to interact with the morph page 

is given in prior work[30]. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The ability of FlexOracle to predict the hinge location for domain hinge bending proteins 

was demonstrated.  We found that FlexOracle gives similar results for apo and ligand 

bound structures when the ligand is a small molecule or molecules.  However mixed 

results for the calcium bound form of calmodulin suggest care should be exercised when 

applying the method to proteins with bound metals.  We further found that hinges often 

coincide with minima of the single-cut FlexOracle energy, but in the case of two-domain 

proteins comprised of one continuous and one discontinuous domain, the hinge can occur 

instead near the boundary between a broad “mountain” of high energy (corresponding to 

the continuous domain) and wide “shoulders” of low energy (corresponding to the 

discontinuous domain).  Further, if the linker consists of closely spaced parallel strands, 

the hinge tends to occur a few residues into the “mountain” side of this boundary.  Aside 

from the matter of bound metals, these issues are not a concern for the two-cut predictor, 

which is significantly more accurate than the single-cut predictor.  The former works well 

for single as well as double stranded hinges, but not for triple-stranded hinges.  The 

FlexOracle method addresses directly the problem of locating the primary hinge for hinge 

bending proteins. 
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 3.1:  Fragmenting the protein  

 

A key step in the single-cut FlexOracle method:  separating the protein into two 

fragments, as illustrated here for i=15. 
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Figure 3.2:  Results for individual proteins 

 

Comparison of two-cut FlexOracle hinge predictions (red bars) vs. HAG hinges (green 

bars).  Light blue bars represent protein sequence.  Residue numbers are given by the 
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scale at the top of the figure.  Labels give the structure ID for viewing on our server, the 

name of the protein, the conformation (open or closed), and the outcome (success, partial 

success, failure) according to the loose criterion described in the text.  There is a clear 

tendency for FlexOracle predictions to align with the annotated hinge location and to 

correctly discriminate between single and double stranded hinges.  The predictor was 

clearly less successful with triple stranded hinges (cAMP dependent protein 

kinase,Troponin C).  
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a.  
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b.  

 c.  

d.  
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Figure 3.3:  Folylpolyglutamate Synthetase (closed) 

 

Morph ID: f046922-8341 PDB ID:  1jbw 

Hinge Atlas Gold hinge: residues 296-297 

a.  Structure of FPGS, rendered by VMD in “New Cartoon” style through molmovdb’s 

Render Studio.  In this and all structural images in this work, coloring of the domains 

goes by the following logic.  All the residues prior to the first hinge point are assigned to 

domain D1, all the residues between the first and second hinge points belong to D3, all 

the residues between the second and third hinge points belong to D1, and all subsequent 

residues belong to D3.  The hinge residues themselves belong to D2.  D1 is colored 

orange, D2 is green, and D3 is blue.  Thus e.g. residue 1 is at the orange terminus, 

residues 295 and 296 are at the orange-green boundary, and no labeling is needed.     

b.  Both versions of the single-cut predictor have clear minima on the energy plot near the 

correct hinge location at residue 297.  GNM results were less successful. 

c.  Graph key.  For this and all FlexOracle graphs in this work, the dotted red line is the 

single-cut TINKER output, the solid red line is the single-cut FoldX output, and the 

dotted black line is the GNM first normal mode displacement.  All three are normalized 

to range from 0 to 1.  The green x’s indicate the annotated hinge location from HAG.  

d.  2-cut FlexOracle makes a primary prediction at residues 298-301.  This method was 

successful, since the first prediction was close to the HAG hinge, circled in green.  
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a.   
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 b.  

c.  
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Figure 3.4:  AMPA Receptor GluR2 (closed) 

 

Morph ID: f437610-635  PDB ID:  1ftm 

Hinge Atlas Gold hinges:  105-106,218-219 

b.  The “mountain and shoulders” profile discussed in the text is clearly visible here.  

Again, see preceding figure for key. 

c.  2-cut FlexOracle primary hinge prediction:  residues 108-111  

and 216-219.  Prediction was successful.  Green circle indicates HAG hinge position. 
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a.  
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b.  

 

c.  
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Figure 3.5:  Lir-1 (closed) 

 

Morph ID: f263558-23071 PDB ID:  1g0x 

Hinge Atlas Gold hinge:  96-97 

a.  The HAG hinge is close to the proteolytic cleavage site between residues 99 and 100 

as described in the text. 

b.  The single-cut predictor results could hardly be less ambiguous, with both versions 

returning a clear minimum near the hinge location. 

c.  2-cut FlexOracle primary prediction: 97-100.  The method was successful in this case. 
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a.  
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b.  

c.  
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Figure 3.6:  cAMP-dependent protein kinase (open) 

 

Morph ID: f048180-370  PDB ID: 1ctp 

Hinge Atlas Gold hinges:   31-32,119-120,319-320 

b.  Zheng et al. identify the boundaries of the small lobe as residues 40 and 127,  slightly 

different from HAG.  The single-cut predictors had significant minima near residue 120, 

with more ambiguous results for the other two hinges. 

c.  2-cut FlexOracle primary prediction: residues 314-317.  

Others: 

30-33,62-65 

42-45,82-85 

122-125 

The 2-cut predictor was partially successful.  The primary prediction coincides with one 

of the hinges, as does the fourth prediction , and one of the second predictions.  There are 

also three false positives (62-65 and 42-45, and 82-85) among the higher predictions. 
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a.  
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b.  

c.  
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Figure 3.7:  Ribose binding protein (open) 

 

Morph ID: f924994-9791   PDB ID: 1drj 

Hinge Atlas Gold hinges:  103,104,235,236 

b.  The single-cut predictors correctly suggest the hinge at residue 103, but less clearly at 

residue 235.  Several false positives can also be seen, at residue 135 and around residue 

50. 

c.  The 2-cut predictor yielded the correct result, as indicated by the minimum circled in 

green. 
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a.  
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b.  

c.  
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Figure 3.8:  Calmodulin (open, calcium bound form) 

 

Morph ID: f958972-2168   PDB ID:  3cln 

HAG hinges: 80,81 

b.  The TINKER version of the single-cut predictor gives ambiguous results for this 

calcium-bound protein, but good results for the calcium-free form (molmovdb.org/FO).  

The FoldX single-cut predictor, worked well for both calcium-bound and calcium-free 

forms Calmodulin.  Nonetheless we recommend caution when treating metal-bound 

proteins, since the two-cut predictor had mixed results here. 

c.  The 2-cut predictor results: 

Primary prediction:  residues 30-33,66-69 

Additional predictions: 104-107;84-87 

Although the primary prediction does not coincide with the annotated hinge, upon 

inspecting the corresponding morph (78252-5656) we observed that indeed there are 

hinges coinciding with the predicted location, although they result in less backbone 

motion than the hinge at residue 80.  Similar points (residues ~36,63) are annotated 

hinges in the evolutionarily related Troponin C (morph 333010-30921).  In the interest of 

maintaining the objectivity of the HAG, we did not update the hinge annotation.  We 

further note that the third lowest-energy local minimum (84-87) is close to the HAG 

hinge.  Thus although the first prediction did not coincide with the HAG, the results 

nonetheless yield significant insight into the flexibility of the protein.    
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Tables 

 

  GNM 
 

Single-cut 
predictor 
(TINKER) 

Single-cut 
predictor 
(FoldX) 

Two-cut 
predictor 

1 Total residues in HAG 13246 13246 13246 13246  

2 Test positives 1279 923 292 268 

3 Gold Standard positives 152 152 152 152 

4 True positives TP (2 ∩ 3) 39 24 14 62 

5 False Positives FP (2 - 4) 1240 899 278 206 

6 False Negatives FN (3 - 4) 113 128 138 90 

7 True Negatives TN (1-2-6) 11854 12195 12816 12888 

8 Sensitivity (TP/(TP+FN)) 0.26 .157 .092 .41 

9 Specificity (TN/(TN+FP)) .9053 .93 .98 .98 

10 p-value 8.4⋅10-9 1.3⋅10-4 6.7⋅10-6 3.5⋅10-66 

 

Table 3.1:  Summary of predictor results.   

 

“Test positives” for GNM were those residues with first normal mode displacement 

below 0.02.  Recall that the displacements are normalized to range from 0 to 1.  For the 

single-cut predictors, test positives were residues identified as defining a local minimum 

per the algorithm described in the text.  Lastly, “test positives” for the two-cut predictor 

are those selected under the strict criterion (4-residue window) also described in the text.   
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Test result Number of 

proteins 

Success 24 

Partial success 5 

Failure 11 

 

Table 3.2:  Summary of two-cut predictor results under the loose criterion (14-residue 

window).  
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Chapter 4:  HingeMaster: normal 

mode hinge prediction approach 

and integration of complementary 

predictors 

 

Overview 

 

In Chapter 3 we described the first of our novel hinge predictors based on structural 

information.  We follow this up now with additional novel structure based hinge 

predictors, and combine them with existing methods.  This lays the groundwork for the 

prediction of protein motion in Chapter 5.    

 

As discussed earlier, predicting the location of the hinge from a single structure is a 

logical first step towards predicting motion.  Here we describe ways to predict the hinge 

location by grouping residues with correlated normal-mode motions. In this chapter, 

accepted for publication in PROTEINS,  we benchmarked our normal-mode based 

predictor against a gold standard set of carefully annotated hinge locations taken from the 

Database of Macromolecular Motions.  We then compared it with three existing 
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structure-based hinge predictors (TLSMD, StoneHinge, and FlexOracle), plus HingeSeq, 

a sequence-based hinge predictor. Each of these methods predicts hinges using very 

different sources of information -- normal modes, experimental thermal factors, bond 

constraint networks, energetics, and sequence, respectively. Thus it is logical that using 

these algorithms together would improve predictions.  We integrated all the methods into 

a combined predictor using a weighted voting scheme and showed that this was superior 

to any of the individual ones.  Finally, we encapsulated all our results in a web tool which 

can be used to run all the predictors on submitted proteins and visualize the results.       

 .       

Introduction 

 

The structural information provided by the atomic coordinates of a protein tells only part 

of the story of protein function.  Much of the remainder is told by the trajectory of 

motion.  Motions can be classified according to the size of the mobile units, which may 

be fragments, domains, or subunits, and according to packing as hinge, shear, or other.  

Hinge bending motions are the largest single class of motions, comprising 45% of the 

motions in a representative set compiled by Krebs et al.[3, 9]  This class is further 

subdivided into domain hinge motions (31% of the total)[3] and fragment hinge motions 

(13%).  A logical first step towards the goal of motion prediction for the case of domain 

hinge bending motions is to predict the hinge location.  In this work we compare several 

existing algorithms, present new ones, and combine all of these into HingeMaster, a 

composite predictor.   
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The problem of hinge prediction is easiest when two or more sets of atomic coordinates 

are available for a given protein in different conformations.  In that case, it is possible to 

visually inspect the pairs of structures (as we have done in this work) and manually 

annotate the hinge location.  It is also possible to automate this using FlexProt or (to 

some extent) other algorithms[26, 28, 73].  Hinge detection based on two structures is 

thus largely a solved problem.  A much more challenging problem arises when only one 

structure is known.  In early work on this problem, Janin and Wodak[7] developed a 

domain interface area calculation method.  The more recent FIRST algorithm[62] 

identifies rigid substructures based on graph theoretic calculations.  FRODA uses these 

rigid units to simplify the process of generating alternate structures which have been 

shown to be consistent with NMR data for certain proteins.[30, 60]   The Gaussian 

Network Model (GNM)[64] is an approximate method for obtaining normal mode 

displacements and consequent motional correlations of backbone α–carbon atoms.  

Kundu et al. used the sign of the GNM first normal mode displacement, with some 

postprocessing, to assign residues to structural domains.[74] 

 

A yet more challenging problem arises when only sequence features (but no structural 

coordinates) are known.  In this article we evaluate one predictor that uses only sequence 

information.  Relatively little work has been reported on this largely unsolved problem, 

but it is in some ways related to the more extensively studied problem of detection of 

evolutionary domain boundaries (which may or may not be flexible)[33, 34, 39, 75].     
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In this work we first introduce hNM, a family of mostly novel hinge predictors based on 

normal modes.  The first member of this family, which we call hNMa for simplicity, 

posits that the minima of the normalized squared normal mode fluctuations should 

coincide with hinges.  This in itself is not novel but we show that for the case of domain 

hinge bending, the first (rather than any higher) normal mode is most informative, 

addressing a point of some debate in the literature.  A second, novel, method designated 

hNMb detects the most rigid, continuous structural domain through segmentation of 

normal mode motional correlation matrices.  Subsidiary predictors, hNMc and hNMd, 

use similar information to find additional hinges.  To benchmark the method and compare 

and integrate it with others, we use the Hinge Atlas Gold, a set of proteins with carefully 

annotated hinge locations.  

 

We then turn our attention to existing methods, for purposes of comparison and 

integration.  We review the following hinge predictors: 

 

StoneHinge  recognizes  hinges as flexible regions of the protein main chain intervening 

between the two largest rigid domains (of at least 20 residues each), as defined by 

ProFlex constraint-counting analysis of the protein’s covalent and non-covalent bond 

network.  Importantly, StoneHinge has some ability to detect proteins that do not move 

by hinge bending, but rather fall into some other classification[9].  In the latter case, 

hinge prediction results from other predictors are likely to be inapplicable.      
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Translation Libration Screw Motion Determination (TLSMD)[63] divides the protein into 

segments whose rigid body motions best account for the observed distribution of 

temperature factors in a crystal structure.  

The FO (FlexOracle) family of hinge predictors generates protein fragments based on all 

possible locations of one or two cuts on the backbone.  It is based on the idea that 

structural domains fold independently, therefore when the cuts coincide with the hinge 

location, the free energy of folding will be minimal for the corresponding fragment pair. 

HingeSeq is a hinge predictor based not on structure but rather on sequence features.   

 

These methods are complementary to each other and to hNM since they use very 

different information, namely bond network topology, experimental thermal factors, 

estimated domain free energy of folding, and sequence.  We run all of the predictors 

against the HAG, then use various qualitative and quantitative measures to benchmark 

and compare the performance of each method.  Lastly, we combine all of the methods 

using a voting scheme to create a new predictor called HingeMaster.    

  

The hNM family of normal mode based hinge predictors 

 

hNMa: Which normal mode eigenvector is most important for hinge 

prediction? 
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We begin our development with the hNM family of hinge predictors. The name suggests 

its relationship to HingeMaster (the integrated hinge predictor) and its reliance on 

Normal Mode information.  As mentioned, this family has four members, designated 

hNMa to hNMe, of which hNMb, through hNMe are novel.  The output of hNMa is 

simply the normalized squared fluctuations due to the first normal mode, with the idea 

that the minima of this quantity coincide with the hinge location.   

 

Normal modes describe the oscillations of elastic bodies.  We obtain them by 

representing the body as a set of identical point masses connected by linear springs, and 

using a harmonic ansatz to solve the equations of motion.  Obtaining the form of the 3N 

normal modes reduces to the eigenvalue problem: 

  

! 

(m"
i

2
I[ ] # K[ ])

r 
x 

i
= 0 

Where I is the identity matrix, K is the Kirchoff or stiffness matrix, 

! 

"
i
is the frequency of 

oscillation corresponding to mode i, and   

! 

r 
x 

i
 is the eigenvector describing the 

displacements due to mode i.   

Under the Gaussian Network Model, the protein is simplified to consist of identical point 

masses at the location of the Cα atoms, which are connected by identical linear springs to 

all other such masses within a 7Å radius.  Further adjustments are made to K to account 

for interactions between residues adjacent in sequence, and to suppress large 

displacements in the middle of the chain.  The simplifications mean that only one 

parameter (the spring constant) needs to be determined, and this is done by fitting to 

experimentally observed thermal motions.  The eigenvalue problem simplifies to: 
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Where U is an orthogonal matrix whose columns are   

! 

r 
x 

i
, the eigenvectors of K.  

! 

" is a 

diagonal matrix whose elements are the frequencies 

! 

"
i
.  

The choice of first vs. second or higher modes as hinge predictors is the subject of much 

debate in the community; we now address this issue. 

Normal mode expansions provide the form of displacements of a structure at each of a 

progressive series of resonant frequencies, or excitation frequencies to which an elastic 

structure responds strongly.  Various studies underscore the importance of low-order 

modes in describing protein motion, but opinions vary as to which of these should be 

used for hinge prediction.  Alexandrov et al.[61] and Krebs et al. compared the 

successive normal modes of poteins with the displacements observed from interpolated 

(“morphed”) structural pairs of proteins, and found that the correlation was highest for 

the lowest order mode, and decreased progressively for higher modes.  Kundu et al.[74] 

assigned residues of protein to one of two clusters depending on the sign of the lowest-

order nontrivial normal mode eigenvector.  These domain assignments are then adjusted 

by a series of physicochemically motivated postprocessing steps.  Yang et al. showed that 

catalytic sites tend to coincide with regions of minimal displacement of the first and 

second nontrivial mode.  Here we show that for the case of domain hinge bending, the 

lowest-order nontrivial mode should be used for hinge prediction. 

 

To do so we will make use of the concept of a nodal surface. To introduce this consider 

the example of a one dimensional guitar string driven at its second harmonic frequency.  
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The string will have a nodal point in the middle which remains stationary.  A drum head 

(effectively two dimensional) similarly will have nodal lines, depending on which mode 

is excited.  A three dimensional object such as a tuning fork or a protein will have a 

surface which describes the locus of points that remain stationary when the object 

vibrates at one of its normal frequencies.  The displacements of points on opposite sides 

of this nodal surface have opposite sign.[74]  If the structure in question is composed of 

two rigid regions connected by a flexible region, then points within each rigid region will 

move in a correlated fashion, and points in different regions will tend to be anticorrelated 

to conserve center of mass motion.  The velocities change sign at the nodal surface, and 

therefore the latter might be expected to coincide with the flexible region or hinge[47, 61, 

64, 76].  This leads to the following two ideas: 

 

The HAG set consists of proteins with two domains separated by a single (possibly multi-

stranded) flexible region.  This single hinge should correspond to a single nodal surface.  

The lowest order mode has the smallest number of nodes and (assuming the equipartition 

theorem applies) the largest displacements and therefore the coincidence of nodal surface 

with hinge should be strongest for this mode. 

There may be multiple degrees of freedom about the hinge, and therefore to some degree 

the second, third, and higher modes might also coincide with the hinge. 

 

To test these ideas, we extracted the mobility score, 

! 

M
ik  for each residue i in the

! 

k
th  

mode, for k = 1 to 7. This quantity is the square fluctuation of residue i in mode k, 

normalized such that the most mobile residue has mobility 

! 

M
ik

=1 for mode k.  We then 
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generated one ROC curve for each mode k.   This is based on taking all residues with 

normal mode displacement lower than a certain threshold to be test positives and all 

others to be test negatives.  The ROC curves are generated by moving the threshold and 

calculating sensitivity and specificity for each possible threshold. 

 

We found that the first idea above was correct; regions of low first normal mode 

displacement are likely to coincide with hinge location. (Figure 4.1).  The second and 

third normal mode displacements were not correlated with hinge location, as  reflected by 

areas under the curve near 0.5. Modes higher than 3 were also found to have very little 

correlation with hinges (data not shown).  Therefore the second idea is incorrect for 

domain hinge bending motions involving two domains.  From this we concluded that if 

normal mode displacements alone are used for domain hinge prediction under such 

circumstances then it is the first rather than higher modes that should be used.  This is not 

to say that the higher modes are not useful; in the next section we will show that the 

correlation matrix is generated by summing the correlations due to all modes, and this 

matrix can be used effectively for hinge prediction.     

 

Motion correlation based methods (hNMb, hNMc, hNMd)  

 

We now move on to describe applications of normal modes to hinge finding.  To do this 

we must first calculate the normal mode motional correlations between α-carbon atoms 

in a protein.  This is obtained by computing an expectation value in the Boltzmann 

ensemble.  The result is: 
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Where 

! 

" is the Kirchoff, or connectivity matrix, and 

! 

" is the diagonal matrix of 

eigenvalues 

! 

"
k  of 

! 

" .  The elements of 

! 

" are simple to obtain approximately using the 

GNM method.  

! 

u
k[ ]

i
 is the displacement of the α-carbon of residue i due to normal mode 

k.  

! 

"R
i  is the net displacement of the α-carbon of residue i from its equilibrium position 

due to normal mode motions.  

! 

"  is the effective stiffness used by Tirion et al.  Cross-

correlations are normalized with respect to the auto-correlations as follows: 

 

! 

C(i, j) =
"Ri # "R j

"Ri # "Ri "R j # "R j     [2] 

 

 

hNMb requires that we first compute the matrix of average correlations for all continuous 

stretches of residues in the protein chain as follows: 
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    [3] 

 

We then generate a matrix W by weighting this matrix to favor pairs k,l that are 

maximally distant from each other, and are likely the endpoints of a structural domain: 

 

! 

W (k, l) = " l " k # A(k,l) .        [4] 

 

Lastly, we treat 

! 

W (k, l)  as a two-dimensional discrete function of 

! 

k, l  and identify its 

minima using the algorithm described for FlexOracle.  hNMb (Continuous Domain 

Boundary Identifier), hNMc and hNMd (Excluded Region Identifier) all use this list of 

minima, but treat it differently.  hNMb ranks the minima by the value of 

! 

W (k, l)  at the 

minimum.  The particular values of the indices 

! 

k, l , where 

! 

k < l at the location of the 

global minimum are taken as the residue numbers of a pair of hinge points.  If 

! 

k(l)  is 

within five residues of the N(C) terminus, then 

! 

k(l)  is dropped and the other index is 

reported as the sole hinge point.  The last modification is that for the hinge point at 

! 

k(l)  

the hinge is reported as consisting of the two residues 

! 

k "1 and 

! 

k  (

! 

l "1 and 

! 

l).   
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hNMc goes through the same procedure, except it ignores the lowest minimum (already 

reported by hNMb) and processes all remaining minima as above.  If any hinge point is 

within five residues of a hinge point corresponding to a lower minimum, the hinge point 

corresponding to the higher minimum is discarded.    

 

hNMd (Excluded Region Identifier) works somewhat differently.  It is based on the idea 

that we may not be able to precisely identify the flexible regions of protein, but we can 

perhaps still identify parts of the protein which are rigid, and surmise that the hinge may 

lie anywhere except in these rigid regions.  For a minimum of  

! 

W  located at residues 

! 

k, l , 

it  considers residues 

! 

k +1 to 

! 

l " 2  to be part of a structural domain and excludes them 

from consideration as a hinge.  The process is repeated with the remaining minima 

! 

k, l  of 

! 

W (k, l) .  Any residues that were not excluded after all minima have been considered in 

this way are reported as potential hinges. 

 

Lastly, hNMe (Holm and Sander-like hinge predictor) partitions the matrix differently 

from NMB with similar goals.  The correlation matrix (Equation 2) is partitioned by 

separating the residues into two domains much as Holm and Sander did for the contact 

matrix. A minor adjustment is needed which is explained in the Supplementary Methods 

section.   This results in a reasonably good predictor which has the added benefit of 

assigning each residue to one of two domains, and also has no intrinsic limitation with 

respect to number of hinge points.  We do not describe this method in great detail, 
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however, since we found that the Continuous Domain Boundary Identifier (hNMb) 

described above yielded better results when measured by the associated p-values. 

 

The Hinge Atlas Gold  

 

As we mentioned, in order to benchmark (and later combine) hNM and the other 

prediction algorithms we need a set of morphs (pairs of homologous proteins with 

interpolated motion trajectories) with annotated hinges to use as a gold standard.  The 

Hinge Atlas Gold (HAG) set was constructed specifically for testing structure-based 

hinge predictors, as is explained in detail in prior work. The name of the HAG suggests 

its origin in the Hinge Atlas, a larger but less carefully curated set of annotated morphs 

used for sequence-based hinge studies.  Many of the HAG proteins were collected from 

the Hinge Atlas, while others, such as Adenylate Kinase, Biotin Carboxylase, Lactoferrin, 

and Calmodulin, are classic hinge bending proteins widely used as test cases in the 

community and were added where absent to make the dataset represent proteins of broad 

interest as much as possible.  The use of protein motions studied by third parties confirms 

that the annotated hinge points reflect biologically or at least thermodynamically relevant 

dynamics.  We delve into this in greater depth for two proteins in this chapter, and several 

more in the supplementary discussion.  We will show that in some cases, we predict a 

hinge where none is annotated in the HAG, but for which some evidence exists in the 

literature.  In these cases that HAG annotation was not modified, since the point of the 

HAG is to be objective rather than comprehensive.  These cases suggest that the 

predictors can sometimes detect previously unknown motion.       
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The hinge locations themselves were chosen such that rotations of the structural domains 

about the hinge points could approximately reproduce the motions observed in the 

morph.  Thus these are points of flexibility that permit twisting as well as bending.  

 

Integration of HingeMaster 

 

StoneHinge 

 

Having introduced the novel hNM family of predictors, we move on to describe the 

existing predictors.  The first of these is StoneHinge, which predicts hinges using the 

FIRST algorithm as implemented in the freely available ProFlex software. ProFlex is 

designed to analyze flexibility in proteins and uses a 3D constraint counting algorithm 

arising from rigidity and graph theory.  This approach ultimately derives from the 

structural engineering work of James Clerk Maxwell[77], designed to assess whether the 

trusswork of a bridge would be adequate to ensure stability.  The same concepts have 

been shown to be mathematically robust for analyzing the 3-dimensional covalent and 

non-covalent bond networks in proteins[78].  The FIRST algorithm[79] thus counts local 

degrees of bond-rotational freedom.  This divides the protein into two types of regions: 

those that are constrained and therefore rigid, and those that are underconstrained and 

therefore free to rotate.  A rigid region consists of a group of atoms that do not move 

relative to each other due to the constraints of the bond network.  However, two rigid 

regions may move relative to each other, like two stones connected by a flexible tether. 
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A key part of this analysis involves representing the essential non-covalent interactions 

(hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and hydrophobic interactions) that cross-bridge the protein 

structure[32].  These interactions vary in energy and can be separated by invoking an 

energy threshold.  All interactions that are lower in energy (more favorable) than this 

threshold are included in the analysis, while those that are higher in energy (less 

favorable) than the threshold are ignored.  To obtain flexibility analysis results reflecting 

“native-like” motion, this threshold is varied from protein to protein.  We describe the 

process of selecting the correct threshold below. 

 

StoneHinge builds on the FIRST algorithm and uses it to predict hinge motion.  FIRST 

iteratively varies the threshold and examines the resulting bond-constraing network to 

find the boundaries of the rigid regions.  The size, location, and number of the rigid 

regions will vary according to the threshold.  StoneHinge selects the value of the 

threshold that results in a second-largest rigid region of maximal size.  It then finds the 

flexible region or regions connecting the two largest rigid regions.  These flexible regions 

are then reported as hinges. 

 

StoneHinge typically requires that both rigid domains contain at least twenty residues.  If 

two rigid domains of this size can not be found, then StoneHinge reports that any 

detected flexible residues are unlikely to contribute to a hinge bending motion, as 

domains of this size typically result from flexible loops or similarly small motions.  
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However, this restriction was ignored for purposes of generating HingeMaster 

predictions.  

 

Before the above analysis is carried out, StoneHinge performs some preprocessing steps 

as follows.  It first removes all heteroatoms from the Protein Data Bank formatted 

structure files.  These include inhibitors, ligands, and cofactors, as they may stabilize the 

protein in the ligand-bound conformation and cause the hinge region to no longer appear 

flexible.  Additionally, it adds hydrogen atoms to the structure using GROMACS, as they 

are required to calculate hydrogen bond energies, which are dependent on angular 

geometry as well as distance.  Lastly, it removes all water molecules from input crystal 

structures.  While ProFlex works best with only internal water molecules included, which 

can potentially be important for stabilizing protein structure, the effects of these waters 

are typically minimal.  As little difference was found in the hinge predictions when using 

vs. omitting entrained water molecules, these were not included for this analysis. Further 

explanation and examination of the StoneHinge algorithm may be found in Keating et al.   

         

TLSMD    

 

The second existing method was recently introduced (TLSMD version 0.8.1 was used 

here) to identify segments of a protein that exhibit concerted vibrational motion[41]. It is 

based on analysis of the spatial distribution of atomic displacement parameters within a 

single, conventionally-refined protein crystal structure. Each group so identified is 

modeled by assigning to it a set of 20 TLS (Translation/Libration/Screw) parameters that 
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describe its net vibrational displacement[80]. The method is capable of identifying both 

large and small vibratory groups, and is largely independent of the resolution of the X-ray 

data used to refine the crystal structure. The validity of TLSMD analysis in the context of 

crystallographic refinement can easily be judged by tracking the standard crystallographic 

residuals R and Rfree  resulting from refinement of TLSMD-generated models against the 

original diffraction data. In many cases multi-group TLS models are strikingly successful 

at predicting the observed diffraction data, and out-perform conventional crystallographic 

models during refinement[41, 81]. It is logical to conclude that TLSMD correctly 

identifies actual vibrational modes of the protein within the crystal. We are interested to 

test the extent to which these same vibrational modes are also present in solution, and the 

extent to which the boundaries between vibratory groups identified by TLSMD 

correspond to specific hinge points identified by other experimental methods. 

 

TLSMD partitions the protein chain into N segments. It currently has no automated 

mechanism for distinguishing segment boundaries that might correspond to inter-domain 

hinges from segments boundaries that might, for example, define the endpoints of a 

flexible loop. To the extent that it assigns an order of importance to these boundaries, it 

does so based on their relative contribution to the observed distribution of atomic 

displacements in the crystal structure.  Thus TLSMD may identify the boundaries of 

highly flexible, albeit small, regions before it identifies those of large domains whose 

vibrational amplitude is highly restricted by the crystal lattice. Therefore each segment 

boundary, or breakpoint, may possibly correspond to a hinge. But we faced a difficulty in 

deciding how many TLSMD breakpoints to compare against the hinge points listed in 
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Hinge Atlas Gold. We have chosen to report all segment boundaries found for N=2,3,4,5.  

This means that the hinges resulting from assuming 2,3,4, and 5 domains exist are all 

reported on an equal footing.  We will delve into the consequences of this in the 

discussion. 

 

FlexOracle (FO1, FO1M, FO) 

 

The last of the existing algorithms to be discussed, FlexOracle, is based on the idea that if 

structural domains move easily relative to each other, then those domains should be 

independently stable.  This means that cleaving the protein at the hinge site between 

domains should result in fragments that maintain their overall sructure, because those 

fragments should have a lower free energy of folding than fragments generated by 

cleaving within domains.  The algorithm works by estimating the free energy of folding 

for all possible pairs of fragments generated by cutting at two points on the protein chain, 

and looking for minima of this quantity.   

 

FlexOracle has powerful discriminating ability.  Separate work describes three variants of 

FlexOracle.  These include the single-cut FlexOracle predictor with the FoldX force field, 

which here we call FO1, a second predictor which detects the local minima of the same, 

which we call FO1M, and the two-cut FlexOracle predictor, which here we simply call 

FO.  FO is by far the most accurate of these as we will show.   
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Because it cuts the backbone at two points, however, FO is limited to proteins with 

single- or double-stranded hinges.  Also, the code neglects bound metals.  Since these are 

highly coordinated, we will argue that accuracy may be limited when metal binding 

contributes significantly to the stability and motion characteristics of the protein. 

 

Definition of HingeMaster 

 

As pointed out previously, the described algorithms use substantially different 

information to make hinge predictions.  Consequently they have different strengths and 

yield very different results. StoneHinge is good at finding the general region of the hinge, 

but often overestimates the size of the hinge region.  hNMd faces similar limitations.  FO 

and hNMb are very precise but are limited to single or double-stranded hinges. TLSMD, 

on the other hand, makes a small number of predictions, well spaced apart, one or more 

of which often lie exactly on or very close to domain hinges, and the rest of which are 

incorrect or lie on points of non-domain hinge flexibility.   

 

Combining various predictors by consensus[38] or other means is not unprecedented.  

We did this by creating HingeMaster, the output of which is a weighted vote of the 

individual predictors: 

! 

xHingeMaster(i) =
"c#C

$ %c xc (i)
       [5] 

 

where 
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! 

C = StoneHinge,FO1,FO1M,FO,HingeSeq,TLSMD,NMA,NMB,NMC,NMD,1{ }  

! 

x
c
(i) = output of predictor c for residue i. 

! 

"
c
 = weighting coefficient of predictor c, determined below. 

 

We used least squares fitting to find the 

! 

"
c
‘s in Equation 5 corresponding to an optimal 

predictor.  The procedure follows. 

 

Let 

! 

y  = a column vector, the components 

! 

y(i) of which are the hinge annotations of the 

m residues in the HAG, in the format  1 = hinge, 0 = non-hinge.  The index i counts over 

all residues in all proteins of the set in question, which in this work will be either the 

training, test, or complete HAG set.  Order is unimportant as long as the i’s in 

! 

y  are in 

the same order as the i’s in 

! 

x , below.    

Let 

! 

x  = an 

! 

m " 9 matrix, the rows of which will be used to predict the rows of 

! 

y .  Each 

column of 

! 

x  is a an m-component vector 

! 

x
c
, such that 

! 

c " C .  Each component 

! 

x
c
(i) of 

each such column vector is the output of the predictor c for residue i.  Correspondingly, 

! 

x(i)  (without a subscript) is a row vector with 9 components corresponding to the output 

each of the 9 predictors emitted for residue i.  

Let 

! 

"  = a column vector, the components 

! 

"
c
 of which will give us the weight to be 

applied to the various predictors in order to make the composite HingeMaster predictor.  

Thus according to our definition of HingeMaster (Equation 5):  
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! 

xHingeMaster = x" # y .        [6] 

 

To obtain λ, we minimized the quantity 2)( yx !" .  The least squares regression 

methodology is a standard one[82] which will not be derived here.  The result is that:  

 

yxxx
TT 1)( !

="       [7] 

 

The above Equation 7 can be said to train 

! 

"  based on predictor output and gold standard 

annotation over some set of residues i.  The best available value of 

! 

"  is likely to be one 

fitted using the set of all residues in all proteins in the HAG, which we designate as 

! 

{HAG} .  That is to say, in Equation 7 we use 

! 

x,y(i | i " {HAG}) and obtain a particular 

value of 

! 

"  which we call 

! 

"HAG . 

 

Cross-validating HingeMaster parameters 

 

The HingeMaster cannot be tested on the same dataset used to train it.  This is because 

given sufficient predictors it is possible to fit the test results perfectly to the data, with no 

guarantee that similar performance will be obtained on different proteins.  This is referred 

to as overfitting.  To avoid this, we train and validate the predictor by first randomly 

separating the 20 homologous pairs of proteins in HAG into a training set consisting of 

15 of these  pairs (30 total proteins) and a test set consisting of the remaining 5 

pairs.  The set of all residues in all proteins in the training set we call 

! 

{TRAINING} , 
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while the set of residues in the test set we call 

! 

{TEST} .  We used Equation 7 with the 

training set data 

! 

x,y(i | i " {TRAINING}) to obtain 

! 

"* , the cross-validation value of 

! 

" .  

We then used this vector with the individual predictor results for residues in the test set to 

obtain cross-validated HingeMaster results 

! 

xHingeMaster
*

(i | i " {TEST})  as follows:       

 

! 

xHingeMaster
*

(i | i " {TEST}) = #* $ x(i | i " {TEST})     [8] 

 

We then generated a ROC curve by gradually decreasing the threshold above which 

values of 

! 

xHingeMaster
*

(i | i " {TEST})  were taken to correspond to predicted hinge locations, 

and comparing these to the annotated hinge locations 

! 

y(i | i " {TEST}).  For each value 

of the threshold, residues i with scores 

! 

xHingeMaster
*

(i) above that threshold are taken to be 

test positives.  We further classify the test positives using a strict criterion, meaning that 

those that coincide exactly with annotated hinges (

! 

y(i) =1) are taken as true positives, 

those that coincide with non-hinge residues (

! 

y(i) = 0) are taken as false positives, even if 

they are immediately adjacent to a hinge residue.  We will later use a loose criterion for a 

more qualitative measure of success.  The generation of the ROC curve is explained in 

more detail in prior work.  

 

We repeated the above process a total of 20 times.  Each time, we generated new 

! 

{TEST}  

and 

! 

{TRAINING}  sets by randomly dividing HAG as described.  We obtained 20 
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different values of 

! 

"*  and generated 20 different ROC curves.  We report the average 

and standard deviation of the HingeMaster parameters in 

! 

"* . 

  

Results 

Weighting and evaluation of predictors 

The fitting of 

! 

"HAG  and 

! 

"*  was carried out as described above.  The averages and 

standard deviations of the resulting weighting factors are shown in Table 4.2.  We 

evaluate the predictors using the statistical measures of sensitivity (true positives/gold 

standard positives), specificity (true negatives/gold standard negatives), and p-value (see 

discussion) in Table 4.3.  Note that these were computed under the strict criterion, 

meaning that a test positive was considered to be a false positive if it coincided with a 

non-hinge residue, even if it was immediately adjacent to an annotated hinge residue. The 

statistical  measures are explained in detail in the Supplementary methods section and in 

prior work.  The 20 ROC curves generated for the HingeMaster cross-validation are 

shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Although the above summarizes the results of the various predictors, it is illustrative to 

review the results of the various predictors individually, for the 40 proteins in the HAG.  

We made an online gallery of results for that purpose at http://molmovdb.org/HAG.  

Links in this table for each protein in HAG lead to a morph page showing the motion 

between open and closed form of the protein, results of running the various predictors on 

the open and closed conformation, and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) information page for 
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the associated PDB-deposited structure files.  We also chose two of the forty proteins to 

discuss in detail here (figures 4,5 and below), and six more in the supplementary 

information. 

 

We also present results for two specific proteins in this article, with several more in the 

supplementary information.  For Glutamine binding protein, FO, hNMb, and hNMd were 

completely successful.  hNMd, however, predicted a rather wide range of residues for the 

second hinge location.  StoneHinge did not predict the second largest domain as a single 

domain, instead predicting it as multiple smaller domains. 

 

Web tools 

 

Hinge prediction server 

 

Most of the predictors discussed here can be run by the public on single-chain proteins by 

making a submission through the hinge prediction server linked from the front page of 

our server, molmovdb.org.  When the job is complete, the user receives an email with a 

link to the generated morph page.  The “Hinge Analysis Tools” box has links to output 

from the five predictors.  The most useful of these is the “Combined predictor page,” 

which shows the results of all analyses in a single graph, as was done for this article.  

Also, buttons are available to highlight the hinges predicted by HingeMaster, TLSMD, 

and StoneHinge in the jmol window.  Lastly, it is possible to color the protein by 

HingeMaster flexibility, as we will describe below.  It is also possible for the user to 
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manually select domains and color proteins on this basis for didactic purposes, by first 

selecting the hinge sites using the Hinge Annotation tool and then using our Render 

Studio.          

 

Hinge Annotation Tool 

 

To manually annotate the hinges in a submitted protein, one can use the Hinge 

Annotation Tool in the hinge analysis toolbox, on the morph page.  This tool consists of 

three rows of arrow buttons which allow for the selection of up to three hinge locations.  

A “?” button on each row returns the residue number of the current selected hinge 

location.  A “Show all” button highlights all selected hinge locations.  A “Reset 

highlighting” button returns to the default view. The “Submit” button must be clicked for 

these annotations to be entered into our database.  There will appear a “display public 

hinge” button which will allow all users to view the selected residues in the jmol window.  

With minor modification, this tool was used to annotate the HAG hinge locations used in 

this work.   

 

Render Studio 

 

As discussed above, high resolution “domain style” images similar to those in the figures 

can be generated by the public by following these steps: 
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Select up to three hinge points using the Hinge Annotation Tool, as described above.  

Click on the “Submit” button. 

Orient the molecule to the desired perspective by clicking and dragging in the Jmol 

window.  

Click on the “color by domain” link. 

 

The coloration of the domains goes by the following logic.  All the residues prior to the 

first hinge point are assigned to domain D1, all the residues between the first and second 

hinge points belong to D3, all the residues between the second and third hinge points 

belong to D1, and all subsequent residues belong to D3, and so on.  The hinge residues 

themselves belong to D2.  D1 is colored orange, D2 is green, and D3 is blue.   

 

To color by HingeMaster flexibility step 1 above is unnecessary; in step 3 click instead 

“color by HingeMaster score.”   In either case after a slight delay, a pop-up window will 

display the generated image.  A variant of this tool was used to generate some of the 

images in this chapter. 

Glutamine Binding Protein (GluBP) (open) 

 

Morph ID: f927198-20246  PDB ID: 1GGG 

HAG hinges (residues 89,90,178-182) 

 

Examination of results for individual proteins can bring out salient features of the various 

predictors.  As a first example, we present Glutamine binding protein (GluBP).  GluBP of 
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E. coli resides in the periplasmic space, where it binds L-glutamine and subsequently 

undergoes a conformational change that allows it to be recognized by the membrane-

bound components of the permease system, which subsequently translocate the nutrient 

into the cytoplasm against a concentration gradient. 

 

GluBP is comprised of two domains linked by a hinge region.   Simulations performed by 

Pang et al. identified a hinge at residues 88 and 183.  The so-named large domain 

contains both the N- and C-termini and consists of two stretches of polypeptide, residues 

1-84 and 186-226 according to Hsiao et al.  The small domain therefore consists of a 

single stretch of polypeptide from residues 90 to 180.  The two are separated by hinges 

composed of two antiparallel  β-strands (Figure 4.5.a), which are located at residues 85-

89 and 181-185 according to Hsiao et al, or at residues 88 and 182 according to Pang et 

al.     

 

FO, hNMb, and hNMd were successful, but hNMd overpredicted the extent of the hinge 

region.  Stonehinge fragmented the largest domain into several smaller domains.  Thus, 

its predictions correspond to a flexible loop in the second domain.  The StoneHinge 

output noted that this prediction likely did not correspond to domain motion; however, as 

explained above, this note was ignored for the Hinge Master predictions. 

The TLSMD partition into 3 chain segments for 1GGG:A (Chain A) is quite accurate, 

placing the segment boundaries at 88/89 and 182/183. For the second chain in the 

structure, 1GGG:B, TLSMD instead finds a boundary at 168/169 in the 3-segment split. 

The TLSMD analyses of both chains A and B agree on N=4 boundaries at residues 90±2, 
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169±1, and 190±1. The false positive boundary at 44/45 seen in this figure is introduced 

when a 5th chain segment is requested. 

 

Human lactoferrin  

 

Morph ID: f964647-15593  PDB ID: 1LFG 

HAG hinges:  90,91,250,251  

 

Human lactoferrin (hLF) is an iron-binding glycoprotein found in exocrine fluids 

produced by mammals, including milk, saliva, tears, bile, pancreatic fluid, and mucous 

secretions.  It has broad spectrum antibacterial properties and seems to regulate the 

absorption and excretion of iron in infants. 

 

The hinge bending motion of lactoferrin has been studied in detail.  The protein consists 

of N- and C- terminal lobes which are highly homologous and are presumed to have 

arisen from gene duplication.  Each lobe is further subdivided into two domains, N1 and 

N2, and C1 and C2.  In the iron-free form, a deep cleft appears between N1 and N2.  No 

such cleft appears in the C-lobe either in the iron free or iron bound form, but this is 

believed to be an artifact of crystallization.  In the iron-bound form, N1 and N2 are close 

together about a common hinge, located between residues 90 and 91, and 250 and 251 

according to Gerstein et al.  This is in perfect agreement with the independent annotation 

made in this work.                
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The results for this protein are shown in Figure 4.5.  HingeMaster makes a strong 

prediction for a hinge at residue 332 (StoneHinge TLSMD, hNMb, and hNMd in 

agreement). This chain location does not appear in the HAG, but a search of the literature 

uncovered evidence for a hinge at this location.  Lactoferrin is organized into two 

homologous halves, named the N and C lobes.  Each of these lobes is further subdivided 

into two domains: N1 and N2 in the N lobe and C1 and C2 in the C lobe.  The opening of 

these domains exposes an iron binding site in each lobe.  The motion selected for Hinge 

Atlas Gold shows the N1 domain (in blue) rotating relative to the rest of the molecule 

exposing the binding site in the N-lobe.  Thus, the HAG hinges are located between the 

N1 and N2 domains.  The hinge most strongly predicted by Hinge Master, however, falls 

in between the C1 and N2 lobes and contributes to the movement of the two lobes 

relative to each other.  As in the case of Troponin C, experimental evidence is found for 

this hinge, as lactoferrin crystals grown at 277 and 303 K show rotation between the two 

lobes (Karthikeyan et al). 

None of the predictive measures identify a hinge point at 90/91 in the open form 

structure.  However TLSMD analysis of the closed form of the same protein (PDB entry 

1LFH; Morph ID f964705-18231) finds segment boundaries at 91/92 and 249/250 for the 

3-segment partition, corresponding exactly to the lactoferrin mobile domain boundaries 

(not shown). 

 

Discussion 
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After completing the calculations, we carried out our analysis of the hinge finding 

algorithms on two levels:  the quantitative level, which consisted of examining various 

statistical benchmarks, and the qualitative level, which consisted of interpreting results 

for individual proteins.  In this section we will discuss the quantitative summaries and 

will also point out advantages and disadvantages of the algorithms through the specific 

examples presented in here and in the supplementary information.  In this section as 

before we will focus on StoneHinge, TLSMD, hNMb, and FO, and to a lesser extent 

hNMd, only intermittently referring to the various other subsidiary predictors and 

HingeSeq. 

 

Statistical benchmarks 

 

We begin to get an idea of the predictive value of the various methods from the weight 

assigned to each predictor, in Table 4.2.  Here we see that hNMb and FO receive by far 

the highest weights, hinting at high predictive power, while TLSMD and StoneHinge get 

a more moderate weight and hNMd gets almost no weight.  This cannot be taken as a 

rigorous statistical benchmark, however, since the predictors are not independent, and 

some, such as FO and FO1M, are in fact very closely related.  For greater rigor, we 

computed the sensitivity, specificity, and p-value associated with each predictor in Table 

4.3.  These statistical measures are explained in detail in prior work.   

 

The sensitivity (true positives/gold standard positives) was highest for FO, followed by 

Stonehinge, TLSMD, and hNMb.  FO was thus able to find the largest number of hinge 
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residues (62).  As is customary we also report the specificity (true negatives / gold 

standard negatives).  hNMb had the highest specificity, followed closely by FO and 

TLSMD.  Stonehinge and hNMd have lower specificity, reflecting a tendency to predict 

the correct hinge location but also to report a wide region about the annotated hinge 

location as a predicted hinge.  We also evaluated the statistical significance by 

postulating a null hypothesis that the test positive residues were taken randomly and 

without replacement from the population of residues in HAG.  Under this hypothesis, the 

mean frequency of hinges is the same in the test positive set as in HAG.  For each 

predictor, we computed the probability of finding the observed number or more of 

annotated hinge residues in a randomly selected set equal in size to the number of test 

positives reported by the predictor.  We computed this quantity using the cumulative 

hypergeometric distribution.  Clearly, FO has the highest statistical significance (lowest 

probability that the null hypothesis is correct).  hNMb has a higher (but still impressive) 

p-value than FO.  

 

Part of the reason FO had lower specificity than hNMb is because FO only attempts cuts 

on the backbone at four residue intervals, while hNMb probes every possible pair of 

residues as a possible continuous domain boundary.  As a result, FO predicts four-residue 

wide windows as possible hinge locations, with some uncertainty as to the exact location 

of the best putative hinge.  hNMb, on the other hand, reports two-residue windows as 

putative hinge locations, and these are presumed to be the best choice of hinge possible 

for that method.   
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With regard to the p-value, the reader should recall that this quantity changes based on 

the size of the dataset.  Therefore this number can only be used to compare predictors 

tested on the same data.  By this measure, FO was by far the most discriminating 

predictor, followed by hNMb.   

   

As explained earlier, the sensitivity, specificity, and p-value were computed under the 

strict criterion for statistical rigor.  However, for an application most users would 

probably consider a prediction that came within about 5 residues of the correct hinge 

location to be a true positive.  So we examined each of the 40 proteins and labelled each 

as a success, partial success, or failure on the basis of a loose criterion for each predictor 

c.  A test was considered a success under this criterion if each prediction came within 5 

residues of an annotated HAG hinge, and vice versa.  It was a partial success if at least 

one prediction matched one HAG hinge, but one or more predictions were more than five 

residues from a HAG hinge, or vice versa.  It was a failure if no predictions were within 

five residues of a HAG hinge. The evaluation for each protein under the loose criterion is 

presented in supplementary Table 4.5. 

 

We counted the number of successes, partial successes, and failures for the five most 

interesting predictors in Table 4.4.  As can be seen, FO scored the most successes, 

followed by hNMd and hNMb.  TLSMD had no successes, but this is due to the fact that 

as implemented on our server it reports all domain boundaries for up to 5 domains.  Since 

the proteins in HAG have at most 3 hinges, some of the TLSMD predictions would be 

expected to have no corresponding HAG hinge.   
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FlexOracle (FO) 

 

The FlexOracle algorithm has the best predictive ability by several measures.  It had the 

highest sensitivity and lowest p-value (Table 4.3).  It had the most successes under the 

loose criterion (Table 4.4).  Results for individual proteins (supplementary Table 4.5) 

show that FO failed for Calmodulin, Troponin C, and Elastase of Pseudomonas 

Aeruginosa, suggesting the method cannot deal well with proteins that depend on bound 

metals for stability and motion.  It also fared poorly for the two proteins with 3 hinge 

points, as would be expected for a predictor intrinsically limited to two hinge points 

(supplementary Table 4.5). 

 

hNMb, hNMd 

 

hNMb and hNMd are complemented by FO, as can be seen by several cases for which 

FO fails but hNMb and/or hNMd succeed (Figure 4.3), as  was the case for five proteins: 

the (open) metal-bound form of calmodulin, bacteriophage T4 lysozyme (closed), cAMP 

dependent protein kinase (closed), elastase of pseudomonas aeruginosa (open), and 

inorganic pyrophosphatase (closed).  

 

The hNMd method has a strong advantage in that unlike FO and hNMb, it is not 

intrinsically limited by the number of strands in the hinge.  In particular, we note that FO 
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and hNMb both completely failed to predict the triple stranded hinge in cAMP dependent 

protein kinase, while Stonehinge and TLSMD either failed or had partial success.  For the 

closed form of this protein hNMd was the only successful predictor.  For the open form, 

one of the three hinge points is in a disordered region that does not appear in the crystal 

structure.  hNMd has a cluster of hinge predictions centered about that break in the chain 

and therefore it was arguably as successful as could be expected under the circumstances.  

The same argument could not be made for the other predictors, as the reader can verify 

by examining Figure 4.3.   

 

In general, we find that residues identified by hNMd coincide to a high degree with the 

general location of the hinge.  However the predicted hinge regions were broad, lowering 

the specificity and raising the p-value. 

 

TLSMD 

 

As mentioned earlier, because hinges for N=1,2,3,4,5 are reported together, the set of 

TLSMD  "hinge predictions" for each protein will be larger than the actual number of 

hinge points. That is, the forced partition of a 3-domain protein into only 2 segments will 

tend to create a “false” breakpoint somewhere inside the middle domain, rather than 

finding either of the two “true” domain boundaries. Even if the two correct boundaries 

are found by the TLSMD partitions for N≥3, this initial false prediction will remain in the 

prediction set.  This results in a poorer showing on a ROC curve if the extra predictions 

are treated as false positives. An alternative would have been to manually filter out these 
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extra breakpoints based on visual inspection of the structure, but we were reluctant to 

introduce possible experimentor bias. Based on the outcome of the evaluations presented 

here, and on the observed distribution of actual hinge points in the larger set of TLSMD 

breakpoints, we hope to be able to automate such filtering in the future.  To a significant 

extent, however, this filtering is done by HingeMaster.  The StoneHinge, hNMa, hNMd, 

and FO1 predictors, which have many predictions and low specificity, tend to “select” the 

TLSMD breakpoints corresponding to domain hinge motion, while “deselecting” those 

corresponding to fragment hinges or other motions.   

 

We found that some of the hinges predicted by TLSMD were close to HAG hinges with 

high frequency.  The remaining TLSMD predictions often correctly reflected motions of 

fragments smaller than domains, and these tended not to coincide with the predictions of 

other methods.  An additional stage of either manual or automated curation of the 

TLSMD results would remove most of these fairly easily. In particular, TLSMD would 

benefit greatly from an improved ability to combine multiple chain segments from the 

initial analysis to yield a description of ‘domains’ in the usual sense. The MurA analysis 

in the supplements provides a good example of this. The essential features of the 

structure are captured well by the TLSMD partition into 6 continuous chain segments. 

The close three-dimensional proximity of the boundaries at residues 20/21 and 228/229 

are easily interpreted as belonging to a single inter-domain hinge; the further subdivision 

of the obvious continuous domain into 3 chain segments is easily interpreted as the 

presence of a small flexible loop (residues 108-127) protruding from a larger continuous 

domain. The C-terminal tail of ~20 residues is also flexible, but is not relevant to the 
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primary inter-domain flexibility. Thus a curated interpretation of the TLSMD analysis of 

MurA would list three features: A two domain protein with an inter-domain hinge points 

at residues 20/21 and 228/229; a secondary set of hinge points corresponding to a flexible 

loop (108-127) in one of the domains; and a flexible C-terminus.  

 

StoneHinge 

 

We discussed the fact that TLSMD overpredicts, since it reports more hinges than are 

annotated in HAG.  StoneHinge also had a significant rate of false-positive hinge 

predictions (Table 4.1), This is typically caused by StoneHinge underpredicting the size 

of the rigid domains, such as in the open form of ovotransferrin.  In that case, StoneHinge 

predicted that the second domain spanned residues 121-171.  However, observation of  

the motion reveals that this domain spans residues 93-245.  This underprediction of the 

rigid domain leads StoneHinge to overpredict the span of the hinge.  Additionally, a 

number of StoneHinge’s over- and mis-predictions are flagged as such by StoneHinge.  

As noted above, if either rigid domain is predicted to be less than twenty residues, 

StoneHinge reports that the predicted hinges are unlikely to correspond to domain motion 

(again, this eventuality is ignored for HingeMaster).   

 

We note that when both TLSMD and StoneHinge predict a hinge, two-thirds of the time 

it coincides with a HAG hinge.  Likewise, most experimentally defined hinges are 

predicted by either StoneHinge or TLSMD, accounting for the substantial weight they 

receive in HingeMaster.  In the cases where either StoneHinge or TLSMD misses a 
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hinge, it is usually predicted by at least one of the other predictors.  Notably, 

experimentally defined hinges virtually always occur within the lower 10% of the hNMa 

atomic displacement function.  Accordingly, the predictive confidence of HingeMaster is 

strong when at least 3 of these methods predicts a hinge at a given site (or within a few 

residues of it).  As with computational hinge detection, experimentally-defined hinges 

can be identified based on different criteria.  For instance, one researcher might identify 

them based on the observation of large, localized, non-compensatory changes in main-

chain dihedral angles, whereas another might identify hinges based on large main-chain 

B-values (which can reflect rigid-body motions of a well-ordered structure in one case, 

but a lack of well-defined local structure in another). Thus, there is a distinct possibility 

that the various hinge predictors are identifying hinges that represent different 

mechanisms of motion, especially with regard to how localized or disseminated that 

motion is.  By defining different hinge mechanisms and algorithms for detecting them, 

we hope to ultimately clarify the kinds of motion that occur in proteins, and provide tools 

that will aid in annotating experimental structures. 

 

Complementarity of methods  

 

Since the various predictors are based on very different information (Table 4.1), their 

strengths and weaknesses are complementary.  In particular, FO and hNMb are limited to 

single- and double-stranded hinges.  hNMd, however, has no such limitation and may be 

more successful in these cases (supplementary Table 4.5).  Similarly, FO is susceptible to 

bound metals that play a significant role in stabilizing the protein, but hNMb and hNMd 
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is reasonably successful in these cases.  TLSMD is comparatively weak at distinguishing 

domain from non-domain motion, but can find smaller scale motions not detected by FO 

and hNMb, and its accuracy is unaffected by bound metals.  Stonehinge lacks precision 

but is good at finding the general region of the hinge.  Altogether, only a few hinges 

escaped detection by one or another of the methods.  We found that FO1, FO1M, 

HingeSeq, hNMa, and hNMd were of very little value compared to the others.  The 

combination of highly specific predictors which usually did well but were sometimes 

somewhat off the mark, with predictors which identified broad swathes where the hinges 

were likely to be, resulted in a predictor which assigned a hinge score to each residue 

rather than a binary prediction.    The output of HingeMaster strongly indicates the 

pinpointed location of the hinge predicted by FOC and hNMb, but less  dramatically 

points out alternative locations.  When interpreted by a critical eye, these results could 

bring insight even when one or more of the predictors is incorrect.   Some of this is 

visible in the results for individual proteins as discussed. 

 

Conclusions 

We demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses of several predictors, including a set of 

normal mode based tools.  We show that for 29 of the 40 proteins in HAG at least one 

predictor is completely successful under the loose criterion.  For 10 of the remaining 11, 

at least one predictor was partly successful.  HingeMaster weighs the correlation of each 

predictor to the HAG hinge annotations and presents the combined results in a visually 

understandable way.  This combined predictor is shown to robustly produce ROC curves 

demonstrating high predictive power.  
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Supplementary methods 

 

Statistical terms  

 

We use several statistical terms which are standard but which we clarify for use in the 

current context: 

 

Test positives:  Residues with 

! 

HS(i)greater than or equal to a certain threshold. 

Test negatives:  Residues with 

! 

HS(i)less than a certain threshold.   

Gold standard positives:  Residues annotated as hinges in the Hinge Atlas.     

Gold standard negatives:  Residues which are not in hinges according to the Hinge Atlas 

annotation. 

True positives (TP):  Those residues that are both test positives and gold standard 

positives.   

True negatives (TN):  Residues that are both test negatives and gold standard negatives. 

False positives (FP): Residues that are test positives and gold standard negatives. 

False negatives (FN):  Residues that are test negatives and gold standard positives. 

 

ROC curve  
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The ROC curve is simply a plot of the true positive rate (same as sensitivity) vs. false 

positive rate (1-specificity), for each value of the threshold, as the threshold is varied 

from +1 to -1, a range which included all possible values of HingeMaster score, hNMa, 

and the squared-normalized displacement of the higher modes described in the discussion 

of hNMa.  For a good predictor, the true positive rate will increase faster than the false 

positive rate as the threshold is lowered, and the area under the curve will be significantly 

greater than 0.5 

 

Holm and Sander-like correlation matrix partitioning (hNMe) 

 

As explained in the main text, Holm and Sander made a hinge predictor which analyzed 

contact matrices.  The basic idea is that for domain hinge bending proteins, two or more 

submatrices lying on the diagonal correspond to continuous stretches of polypeptide 

within a structural domain.  Correspondingly, each such submatrix contains many 

interconnected residues, represented by matrix elements set to “1”.  If two such 

submatrices correspond to different structural domains then the elements of the complete 

matrix which connect the submatrices will be poor in contacts, and will largely be set to 

“0”.  It is possible to partition the complete matrix into such submatrices by iteratively 

moving the boundaries of all possible submatrices, but in the most general case this 

would be prohibitively expensive.   

 

Holm and Sander instead extract the lowest-order nontrivial eigenvector of the contact 

matrix, then sort the residues according the value assigned to each residue by that 
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eigenvector.  The resulting reordering of rows and columns of the contact matrix is such 

that residues tend to be grouped with those they are in contact with, regardless of their 

place in the protein sequence.  The matrix then consists of only two submatrices, and the 

numerical problem is only that of finding the optimal boundary between them.  The 

optimal choice of boundary is that which maximizes the period of oscillation of an 

equivalent two-mass-spring system per supplementary Equation 9:  

 

! 

" =
µ

I
12

#10
$12
s   [9] 

 

Where the reduced mass is used:  

 

! 

µ =
N
1
N
2

N
1
+ N

2

.  [10] 

Here 

! 

N
1 and 

! 

N
2 are the number of residues in the first and second submatrices, and  

! 

I
12 is 

the sum of the interface contacts. 

 

After reordering there is only a  single boundary, and thus only N evaluations of τ are 

needed, whereas without this reordering some power of N evaluations would be needed.    
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NME is a variation of this method that analyzes the normal mode correlation matrix 

rather than the contact matrix.  The comparison to a two-spring-mass system does not 

apply, and so rather than maximize 

! 

"  we instead minimize the quantity 

! 

I
12
N
1
N
2.   

 

The above results in a choice of boundary that groups residues based on maximum 

motional correlation.  As mentioned in the main text, the results were qualitatively 

similar to NMB, but the p-value associated with NME was higher.  Accordingly, the 

results of NME are reported in Table 3 but not used in the combined HingeMaster 

predictor. 

 

Supplementary discussion 

 

Troponin C (TNC) 

 

Troponin C (TNC, Figure 6) is a member of the calmodulin superfamily of Ca2+ binding 

proteins, which play crucial roles in signal transduction.  TNC is an intracellular trigger 

protein which occurs in complex with Troponin I (TNI) and Troponin T (TNT) and has 

four Ca2+ binding sites.  In the presence of calcium, TNI binds to actin and tropomyosin 

binds to both actin and the rest of the troponin complex, inhibiting actomyosin ATPase.  

Tropomyosin is a highly extended α-helical coiled coil protein which is the primary 

mediator of the regulatory effect of Ca2+ binding to troponin.  Tropomyosin spans seven 

actins, accounting for a low stoichiometry of troponin to actin.  Calcium binding to apo-
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TNC induces a conformational change, which is transmitted to the TNI bound to the C-

lobe of TNC.   TN1 then releases actin and tropomyosin is displaced, allowing interaction 

between actin and myosin.  Calcium binding in TNC is therefore the trigger for striated 

muscle contraction in response to Ca2+ influx from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. 

 

Houdusse et al. explain that the Troponin C structure starts with an N-terminal helix 

named helix N which is specific to TNC.  This is followed by the first of four helix-turn-

helix Ca2+ binding domains, called EF hands.  It is comprised of helices A and B which 

are separated by a loop.  The latter contains a hinge spanning residues 32 to 38.  A linker 

connects helix B to C, and then a loop containing a hinge at residue 70 connects C and D, 

forming EF hand II.  Helices B and C move together as a result of flexure about these two 

hinges, leaving helices N,A, and D virtually unmoved.  Helix D is part of a larger helix 

which includes the helical linker connecting the N- and C-lobes and helix E of the C-

lobe.  In the C lobe, a hinge appears at residues 100 and 101 between helices E and F, 

forming EF hand III.  The structure is completed by EF hand IV, comprised of helices G 

and H, which show less significant hinge motion, possibly because they are bound to 

calcium in both 2TN4 and 4TNC, the two structures compared in this study. 

 

The HAG annotation (hinges at residues 38,39,65,66,104 and105) differs slightly from 

the above hinge locations.  The first two hinge points differ mostly because of differing 

hinge selection criteria.   The hinges at 104 and 105 actually align exactly with the 

mentioned residues 100 and 101, the difference reflecting only residue numbering 

differences between the Houdousse et al.’s holo structure (PDB ID 2TN4, morph ID 
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f926644-25628), and the apo structure shown in Figure 6 (PDB ID 4TNC, morph ID 

f960267-11022), which has calcium bound to the high affinity sites III and IV but not I 

and II.     

 

Coarse-grained geometric information was insufficient to predict the hinges of interest, as 

evidenced by the failure of the hNM predictors (Figure 3, Supplementary Table 5).  

Recall that the Gaussian Network Model used to implement the HNMA method uses only 

alpha-carbon position information.  Similarly, StoneHinge did not coincide with the HAG 

hinges.  The segment boundaries found by TLSMD for partitioning of the protein chain 

into 2, 3, 4, or 5 segments are marked by a pair of ‘+’ symbols indicating the residues on 

either side of the boundary.  As can be seen, TLSMD and FO were partially successful. 

 

This motion is particularly challenging to predict by general-purpose methods such as 

those presented here, since they cannot directly treat the ion binding and release 

required[83] for motion.  Since the calcium ion coordinates seven ligands, including 

water, backbone carbonyl and side chain  oxygens in a pentagonal bipyramidal 

arrangement, its neglect can be expected to strongly reduce the accuracy of the 

prediction. 

 

Interestingly, NMR studies[49, 83] indicate that that residues 83-91 are unstable (much 

like the analogous region of calmodulin, residues 76-81) and tend to unwind.  So 

TLSMD, hNMa, StoneHinge, and (consequently) HingeMaster succeeded in finding an 

experimentally characterized motion not annotated in HAG.  This underscores the 
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possibility that  unexpected results are not necessarily incorrect, but may reflect 

undiscovered phenomena. 

 

Calmodulin, calcium free (closed) form 

Morph ID:  f964492-8654  PDB ID: 1CFD 

HAG hinges (residues 80,81) 

 

Calmodulin, like the closely related Troponin C, belongs to a superfamily of homologous 

proteins that bind calcium through similar domains.  Calmodulin is found in all 

eukaryotic cells, mediating various physiological processes.   Despite the wide variety of 

organisms in which it is found, the sequence is surprisingly well conserved,  In all known 

sequences, there are only seven amino acid substitutions, all conservative.  Calmodulin 

contains four Ca2+ binding EF hands, numbered I-IV, which induce significant 

conformational change, leading to its ability to interact with a wide variety of enzymes.  

It shares helices A through H with Troponin C (see description of that protein for more 

details), but not helix N.   

 

The long central helix, from residues 65 to 92, has a cluster of negatively charged 

residues in the central portion, with mostly hydrophobic residues on each end.  The 

hydrogen bond distances along the helix have variations at four- to five-residue intervals.  

The backbone dihedral angles also show deviations from ideal α-helical geometry, 

reflecting partial unwinding and apparent strains.  The periodic backbone carbonyl 

oxygen to N-H hydrogen bonds are longer than usual in this region,  Residues 76 to 82 
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have unusually high temperature factors.  NMR studies have indicated significant 

flexibility between residues 77 and 80.  Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of the 

central helix in explicit solvent have shown that the α-helical structure from residues 76 

to 79 is lost after 700ps.  Thus there is significant conformational flexibility in this region 

which appears to be intrinsic.   

 

All predictors gave the same, correct, result (Figure 7).  The hinge in the middle of the 

helix is a well documented one[110].  The FlexOracle energy plot has an unambiguous 

minimum at the hinge location.  There is also a minimum near the N-terminus, but since 

the termini are usually flexible this is uninteresting.    The success of TLSMD applied to 

this particular structural model is quite unexpected, as the thermal factors in the PDB are 

not crystallographically observed atomic displacements. Rather they are estimates of 

mean displacement based on the RMSD differences of corresponding atomic positions in 

a 25-member NMR ensemble.  The structure shown in (a) is colored by HingeMaster 

score, with red = lowest (most flexible) and blue = highest (least flexible).  Residue 77 is 

thus predicted to be the most likely hinge location, and is quite close to the HAG hinge.  

Images such as this can be generated by users on MolMovDB.org and provide an 

intuitive interpretation of HingeMaster results.   

 

 

UDP-N-acetylglucosamine enolpyruvyltransferase (MurA) (apo form)[84] 

Morph ID: f805267-29412  PDB ID: 1EJD 

HAG hinges:  20,21,228,229 
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UDP-N-acetylglucosamine enolpyruvyltransferase (EPT or MurA) catalyzes the first 

committed step in the biosynthesis of the bacterial cell wall.   Since it does not occur in 

mammals, it is an attractive target for antibiotics.  It is the catalyst for the transfer of the 

enolpyruvyl moiety of phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) to the 3’ hydroxyl group of UDP-N-

acetylglucosamine (UNAG).  Before the reaction proceeds the substrates must bind to 

MurA in the strict order of UNAG before PEP.  The next step is to protonate PEP, 

resulting in an oxocarbenium ion which as a whole is added to the (N-acetylglucosamine) 

sugar.  A proton is then removed from the C-3 atom of the PEP moiety, leading to 

separation of the inorganic phophate (Pi) from the adduct.  The remaining product is 

Enolpyruvyl-UDP-N-acetylglucosamine.   

 

MurA is organized structurally as a two-domain protein with a deep cleft between 

domains.  It has an inside-out α/β barrell fold built up from sixfold repetition of one 

folding unit.  MurA shares this unusual fold with a protein of similar function but only 

25% sequence identity, 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS).  The 

hinge of MurA is in the ranges 18-21 and 228-231 according to Schonbrunn et al.[84]   

 

The results for this protein are shown in Figure 8.  It is composed of a continuous domain 

(residues 21-228, in green) and a discontinuous domain[112] (residues 1-20 and 229-419, 

in pink and blue, respectively).  There is a clear region of high FlexOracle energy and 

another of intermediate energy, with the boundary arguably at residue 232.  The N-

terminal boundary of the continuous domain is less clear. 
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As in the case of Glutamine Binding Protein, StoneHinge did not predict the second 

largest domain as a single domain, instead predicting it as multiple smaller domains.  

Again, the StoneHinge output noted that its prediction did not correspond to domain 

motion. 

TLSMD finds the domain boundary at 228/229 in all partitions (N=2,3,4,5), but does not 

find the boundary at 20/21 until N=6. TLSMD analyses of the two peptide chains in 

1EJD are consistent in this regard (8.c).  TLSMD 6-group boundaries for 1EJD chains A 

and B. The continuous domain consisting of residues 21-228 is broken into 3 segments 

(green/magenta/red) by TLSMD, which may be interpreted as due to local flexibility of 

the loop of residues (108-127) at the top of the green domain in Figure 8a. 

 

Enolase 

HAG hinges: 149-150,317-318 

Enolase is an archetypal member of the Enolase superfamily of proteins, which abstract 

the α–protons of carboxylic acids to form enolic intermediates.  Enolase itself catalyzes 

the dehydration of 2-phosphoglycerate in glycolysis   The structure contains two binding 

sites for divalent cations.     

 

Only partial successes were had for this protein.  The open structure (3enl) had no bound 

metals.  The StoneHinge came withing two residues of predicting the first hinge and 

missed the second, while hNMc predicted both hinges (although it also returned several 

false positives.)  The closed structure (1ebg) did have bound metals, and again hNMc 
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predicted both hinges, again with multiple false positives.  No other predictors had any 

success with this. 

 

We believe that the underlying difficulty with this protein stems from the motion itself.  

Although we have defined it as a hinge bending motion, arguments for a different 

classification are defensible.  The domain motions are relatively small, and the hinge 

points are quite difficult to define, since the flexibility is distributed among many points.  

This is best observed by viewing the animated morph linked to from 

molmovdb.org/HAG. 

 

Elastase of pseudomonas aeruginosa 

 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic bacterial pathogen of humans.  Its virulence 

stems from the secretion of  alkaline protease and elastase.  Elastase is a metalloprotease 

that cleaves collagen, IgG, IgA, fibronectin, and other proteins as part of its invasive 

activity.  It is structurally similar to thermolysin, with which it has 28% sequence 

identity.  Domain hinge bending, with boundaries, was first suggested by Holland et al.  

 

This proved a particularly challenging protein. FO1M and hNMc predicted the hinge in 

the open conformer (the latter with multiple false positives.)  Only hNMc and hNMd 

detected the hinges on the closed conformer, again with false positives.  Some of the 

difficulty probably lay with the motion itself, which arguably had some shear motion 

component.  However the primary difficulty is likely to lie with the two bound metals in 
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the structure, which are near the hinges or domain boundaries and which should affect the 

motional characteristics. 

         

DNA polymerase β 

HAG hinges: 88-89,263-264 

The base excision repair pathway responds to oxidative or alkylation damage to DNA, 

removing on the order of 10,000 lesions per cell per day and is one of several DNA repair 

processes necessary for the survival of eukaryotic cells.  This process begins with 

recognition of the damaged site by a specific glycosylase, which then removes the 

offending base.  An apurimic/apyrimidimic exonuclease removes the backbone sugar-

phosphate backbone.  DNA polymerase β  (pol β) then fills in the resulting gap and DNA 

ligase completes the repair by healing the nicked backbone.   

 

Structurally, Pol β resembles a hand, with so-named fingers, palm, and thumb 

subdomains.  Four metal ion binding sites exist.  Two are in helix-hairpin-helix motifs 

away from the active site and associate directly with the DNA backbone, while the other 

two are involved in catalysis.  It has a hinge between the catalytic (palm) domain 

(residues 149-262) and the C-terminal (thumb) domain (residues 263-338), both of which 

form part of a large active site cleft.  The hinge region consists of a stretch of 

hydrophobic residues which appear to play a role in substrate recognition, since 

mutations of residue 260 result in an inaccurate polymerase.  
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Most predictors (including FO, StoneHinge, and TLSMD) were able to predict the first 

hinge at residues 88-89, but the second hinge was more challenging (see links from 

molmovdb.org/HAG).  Only TLSMD and FO1M found this hinge for the open form 

(Figure 3).  And only TLSMD found it for the closed form.  There are two likely reasons 

why the second hinge (residues 263-264) should be harder to predict.  First, the motion 

about that hinge involves significantly smaller displacements, and may have less to do 

with intrinsic flexibility than with the influence of its large ligand, DNA.  The ligand 

should be particularly problematic for the closed form, co-crystallized with DNA.  The 

interactions between the C-terminal domain and the DNA are extensive, thus algorithms 

like FO and the normal mode based predictors can be expected to do poorly since in this 

implementation they do not take ligands into account. 

 

Glutamine Binding Protein (GluBP) (open) 

Morph ID: f927198-20246  PDB ID: 1GGG 

HAG hinges (residues 89,90,178-182) 

 

We will now discuss GluBP in greater detail than was given in the main text.  Gram-

negative organisms have a cell envelope consisting of an outer membrane, a cell wall, a 

periplasmic space, and a cytoplasmic membrane.  The outer membrane acts a sieve, 

limiting access of molecules to the cytoplasmic membrane.  Proteins embedded in the 

cytoplasmic membrane carry out functions such as lipid synthesis, protein secretion, 

chemotaxis, and transport of electrons and nutrients.  Nutrient transport processes can be 

passive or active.  In the latter case, the transport is against a concentration gradient and 
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is controlled by the periplasmic permease system.  In Escherichia coli one of these 

consists of periplasmic binding proteins and two or three different types of membrane-

bound proteins.  Upon ligand binding, the periplasmic binding protein undergoes a 

conformational change and can then be recognized by the membrane-bound components 

of the permease system.  The interactions at the interface between the ligand-bound 

protein and the membrane-bound proteins cause the ligand to be released from the 

binding protein, bind to the membrane-bound protein, and subsequently be translocated 

across the membrane.  The glutamine transport system includes the monomeric 

Glutamine binding protein (GluBP), which binds L-glutamine with a dissociation 

constant (KD) of 5⋅10-7 at 5°C. 

 

GluBP is comprised of two domains linked by a hinge region.  It resembles otherl 

periplasmic binding proteins and the neurotransmitter-binding domains of ionotropic 

glutamate receptors, to which it is closely related.  Closure of these proteins is estimated 

to take ~5 ns. Direct simulation of the hinge bending motion by Molecular Dynamics 

(MD) should therefore be possible, albeit somewhat expensive.  Simulations performed 

by Pang et al. for that length of time failed to produce closure but resulted in an accurate 

identification of the hinge at residues 88 and 183.  The so-named large domain contains 

both the N- and C-termini and consists of two stretches of polypeptide, residues 1-84 and 

186-226.  The small domain therefore consists of a single stretch of polypeptide.  The 

two are separated by hinges composed of two antiparallel  β-strands (Figure 5), which are 

located at residues 85-89 and 181-185 according to Hsiao et al, or at residues 88 and 182 

according to Pang et al.     
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FO, hNMb, and hNMd were completely successful with this protein.  hNMd, however, 

predicted a rather wide range of residues for the second hinge location.  

 

StoneHinge did not predict the second largest domain as a single domain, instead 

predicting it as multiple smaller domains.  Thus, its predictions correspond to a flexible 

loop in the second domain.  The StoneHinge output noted that this prediction likely did 

not correspond to domain motion; however, as explained above, this note was ignored for 

the Hinge Master predictions. 

The TLSMD partition into 3 chain segments for 1GGG:A (Chain A) is quite accurate, 

placing the segment boundaries at 88/89 and 182/183. For the second chain in the 

structure, 1GGG:B, TLSMD instead finds a boundary at 168/169 in the 3-segment split. 

The TLSMD analyses of both chains A and B agree on N=4 boundaries at residues 90±2, 

169±1, and 190±1. The false positive boundary at 44/45 seen in this figure is introduced 

when a 5th chain segment is requested. 

 

Human lactoferrin  

Morph ID: f964647-15593  PDB ID: 1LFG 

HAG hinges:  90,91,250,251  

 

We here present a more detailed discussion of Human lactoferrin than was given in the 

main text.  Human lactoferrin (hLF) is an iron-binding glycoprotein found in exocrine 

fluids produced by mammals, including milk, saliva, tears, bile, pancreatic fluid, and 
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mucous secretions.  It has broad spectrum antibacterial properties ascribed to an 18-

residue loop near the N-terminus.  The antibacterial activity is observed when lactoferrin 

is complexed with iron (but not in the apo form) or after the protein has been digested 

with one of several pepsins or proteases.  Significant amounts of lactoferrin enter the 

intestinal tract of mammals and there is evidence that lactoferrin may be absorbed from 

the lumen of the small intestine into enterocytes.  Lactoferrin concentration in human 

milk appears to be independent of maternal iron status.  For these reasons, it appears that 

ingested lactoferrin plays a significant role in protecting newborns from infectious 

disease.  Separate from this role as an antibiotic, lactoferrin seems to regulate the 

absorption and excretion of iron in infants since those fed hLF-free milk absorbed more 

iron than those fed unaltered milk.  Further, hLF is found in the feces of infants at 

substantial concentrations. 

 

The hinge bending motion of lactoferrin has been studied in detail.  The protein consists 

of N- and C- terminal lobes which are highly homologous and are presumed to have 

arisen from gene duplication.  Each lobe is further subdivided into two domains, N1 and 

N2, and C1 and C2.  In the iron-free form, a deep cleft appears between N1 and N2.  No 

such cleft appears in the C-lobe either in the iron free or iron bound form, but this is 

believed to be an artifact of crystallization.  In the iron-bound form, N1 and N2 are close 

together about a common hinge, located between residues 90 and 91, and 250 and 251 

according to Gerstein et al.  This is in perfect agreement with the independent annotation 

made in this work.                
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HingeMaster makes a strong prediction for a hinge at residue 332 (all four algorithms in 

agreement). This chain location does not appear in the HAG, but a search of the literature 

uncovered evidence for a hinge at this location.  Lactoferrin is organized into two 

homologous halves, named the N and C lobes.  Each of these lobes is further subdivided 

into two domains: N1 and N2 in the N lobe and C1 and C2 in the C lobe.  The opening of 

these domains exposes an iron binding site in each lobe.  The motion selected for Hinge 

Atlas Gold shows the N1 domain (shown in blue) rotating relative to the rest of the 

molecule exposing the binding site in the N-lobe.  Thus, the HAG hinges are located 

between the N1 and N2 domains.  The hinge most strongly predicted by Hinge Master, 

however, falls in between the C1 and N2 lobes and contributes to the movement of the 

two lobes relative to each other.  As in the case of Troponin C, experimental evidence is 

found for this hinge, as lactoferrin crystals grown at 277 and 303 K show rotation 

between the two lobes (Karthikeyan et al). 

None of the predictive measures identify a hinge point at 90/91 in the open form 

structure.  However TLSMD analysis of the closed form of the same protein (PDB entry 

1LFH; Morph ID f964705-18231) finds segment boundaries at 91/92 and 249/250 for the 

3-segment partition, corresponding exactly to the lactoferrin mobile domain boundaries 

(not shown). 
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Figures 

 

Figure 4.1:  ROC curve for hNMa  

Lower values of the first normal mode displacement (solid line) correspond to hinges, as 

shown by an area under the curve significantly greater than 0.5.  The same is not true of 

the second (dashed line) and third (dotted line) normal modes, which have almost no 

predictive power.  The slope at the origin is not very steep, reflecting the fact that wide 

regions of proteins often had small or zero displacement, leading to ambiguous 

predictions.  Regions of high displacement, however, were rather confidently excluded 

from containing hinges.      
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Figure 4.2:  ROC curves for HingeMaster with bootstrapped parameters 

 

Family of 20 ROC curves generated using bootstrapped HingeMaster parameters.  In 

each case, the ROC curve rises quite steeply near the origin, and also has area under the 

curve substantially greater than 0.5, indicating significant predictive power.  These curve 

represent the performance of HingeMaster against cross-validation test sets of 10 protein 

structures each.  
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Figure 4.3:  HingeMaster results for individual proteins 

 

Predictor results for HAG proteins at a glance.  Rule at top indicates residue number 

along protein chain.  Each protein is marked with protein name and molmovdb ID.  Light 

blue track represents residue numbers spanned by each protein.  Green boxes indicate 

location of HAG hinge.  Cyan, magenta, red, orange, blue, and purple bars  indicate hinge 

location predicted by FO, FO1M, StoneHinge, TLSMD, hNMb, and hNMd, respectively. 
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a.  

b.  

c.  
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d.  

e.  
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Figure 4.4:  Glutamine Binding Protein (open) 

 

Morph ID: f205132-23662 PDB ID: 1GGG 

HAG hinges (residues 85-86,176-177) 

Above, (a) and (b) illustrate the procedure for generating CDBI and ERI predictions. 

First, the α-carbon correlation matrix (plotted in a.) is obtained using GNM.  In this case, 

residues ranging from 85 to 180 check have highly correlated motion.  To a somewhat 

lesser degree, residues 1 to 80 are also correlated (dotted turquoise box).  A second 

matrix is obtained the elements i,j of which contain the average correlation for a 

submatrix of the correlation matrix spanning residues i to j.  This is then weighted by 

multiplying each element by -|i-j|.  The resulting matrix is plotted in (b).  The minima of 

this matrix correspond to the boundaries of structural domains which are continuous in 

sequence.  The most significant of these (in absolute value) is i,j = 84,180.  A secondary 

minimum also exists at i,j = 1,80.  hNMb therefore reports residues 84,85,180,181 as the 

predicted hinge location.  hNMd works by excluding residues in continuous domains and 

reporting the remaining ones as possible hinges.  Therefore, ERI reports residues 85-88 

and 181-217 as hinges.  

In (c.) we show the two-cut FlexOracle (FoldX) graph,.  The minimum at 83,179 is 

visible.   

In (d) we show the protein colored by HingeMaster score.   

In (e) we show the output of the FO1, hNMa, HingeSeq, and HingeMaster predictors. 
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Figure 4.5:  Human lactoferrin (open, apo form) 

 

Morph ID: f964647-15593  PDB ID: 1LFG 

HAG hinges:  90,91,250,251  

The coloring scheme in (a) is similar to that used for Troponin C, i.e. with domains on 

either side of a HAG hinge colored differently.  The mobile domain spans residues 91-

250, but FlexOracle shows a slightly wider region of high energy, separated by minima at 

78 and 261.  This is explained by phenomena similar to those observed in Glutamine 

Binding Protein, namely that the parallel strands of the linker region prefer to be in the 

same fragment so as to not lose their mutual contacts.   

HingeMaster makes a strong prediction for a hinge at residue 332 (all four algorithms in 

agreement). This chain location does not appear in the HAG, but a search of the literature 

uncovered evidence for a hinge at this location.  Lactoferrin is organized into two 

homologous halves, named the N and C lobes.  Each of these lobes is further subdivided 

into two domains: N1 and N2 in the N lobe and C1 and C2 in the C lobe.  The opening of 

these domains exposes an iron binding site in each lobe.  The motion selected for Hinge 

Atlas Gold shows the N1 domain (shown in blue) rotating relative to the rest of the 

molecule exposing the binding site in the N-lobe.  Thus, the HAG hinges are located 

between the N1 and N2 domains.  The hinge most strongly predicted by Hinge Master, 

however, falls in between the C1 and N2 lobes and contributes to the movement of the 

two lobes relative to each other.  As in the case of Troponin C, experimental evidence is 
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found for this hinge, as lactoferrin crystals grown at 277 and 303 K show rotation 

between the two lobes (Karthikeyan et al). 

None of the predictive measures identify a hinge point at 90/91 in the open form 

structure.  However TLSMD analysis of the closed form of the same protein (PDB entry 

1LFH; Morph ID f964705-18231) finds segment boundaries at 91/92 and 249/250 for the 

3-segment partition, corresponding exactly to the lactoferrin mobile domain boundaries 

(not shown). 
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Figure 4.6:  Troponin C (TNC) 

 

Morph ID: f960267-11022, PDB ID: 4TNC 

HAG hinges (residues 38-39, 65-66, and 104-105) were identified manually by 

comparison of the 2-calcium bound form of Troponin C (PDB ID: 4TNC, used in (a) and 

(b) with the 4-calcium bound (2TN4) form (the MolMovDB animation illustrates this, 

reference morph ID 333010-30921).  

Green crosses in (b) designate the HAG hinges for 4TNC.  

 This motion is particularly challenging to predict by general-purpose methods such as 

those presented here, since they cannot directly treat the ion binding and release 

required[83] for motion.  Further, the HAG hinges only reflect the domain motion that 
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attracts biological interest, not other motions that are thermally permitted (and which may 

also serve an unknown but biologically important purpose).   

HAG Hinges coincided with some minima of FO1 energy (dotted black trace).  Other 

minima, however, did not so coincide.          

Coarse-grained geometric information was insufficient to predict the hinges of interest, as 

evidenced by the hNMa (dotted magenta trace) method’s failure to identify them.  Recall 

that the Gaussian Network Model used to implement the NSHP method uses only alpha-

carbon position information.  Similarly, StoneHinge and TLSMD did not coincide with 

the HAG hinges.   

NMR studies[49, 83], however, indicate that that residues 83-91 are unstable (much like 

the analogous region of calmodulin, residues 76-81) and tend to unwind, so TLSMD, 

NSHP, StoneHinge, and (consequently) HingeMaster succeeded in finding an 

experimentally characterized motion not annotated in HAG.  See (a) above.  This 

underscores the possibility that  unexpected results are not necessarily incorrect, but may 

reflect undiscovered phenomena. 
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Figure 4.7:  Calmodulin, calcium free (closed) form 

 

Morph ID:  f964492-8654  PDB ID: 1CFD 

HAG hinges (residues 80,81) 

All predictors gave the same, correct, result.  The hinge in the middle of the helix is a 

well documented one[17].  The FlexOracle energy plot  has an unambiguous minimum at 

the hinge location.  There is also a minimum near the N-terminus, but since the termini 

are usually flexible this is uninteresting.    The success of TLSMD applied to this 

particular structural model is quite unexpected, as the “B factors” in the PDB are not 

crystallographically observed atomic displacements. Rather they are estimates of mean 

displacement based on the RMSD differences of corresponding atomic positions in a 25-
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member NMR ensemble.  The structure shown in (a) is colored by HingeMaster score, 

with red = lowest (most flexible) and blue = highest (least flexible).  Residue 77 is thus 

predicted to be the most likely hinge location, and is quite close to the HAG hinge.  

Images such as this can be generated by users on MolMovDB.org and provide an 

intuitive interpretation of HingeMaster results.   
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Figure 4.8:  MurA (open form) 

 

Morph ID: f805267-29412  PDB ID: 1EJD 

HAG hinges:  20,21,228,229 

This protein is composed of a continuous domain (residues 21-228, in green above) and a 

discontinuous domain (residues 1-20 and 229-419, in pink and blue, respectively).  There 

is a clear region of high FlexOracle energy and another of intermediate energy, with the 

boundary arguably at residue 232.  The N-terminal boundary of the continuous domain is 

less clear. 

As in the case of Glutamine Binding Protein, StoneHinge did not predict the second 

largest domain as a single domain, instead predicting it as multiple smaller domains.  

Again, the StoneHinge output noted that its prediction did not correspond to domain 

motion. 

TLSMD finds the domain boundary at 228/229 in all partitions (N=2,3,4,5), but does not 

find the boundary at 20/21 until N=6. TLSMD analyses of the two peptide chains in 

1EJD are consistent in this regard (8.c).  TLSMD 6-group boundaries for 1EJD chains A 

and B. The continuous domain consisting of residues 21-228 is broken into 3 segments 

(green/magenta/red) by TLSMD, which may be interpreted as due to local flexibility of 

the loop of residues (108-127) at the top of the green domain in Figure 4.8a. 
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Tables 

 

Predictor Basis Max. hinge points 

FlexOracle Free Energy of 

folding 

2 

hNMb Normal modes 2 

hNMd Normal modes No limit 

TLSMD Experimental 

thermal factors 

No limit 

StoneHinge Bond network 

topology 

No limit 

 

Table 4.1:  Predictors at a glance.  

 

Three of the predictors have no limit on number of hinge points in principle but on our 

server TLSMD only reports boundaries based fragmenting the protein into as many as to 

5 domains.  The physics of protein folding make domain motions with a very large 

number of hinges unlikely for proteins of the size range considered here. 
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! 

x
c  

 

! 

"
c

*

 
 

c 
predicted 
hinge 

predicted 
non-
hinge 

! 

"
c

HAG

 Average 

Standard 
Deviation 

Description of c 
1 1 1 0.042 0.062 0.010 Dummy constant for fitting 
StoneHinge 1 0 0.012 0.012 0.003 StoneHinge flexible regions 

HingeSeq high low 0.004 0.004 0.001 
Raw HingeSeq score; high values more 
likely hinge locations 

TLSMD 0 1 -0.029 -0.048 0.009 
TLS domain boundary, for N=2..5 
putative domains 

hNM1 low high -0.010 -0.010 0.003 First normal mode displacement 

hNMb 1 0 0.190 0.196 0.030 
Continuous Domain Boundary Identifier 
most likely hinge location 

hNMc 2,3,4.. 0 0.028 0.035 0.007 

Secondary hinge predictions similar to 
but not reported by the Continuous 
Domain Boundary Identifier. 

hNMd 1 0 -.0007 -0.0006 0.0007 
Regions excluded from continuous 
domains 

FO1 low high -0.008 -0.012 0.002 

Single-cut FlexOracle (with FoldX) 
energy, normalized from0 to 1. <0.05 = 
hinge. 

FO1M 1 0 0.014 0.015 0.008 
Minima of single-cut FlexOracle energy, 
identified per Flores et. al. 

FO 1 0 0.189 0.165 0.022 Two-cut FlexOracle prediction. 
 

Table 4.2:  Fitting of HingeMaster parameters 

 

Fitting of 

! 

"
c

HAG  and 

! 

"
c

TRAINING .  Values of c are given in the left column.  The output 

! 

x
c
 is 

given for predicted hinge and predicted non-hinge residues, for each predictor c.  For 

example, hNM1 gives output ranging continuously from 0 to 1, with the lower values 

more likely to correspond to hinge locations.  hNMb, on the other hand, gives discrete 

output: 1 for predicted hinge locations and 0 for predicted non-hinge locations.  Note that 

the sign of 

! 

"
c
 corresponds to whether higher or lower values correspond to hinges for 

that predictor.  c = 1 is a dummy constant which compensates for the difference in mean 

values of predictors x vs. gold standard annotation y. 
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c 
test 
positive 

true 
positive sensitivity specificity p-value 

StoneHinge 1204 42 0.28 0.91 2.7E-11 
HingeSeq 771 13 0.09 0.94 0.11 
TLSMD 455 30 0.20 0.97 4.8E-15 
hNMa 1279 37 0.24 0.91 8.7E-08 
hNMb 126 31 0.20 0.99 3.2E-33 
hNMc 517 26 0.17 0.96 1.7E-10 
hNMd 1545 49 0.32 0.89 1.1E-11 
hNMe 235 35 0.23 0.99 2.0e-29 
FO1 563 8 0.05 0.96 0.32 
FO1M 292 14 0.09 0.98 6.6E-06 
FO 272 62 0.41 0.98 9.2E-66 

 

Table 4.3:  Performance of the predictors against the Hinge Atlas Gold annotation. 

 

Test positives are predicted hinge locations.  hNM1 and FO1 give continuous (rather than 

discrete) output, normalized to range from 0 to 1 for each protein.  Therefore for hNM1 

and FO1 we took values below .02 and 0.1, respectively, as test positives.  For HingeSeq 

we took values above 0.4 as test positives.  here were a total of 13259 residues in the 

HAG, of which 152(13107) were Gold Standard Positives(Negatives).  Therefore for the 

example of StoneHinge, sensitivity was calculated as 42/152=0.28 and specificity was 

(13259-1204)/13107=0.91.  For the same example, p-value was computed as the 

probability of finding 42 or more true positive residues in a set of 1204 residues selected 

randomly and without replacement from a set of 13259, using the cumulative 

hypergeometric distribution.       
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 StoneHinge TLSMD hNMb hNMd FO 

Successes 8 0 17 19 23 

Failures 20 12 14 13 12 

Partial successes 12 28 9 8 5 

 

Table 4.4:  Summarized performance under the loose criterion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.5 (next pages):  Predictor results for individual proteins. 

 

For each protein, two entries are given, corresponding to open and closed conformers.  

As can be seen, where one predictor failed at least one other predictor succeeded, except 

for troponin C and phosphoglycerate kinase, where only partial successes were had. 
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Protein Name 
MolMovDB 
ID 

PDB 
ID O

pe
n/

 
C

lo
se

d 
M

et
al

 
bo

un
d 

# 
of

 
hi

ng
e 

 
po

in
ts

 
St

on
e-

 
H

in
ge

 
TL

SM
D

 
hN

M
b 

hN
M

d 
FO

 

Adenylate kinase 
f927041-
25824 1ak2 O N 2 S P P F S 

 
f264209-
28824 2ak3 C N 2 F P P F S 

Bacteriophage T4 
lysozyme 

f046132-
21929 149l O N 2 P P P P F 

 
f046260-
25245 1l53 C N 2 P P P S F 

Biotin Carboxylase 
f261219-
15352 1dv2 O N 2 P F S F S 

 
f268296-
30984 1bnc C N 2 S P P P S 

Calmodulin 
f958972-
2168 3cln O Y 1 F P S S F 

 
f964492-
8654 1cfd C N 1 S P S S S 

cAMP dependent protein 
kinase 

f048236-
1458 1atp O N 3 P F F P F 

 f048180-370 1ctp C N 3 P P F S F 

DNA polymerase beta 
f044874-
15059 1bpd O N 2 P P F P P 

 
f326202-
28907 2bpg C Y 2 P P F F P 

Elastase of pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 

f045633-
7868 1u4g O Y 1 F F F S F 

 
f045786-
12525 1ezm C Y 1 F F F F F 

Enolase 
f046393-
28669 3enl O N 2 P F F P F 

 
f046452-
29606 1ebg C Y 2 F F F P F 

Folylpolyglutamate 
synthetase 

f046892-
7697 1jbv O Y 1 F F S F S 

 
f046922-
8341 1jbw C Y 1 F P S F S 

GluR2 f437610-635 1ftm O Y 2 F P S S S 

 
f214864-
15177 1fto C N 2 P P S S S 

Glutamine binding protein 
f927198-
20246 1ggg O N 2 F P S S S 

 
f264947-
1819 1wdn C N 2 P P S S S 
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Inorganic 
pyrophosphatase 

f044577-
14393 1k23 O Y 1 S P S S S 

 
f263770-
24503 1k20 C Y 1 S P S S F 

Lactoferrin 
f964647-
15593 1lfg O Y 2 F F F F S 

 
f964705-
18231 1lfh C N 2 F P F F S 

LAO binding protein f045413-983 2lao O N 2 S P P S S 

 
f045475-
3197 1lst C N 2 F F P S S 

Lir-1 
f946719-
1311 1p7q O N 1 S F S S F 

 
f263558-
23071 1g0x C N 1 F P S S S 

MurA 
f805267-
29412 1ejd O N 2 F P S S S 

 
f963206-
23245 1a2n C N 2 F P S S S 

Ovotransferrin 
f963567-
23154 1ovt O Y 2 S F F F S 

 
f963488-
17357 1aiv C N 2 F F F F S 

Phosphoglycerate kinase 
f047099-
12514 1hdi O Y 2 F P P P P 

 
f047183-
13847 1kf0 C Y 2 F P P P P 

Ribose binding protein 
f925101-
19299 1urp  O N 2 P P S S S 

 
f924994-
9791 1dri  C N 2 P P S S S 

Troponin C 
f926644-
25628 2tn4 O Y 3 F P F F F 

 
f960267-
11022 4tnc C Y 3 F P F F P 
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Chapter 5:  The Conformation 

Explorer: economical prediction of 

large scale protein hinge bending 

motions 

 

Overview 

 

In this final chapter, we build on the flexibility prediction work presented in earlier 

chapters and show how it is used in an essential way to predict large scale hinge bending 

motions in proteins.   

 

Significant advances have been made on the problem of predicting thermodynamically 

accessible alternate conformations of proteins, given a single set of protein structural 

coordinates.  And yet, the motions involving the most extensive conformational changes 

remain beyond the reach of economical prediction for most proteins.  We now describe 

how to generate alternate conformations of hinge bending proteins.  The first step of the 

method consists of predicting the location of the hinge between domains, and the second 
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of applying an euler rotation to one of the domains about the hinge point.  In an optional 

third step a short-time dynamical trajectory of the protein is computed using Molecular 

Dynamics to equilibrate the protein and correct unnatural atomic positions.  By repeating 

the second and third steps iteratively an ensemble of physically plausible alternate 

conformations can be generated, which can potentially be used to validate possible 

interactions of proteins with other cellular entities, to find trajectories of motion, for 

assembly of complexes, and for otherwise elucidating biologically relevant motions.  As 

an application, we show how to use the method to predict the conformational changes 

required for small ligand binding, thus addressing the induced fit problem for a 

significant class of proteins.  This requires adding a flexible-ligand docking step after the 

equilibration, and other adjustments.  A fitness function is devised which discriminates 

generated structures which are similar to the crystallographically observed holo structure.  

We demonstrate that for four proteins, the method successfully predicts the correct ligand 

binding motion given only an apo structure.  For a fifth, the holo structure is predicted 

given the structure of the protein bound to another ligand, and is correctly predicted to be 

open rather than closed, demonstrating that the method is not unduly biased towards 

predicting closed conformations.  

 

Introduction 

 

Conformational changes in proteins can take place in a wide variety of ways, many of 

which have not been classified.  One important class of motions is shear, in which 

stacked regions of the protein can slide without losing contact.  The largest class is hinge 
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bending, which involves a rigid region or domain of the protein moving relative to 

another domain about a hinge which connects the two.[3, 9]  Such motions typically  

involve the slowest degrees of freedom of the system and so are difficult to treat by 

existing methods. 

 

Despite the challenges, the prediction of conformational change in proteins attracts wide 

theoretical and experimental interest.  Flexibility, molecular recognition, induced fit, 

protein-protein docking, assembly of complexes, elucidation of enzyme reactions, 

reaction kinetics and many other fields will benefit from an improved understanding of 

this topic.   

 

Much work has been done in this area.  Molecular Dynamics[85] explicitly computes the 

dynamical trajectory of molecules modeled as point masses connected by linear and 

nonlinear springs and can be used to predict conformational change, but usually only 

small- to medium-scale domain motions can be reproduced.  One problem that the 

technique suffers from is the difficulty of escaping the vicinity of an initial conformation 

in a reasonable amount of time.  Carlson et al.[86] showed how to include the 

fluctuations of proteins in drug docking by first computing the protein trajectory using 

Molecular Dynamics.  This method can treat fast fluctuations but large scale 

conformational changes are out of its reach for the same reasons as above.     

 

Normal modes have also been used by many authors to predict the conformational 

changes of proteins.  Comparison of the atomic coordinates of homologous pairs of 
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proteins shows that the lowest order modes are most involved in conformational 

change,[10, 61] but also that several modes are needed to accurately represent the motion.  

It is possible to determine the correct combination of normal modes that will reproduce a 

desired motion, but this requires knowledge of at least a few interatomic distance 

constraints for the final structure.[87] 

 

Maiorov and Abagyan[88] rigidified all protein bonds except those in the interdomain 

linker and interface using Internal Coordinate Modeling, and then used the Biased 

Probability Monte Carlo protocol to generate potential alternate conformations of the 

protein.  The method succeeded in generating a large number of alternate conformations, 

and some of these were somewhat similar to alternate conformations known 

crystallographically.  However without referring to the known alternate conformations, it 

was impossible to determine which of the many predicted structures was 

thermodynamically plausible.  Further, many energy evaluations and minimizations were 

expended in evaluating generated conformers which were later discarded.  Lastly, it was 

not easy to know how long a thorough exploration of conformation space would take, and 

no clear way to restrict the search to a given region of interest.  Our method is similar in 

several ways to Maiorov et al.’s, but also addresses these limitations.    

 

In this work we show that the Conformation Explorer can predictably, controllably, and 

economically generate multiple alternate conformations of proteins.  We discuss how 

these may be used to solve biological problems.  These conformations can be equilibrated 

to ensure they are free of steric strain (close contact between atoms, or unnatural bond 
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lengths and angles)[89].  The equilibration step may also be skipped for some 

applications to save computer time, while still yielding useful information.   

 

We demonstrate that as one application of the method, we can predict the ligand bound, 

or holo, state of a structure given only the ligand and the coordinates of the protein in the 

apo state, or bound to a different ligand.  The exploration of phase space is performed in 

such a way as to minimize a fitness function which includes terms measuring the radius 

of gyration, free energy of folding, protein-ligand binding energy, and domain distortion.  

We will more formally define all of these terms later in this work, and only briefly 

introduce and motivate them now.   

 

Protein-ligand binding energy, or docked energy, was found early on to have significant 

ability to discriminate between near-holo structures and decoys.  However some decoys 

were so distorted that new clefts were generated which ligands bound to with high 

affinity.  We also found that this measure did not vary smoothly with sRMSD (a measure 

of distance from the holo structure, which we define later).  For these reasons we added 

terms to the fitness function as follows.    

Radius of gyration typically decreases during the cleft closure often associated with 

ligand binding, as has been observed by Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)[119,120], 

and as we will further demonstrate here.  Radius of gyration also varies smoothly with 

sRMSD, and so helps deal with the noise issues mentioned above and leads to improved 

convergence.  However radius of gyration alone is not a good predictive measure because 

it is trivially possible to it with an unstable protein structure consisting of distorted 
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interpenetrating domains.  This problem led to the introduction of the next two quantities 

into the fitness function.   

Domain distortion is a measure we devised to represent the degree to which domains 1 

and 2 differed structurally from their conformations in the starting structure.  As was 

observed by Schlauderer et al[121] domain structure is typically conserved during 

domain hinge bending motion, even across structures of substantially different sequence; 

in fact the definition of domain hinge bending requires this[8,9].  This quantity is zero for 

the starting structure and so cannot be used alone for prediction; the point is instead to 

exclude from consideration generated structures with interpenetrating or otherwise 

improbably deformed domains.   

Free energy of folding, or stability, can be used to discriminate energetically feasible 

conformers from those with unnatural orientation or excessively interpenetration of 

domains.  However since a wide variety of conformers, including both the holo and the 

apo, are stable, this measure alone cannot find the holo structure in an ensemble.  The 

point is again to exclude unphysical structures.   

 

These four terms together suggest a physical model of ligand binding in domain hinge 

bending proteins.  Binding energy  is lowest in the apo structure because the former 

stabilizes the latter.  Radius of gyration is minimized as the solvent-filled volume of the 

cleft diminishes during closure; this position is stabilized by inter-domain and domain-

ligand contacts, including many van der Waals interactions which are approximately 

quadratic as we will discuss.  Domain distortion is disfavored because by definition 

structural domains are are already in their stable conformation[8,9,112].  Stability is high 
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for holo as well as apo forms, but low for distorted conformations which are entropically 

unfavorable or which involve interpenetrating domains. 

 

A fitness function containing the above terms can be sketched out on the basis of physical 

arguments and adjusted empirically.  Binding energy is clearly related to the correctness 

of the protein structure.  Stability is high for both apo and holo, and further is only 

estimated here.  The quantity was found to be somewhat noisy and so a weighting factor 

was used to reduce its influence.  Holm and Sander[35] model the interaction between 

domains as quadratic, arguing that under the Lennard-Jones model of van der Waals 

interactions this approximation holds over a substantial range.  Accordingly, the gyration 

radius appears squared.  Domain distortion can be thought of in the normal mode basis as 

a displacement against an elastic potential, but here is reported in units of RMSD, and so 

the weighting factor is entirely empirical.  The weighting factors applied to all of the 

terms except binding energy are determined below.  Minimizing the resulting fitness 

function can lead to correct generation and identification of the holo structure for domain 

hinge bending proteins given only the apo structure, as we will show.  We fitted weights 

to each of the terms in the fitness function such as to maximize the method’s performance 

for Glutamine Binding Protein, as we will explain in the section of that name. 

 

Method   

 

As mentioned, the method requires the identification of the hinge, rotations based on that 

hinge, followed by optional equilibrations and docking runs.  The direction of the 
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rotations, and the choice of intermediate structures to which the rotations are applied, is 

subject to optimization.  We describe how to perform these steps.  

 

Determining and recording the hinge location 

 

The hinge can be detected in several ways: 

 

Theoretically.  Hinge predictors such as FlexOracle,[90] TLSMD,[41] and others[47] can 

be used to predict the hinge location if at least one structure is known.   

Crystallographically.  If the protein has been crystallized in two different conformations, 

these can be inspected visually to determine the hinge location.  This is usually the best 

and most accurate method.  

By other experimental means.  Proteolysis,[91] hydrogen/deuterium exchange,[92] 

optical trapping,[93] Fluorescent Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET),[94] Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance,[55] and many other techniques can be used to determine the hinge 

location. 

 

Once the hinge location has been identified, this information must be added to the 

database.  For this we make use of the Hinge Annotation Tool on the Database of 

Macromolecular Motions (MolMovDB.org) morph page, as described in separate 

work[90, 95].  Briefly, it consists of arrow buttons which control a moving window of 

two residues, highlighted in the Jmol viewer.  The selected residue numbers can also be 
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queried using the “?” button.  Once the desired hinge location has been highlighted, the 

“Submit” button causes it to be recorded. 

 

Assignment of domains and calculation of centers of mass   

 

The method relies on the identification of a “stationary” domain S (equivalent to Maiorov 

et al.’s domain A [88]), a mobile domain M (equivalent to Maiorov et al.’s domain B), 

and a linker region L (Figure 5.1).  The linker can be single, double, or triple stranded, 

and the two domains can be continuous or discontinuous[112].  Each residue is assigned 

to S, M, or L.  The centers of mass (COM’s) of S, M, and L are determined using 

VMD’s[96] center_of_mass function, and labelled 
S
X
r

, 
L

X

r
, and 

M
X

r
, respectively.  

These domain and COM definitions are used in the subsequent preparation and 

manipulation of the structure.         

 

Preparation of protein and ligand  

 

The Conformation Explorer at this time can handle only single protein chains.  Therefore 

all additional peptides, ligands, metals, water, and dissolved ions are removed.  If the 

ligand bound conformation is desired, the ligand of interest is docked to the structure.  As 

we will discuss later, it is important for the ligand to be present from the beginning, so 

that subsequent equilibration steps do not lead to side chains filling in the binding cleft 

and blocking the ligand from entering during docking.  The protein (with or without 
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ligand) is then put into standard orientation.  This is the convention that 
L

X

r
 coincide 

with the origin, 
S
X
r

 lie along the z-axis, and 
M
X

r
 lie in the –y part of the yz plane (Figure 

5.2).      

 

The coordinates of the ligand are required in PDB format, as is the GROMACS .itp 

(include topology) and the AutoDock .pdbq (structure + charges + bond mobility) files.  

The latter two can be generated from the first using the PRODRG program[123].   

 

Definition of Rotations  

 

The three euler rotations mentioned earlier are the rotation of the M domain about the x-

axis, σx, also referred to as a “pitch” rotation, σy, the “yaw” rotation, and σz, the “roll” 

rotation (Figure 5.2).  The ligand is conventionally not rotated, i.e. remains stationary 

with respect to S.  

 

One must keep in mind that the magnitude of the displacement of 
M
X

r
 due to a yaw 

rotation depends on the pitch coordinate.  Also, while yaw and roll rotations result in 

orthogonal displacements of domain M at pitch = 0°, the displacements become 

progressively more parallel as pitch approaches ±90°.  For these reasons if phase space is 

explored at equal angular intervals, regions approaching pitch = ±90° are explored more 

densely than regions near pitch = 0°.  Finally, when pitch is exactly ±90°, yaw and roll 

rotations are exactly equivalent up to a sign and it is impossible to control either 
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coordinate.  This phenomenon is known as gimbal lock from its disastrous possible 

consequences in aircraft control systems.   

 

Both of these issues can be dealt with by specifying rotations using axis/angle rather than 

euler angle matrices.  This involves rotating about a single axis which can point in any 

direction, not just along the x,y, or z axes.[97]  We found this less intuitive for the user 

and so simply restrict the pitch rotations to less than 90° in either direction. 

    

Optional equilibration 

 

The preceding rotation step invariably results in unphysical bond lengths and angles in 

the boundary between L and M, and often in steric clashes between M and the rest of the 

protein and/or ligand.  If an equilibrated structure free of steric strain is desired, a 

Molecular Dynamics equilibration is performed using the GROMACS mdrun program 

for 1000-10000 time steps (2-20 ps).  We found that the shorter time was sufficient to 

relieve the most significant steric strains, and the longer time was sufficient to allow an 

exponential decrease in enthalpy to level off (data not shown), indicating a better 

equilibrated structure.  It was not sufficient time to allow substantial domain motions.  

Note that equilibration significantly increased the accuracy of ligand-binding prediction, 

so including it is recommended for that application.   
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Angle calculation 

 

We calculate the angular position of M of a generated structure in pitch-yaw-roll space as 

the σy⋅σx⋅σz  rotation that would have to be applied to M of the starting structure in 

standard orientation, to obtain a structure similar to the generated one.  This was done by 

first structurally aligning the generated structure with the starting structure by 

minimizing the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the S domains of the two 

structures.  Then the rotation-translation matrix required to move M of the starting 

structure to align optimally with M of the generated structure was computed using 

VMD’s ”measure fit” command.  The rotational part of the rotation-translation matrix 

was then compared to the generic σy⋅σx⋅σz rotation matrix and the unknown angles were 

solved for algebraically.  Note that the generic matrix is arranged according to the 

convention of rotating first about z, then x, then y (corresponding to roll, pitch, and yaw, 

respectively, Figure 2).  This calculation was performed immediately following each 

equilibration step above and the computed pitch,yaw, roll angles were recorded.  Note 

that in the course of the equilibration the angular position of M will change.  We refer to 

this as drift, and this will be important when we define the aborted conformers below.  

No drift occurs, of course, if the equilibration step is left out.  In that case the angular 

coordinates of the M’s will be arranged in a regular grid. 

 

Re-docking  
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At the end of each equilibration the ligand is removed from the structure file and then 

docked again to the protein using AutoDock 3[98].  The docking code reports multiple 

poses (docked ligand atomic positions) with corresponding free energies of binding; we 

record the lowest of the latter.  The corresponding ligand coordinates are then appended 

to the protein structure file. 

 

Computing the radius of gyration, stability, and domain distortion. 

 

The radius of gyration is a standard quantity which was computed taking into account 

only the masses of the Cα atoms of the protein, according to the definition: 

! 

Rg

2 =
1

N
rk " rmean( )

2

k=1

N

#  

where  N = number of residues, and rmean = centroid of the Cα atoms. 

 

The stability , or free energy of folding, of the structure is estimated using the FoldX.  

The latter is a force field empirically fitted by Guerois et al. using a database of 

mutationally induced changes in protein stability[122].   

 

Domain distortion is the sum of two terms defined as follows.  D1RMSD_aligned is the 

RMSD between domain 1 of the starting structure, and domain 1 of the predicted 

structure.  Similarly,  D3RMSD_aligned  is the corresponding quantity for domain 3.  In 

both cases the domains were optimally aligned prior to computing RMSD.  
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D3RMSD_aligned is not to be confused with sRMSD (formally defined later), which is 

computed for domain 3 in the holo vs. predicted proteins aligned on domain 1.  

 

Holo, redocked, predicted, starting, apo, and aborted structures 

 

For each protein studied, we discuss three protein-ligand configurations (Figures 3-5).  

The holo structure is the crystallographically determined structure of the enzyme bound 

with ligand, which we use as a gold standard, and which would presumably be unknown 

in a practical situation.  The redocked structure is the structure of the protein only 

extracted from the holo complex, with the ligand atom positions determined by docking.  

The starting structure is the protein structure which would be known in practice and 

which is used as a starting point in our analysis.  In many cases this will be the apo 

structure and so in this work the two terms are used interchangeably.  The generated 

ensemble is the set of all structures generated by rotating M and possibly equilibrating 

and docking.  The predicted structure is the conformer chosen from the generated 

ensemble as the best approximation of the holo structure.  In the ligand docking example 

explained here, it is selected based on the described fitness function.  This is shown 

graphically in Figure 5.4.d-f.  The aborted structure is one that could not be generated for 

one of two reasons: (1) the rotation was effected but the steric strains generated were too 

large and so the equilibration step failed to converge, or (2) the equilibration converged 

but the drift left the structure not in the targeted cell (we will definet this term below) but 

in a neighboring one, even after two successive attempts at rotation and equilibration.  In 

both cases the rotated but unequilibrated structure in the target cell was marked as 
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aborted.  This marked the corresponding cell as being on the boundary of the accessible 

phase space and prevented further attempts to generate conformers in it.    

Exploration of angular orientation space 

Exhaustive exploration 

The exhaustive search is one available method for exploration of phase space.  We begin 

the search by putting the starting structure in standard orientation.  We subdivide the 

accessible pitch-yaw-roll space into a rectangular array of contiguous cubes15° wide in 

each of the three angular directions.  A given cube is taken to be sampled if it contains at 

least one generated conformer.      

 

If we have a fitness function, though, we can minimize on it as we describe below, rather 

than exploring exhaustively.    

 

Line search minimization 

For the holo structure prediction application, we chose to minimize the fitness function 

using the line search algorithm, which successively varies each of the parameters (pitch, 

yaw, roll) over its full range.  After each parameter is varied, the conformer that 

minimized the scoring function over that parameter is used as a starting point for the next 

minimization.  This is illustrated in figure 5.3.  The line search minimization can be 

considered converged when no pitch,yaw, or roll rotation from the lowest-scoring 

conformer can further reduce the value of the fitness function.   
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Display of results  

 

We used jmol to create a viewer which represents each rotated, equilibrated, and re-

docked structure as a single sphere.  The location of this sphere in the three-axis 

coordinate system shown in the viewer corresponds to the σy⋅σx⋅σz rotation angles 

applied to obtain the structure.  The color of the sphere corresponds to the estimated free 

energy of ligand binding for that conformer, with red=high and blue=low energy.  With 

this viewer it is easy to see regions of pitch-yaw-roll space which contain low-binding-

energy conformers.   

 

sRMSD benchmarking 

 

Once the alternate conformers have been generated by rotation, equilibration, and re-

docking, we are faced with the problem of determining how distant these are from the 

known target conformer, in our case the protein from the co-crystallized complex.  

Simply computing the RMSD between the Cα atoms of the predicted structure and those 

of the co-crystallized protein is not effective, since M is undergoing significant changes 

but S is not.   Maiorov et al. instead used a “static” root-mean-square deviation (sRMSD), 

defined as the RMSD of the Cα atoms in M, provided the Cα atoms of S are optimally 

superimposed.  We use the same measure in the current work.  
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sRMSD has a major limitation that must be kept in mind.  In the event that the holo and 

starting structures have low structural similarity (e.g. come from different organisms), 

this measure can lose meaning to varying degrees.  This is clearly demonstrated for 

Adenylate Kinase.  The holo form is taken from the bovine mitochondrial intermembrane 

space, while the apo form is taken from the bovine mitochondrial matrix; the two differ 

in sequence and structure and in particular have differ substantially in domain 1 structure.    

This can best be appreciated by observing the morph of 2ak3(apo) to 1ak2(holo) on 

molmovdb.org(morph ID: 079851-18092).  For the reasons mentioned the alignment on 

domain 1 is very poor and the generated structure with lowest sRMSD is actually very 

different from the holo structure.  The structure that minimizes the fitness function, on the 

other hand, has the correct domain orientation but has a higher sRMSD.  For this protein 

and this protein only we do not use sRMSD as a metric of success but instead make only 

a qualitative evaluation.   

 

The same problem is encountered for Biotin Carboxylase, where the holo and starting 

structures come from different organisms, though the structural differences are not as 

severe.  For Biotin Carboxylase we do use sRMSD as our benchmark, but again use use a 

qualitative evaluation to argue that the generated structure that minimizes the fitness 

function is a better approximation of the holo structure than the generated structure that 

minimizes sRMSD.   

 

Training the fitness function on Glutamine binding protein (GlnBP) 
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The motion of GlnBP (see Chapter 4, supplementary discussion, for biological function) 

as it binds glutamine involves large-displacement domain hinge bending, experimentally 

determined to take ~5ns.[105]  6 ns Molecular Dynamics simulations of the apo structure 

failed to result in domain closure, possibly in part because closing time should be a 

stochastic process and in part because the ligand may induce closure, while the dynamics 

of the apo structure were computed with no ligand present.[105]  In this section we show 

that the Conformation Explorer can predict the ligand-bound conformation of this protein 

based on no prior knowledge beyond the set of coordinates of the apo structure and its 

ligand. The apo or starting structure used[106], and the holo structure[107] both originate 

in E. coli. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the first step of the process is the prediction of the hinge location. 

For GlnBP FlexOracle[90] found a hinge at residues 86-89 and 182-185.  We selected 

residues 88,89,181, and 182 as the hinge location (Figure 4) for the purpose of generating 

the rotations, but since the flexure occurs at the boundary between L and M, this 

adjustment makes little difference.  We then generated conformations as described in the 

Methods.   

 

Figure 5.3.a shows each of the conformers (represented as spheres), positioned according 

the angular orientation of Domain 3, and colored by sRMSD.  The conformer with lowest 

sRMSD is shown with a larger radius than the others.  The starting structure is indicated 

with the blue arrow, and displayed in inset 5.3.b.  It should not be surprising that this is 

also the structure with lowest domain distortion, since domain distortion is measured 
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with respect to the starting structure.  The point of this measure is not to precisely 

indicate the best predicted holo structure but rather to exclude from consideration 

particularly distorted and therefore less probable structures, such as the one seen in inset 

5.3.f.   As mentioned sRMSD is our figure of merit for scoring our predictions.  The 

generated structure with lowest sRMSD is shown in inset 5.3.c.  The reader can verify 

that this structure is qualitatively similar to the experimentally known holo structure, 

shown in inset 5.3.d.   

 

The structure with lowest docked energy is shown in inset 5.3.e, and is also qualitatively 

similar to the holo.  The reader may ask, why not use docked energy as the sole 

component of the fitness function?  The answer is that if this is done the algorithm will 

find structures of even lower docked energy which are not only very different from the 

holo, but also have significantly distorted or interpenetrating domains, or extreme and 

unnatural angular orientations.  Further, the gradient of docked energy is not smooth, 

leading to various convergence problems.  All of these issues are addressed by the 

additional terms as we will continue discussing. 

 

The structure with lowest gyration radius is shown in inset 5.3.f.  The holo tends to have 

a smaller radius of gyration than the apo structure.  We found that gyration radius 

decreases smoothly between apo and predicted holo structures, and so including it in the 

fitness function provides the smoother gradient countering the noise in the docked energy.  

Gyration radius cannot be used alone in the fitness function since it is trivially possible to 

minimize this quantity with a compact structure which is unstable, has significantly 
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distorted domains, and does not resemble the holo.  The inclusion of the domain 

distortion and stability terms counters this problem.  The gyration radius appears squared 

for the physical reasons metioned earlier and to strongly penalize structures that minimize 

docked energy but which bind the ligand by forming a new cleft not observed 

experimentally, e.g. by pinching shut the region behind the hinge.  In the latter situation a 

structure is seen that is much like a clam opened to a very wide angle. 

 

The structure with highest stability, inset 5.3.g, is quite close to the starting structure.  

This should not be surprising, since such structures have gone through a minimum of 

structural manipulation and so have low steric strain.  Stability is another measure whose 

point is not to exclusively pinpoint the predicted holo structure, but rather to exclude 

from consideration structures which minimize docked energy  but which have 

entropically or entalphically unfavorable conformations.   

 

Based on these considerations we parameterized the fitness function.   

 

! 

fitness_function = (docked_energy  +foldx_energy/10 +  gyration_radius2/10 +  D3RMSD_aligned +  D1RMSD_aligned) 

 

The stability or foldx_energy term was noisy and favored the apo structure, therefore we 

reduced it by a factor of 

! 

1

10
, which still gave us the ability to weed out unphysical 

conformations.  Similarly the gyration radius term too strongly favored interpenetrating 

domains and was reduced by the same factor, which still let it retain its ability to weed 

out excessively-open conformations.  D3RMSD_aligned is the RMSD of domain 3 of the 
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generated structure with respect to domain 3 of the starting structure, after the two 

domains have been optimally aligned.  This is again different from sRMSD.  D1RMSD 

should be self explanatory.  Given the noise in the data and the small size of the sample 

we did not attempt to use sophisticated machine learning algorithms to further optimize 

the parameters, leaving this instead to future work.  The validity of the fitness function 

will be demonstrated  by the result of testing on four additional proteins in the following 

section.    

 

Results 

 

Biotin Carboxylase 

 

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC), found in all animals, plants, and bacteria, catalyzes the 

carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA, the first committed step of fatty acid 

synthesis.  The first half-reaction is the formation of carboxybiotin which is catalyzed by 

the Biotin carboxylase (BC) subunit.[102]   

 

Pyruvate carboxylase (PC) is found in many eukaryotes and some prokaryotes.  It plays a 

role in gluconeogenesis, mediating the carboxylation of pyruvate to oxaloacetate.  It has 

three functional domains, of which biotin carboxylase (BC) is one.  The half-reaction 

catalyzed by BC is common to ACC and PC, although the second half-reaction catalyzed 

by a different subunit differs from enzyme to enzyme depending on the substrate.[103]  
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Upon binding ATP, M rotates approximately 45° with respect to S.  The large scale of 

this change and the existence of structural domains makes BC a good test case for our 

method.             

 

We used the  BC subunit of Aquifex aeolicus PC[103] as the starting or apo structure.  

The ligand-free BC subunit of E. coli ACC has been crystallized (PDB ID: 1DV1), but 

many residues are disordered and so the structure of the M domain is not entirely 

clear.[104]  No ATP-bound structure of A. aeolicus BC is available, and so we used ATP-

bound BC from E. coli ACC[104] as our holo structure.  The sequence differences 

between the starting and holo structures had an impact on the results as we will discuss.  

FlexOracle[90] predicts a hinge at residues 86-89 and 182-185, which can be used to 

choose the location of L. 

 

The significant sequence and structural differences between the starting and holo 

structures, which come from different organisms, made comparison on the basis of 

sRMSD difficult.  As we did for GlnBP, in figure 5.4.a we color the conformers by 

sRMSD.  The lowest-sRMSD conformer is indicated by the larg sphere.  However that 

conformer was only partially closed, and visibly different from the holo structure, shown 

in inset 5.4.c.  The structure that minimizes the fitness function (inset 5.4.d)  bears clear 

similarities to the holo in relative domain orientation.  The starting structure (inset 5.4.b) 

shows the extent of the Domain 3 motion involved. 
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Ribose Binding Protein (RBP) 

 

As described in prior work[90], RBP is a member of a large family of bacterial 

periplasmic binding proteins[70].  Figure 5.5.a displays the generated conformers, 

colored by sRMSD as before.  The structure that minimizes the fitness function shows 

fair agreement with the holo.  It is clear, however, that it overpredicts the extent of 

closure, leading to slight interpenetration of domains.   

 

Adenylate Kinase (ADK) 

 

Adenylate Kinase is a popular example of a domain hinge bending protein.  Figure 5.6.a 

displays the generated conformers, colored by sRMSD as before.  In this case sRMSD is 

a very poor figure of merit.  This is due to the fact that even though the holo and starting 

structures come from the same organism, they are from different compartments and have 

significant structural differences.  The holo structure (inset 5.6.c) was extracted from the 

mitochondrial intermembrane space, while the starting (inset 5.6.b) was taken from the 

mitochondrial matrix.  Domain 1 changes significantly from one to the other and so 

alignement on the basis of that region is very poor, even worse than for Biotin 

Carboxylase.  For that reason, we do not use sRMSD at all here, but only qualitatively 

compare the holo to predicted.  As can be seen by the reader, the predicted structure 

(inset 5.6.d) bears fair similarity to the holo.  The former appears slightly more closed.  

As for Biotin Carboxylase, the experimental evidence is insufficient to make a strong 
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statement as to the quality of this prediction.  It is possible that the predicted structure is 

closer to the holo form of matrix ADK than the holo structure of intermembrane ADK 

would indicate; likewise it is possible that the prediction is actually worse than the same 

comparison suggests. 

 

MurA 

 

We have now shown that the Conformation Explorer can predict the bound conformation 

for four cases in which a large scale domain motion is required.  But what if the 

(presumably unknown) holo structure is similar to the known conformation that will be 

used as a starting point for prediction?  One such case is that of MurA, which has been 

cyrstallized bound to the antibiotic T6361.[84]  The peculiarity of this ligand is that it 

binds to the open conformation of MurA, rather than the closed, and interferes with the 

mechanism of motion rather than binding to the active site.[84]  In this case if the 

predicted bound conformation is correct, it should not differ significantly from the open 

structure by the measure of sRMSD.  The starting structure used was taken from the 

complex of MurA with an analogue of its natural ligand.[108] 

 

By the criterion of docked energy, the Conformation Explorer would have selected a 

conformer significantly more closed than the actual holo (insert 5.7.e).  A similar error 

would have occurred by the criterion of gyration radius (inset 5.7.f).  However both of 

these structures have low stability and significant domain distortion.  The inclusion of the 

latter two terms resulted in the correct prediction of a structure (inset  5.7.g) which is 
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strikingly similar both to the holo (inset 5.7.d) and to the starting structure (inset 5.7.b).  

This striking success at correctly predicting that the open form is the holo for this ligand 

indicates that we have included some of the physically important phenomena in our 

fitness function. 

 

Discussion 

 

Prediction of protein conformational change 

 

For Biotin carboxylase and Glutamine binding protein, large scale motions of the M 

domain are required for binding, and computational expense makes predicting them by 

Molecular Dynamics impractical for many applications.  We showed that in the ligand 

binding application our method generates and correctly identifies the bound conformation 

of GlnBP, with an sRMSD dropping from 15.7Å for the starting or apo structure down to 

3.6Å for the predicted structure.  For biotin carboxylase, sequence differences between 

the holo and starting structures limited the structural alignment somewhat, but the closed 

conformation was nonetheless clearly predicted, with sRMSD dropping from 14.8Å to 

7.0Å.  For MurA, minimal domain motion was required for binding, and this was also 

predicted correctly, with sRMSD remaining constant at around 5Å. (Table 1). 

Potential applications and future work 
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Although we only explored the application of our method to the prediction of ligand-

induced conformational change, many other potential applications exist.  For example, 

one could use it to economically study the conformational dynamics of a protein.  Pang et 

al performed one such study, modeling the domain movements of Glutamine binding 

protein.  They reported taking 42 computer days to simulate 6ns, approximately 

3,000,000 time steps, of this protein’s motion, comparable to the 5ns known to be 

required for ligand binding.  The analysis was performed for the apo structure as well as 

for a “closed-apo” structure generated by removing the ligand from a holo protein-ligand 

complex.  Despite the expense, the open conformer was not observed to close (probably 

in part because no ligand was present) and the “closed-apo” structure was not observed to 

open.  A trajectory connecting open and closed states from an ensemble generated by the 

Conformation Explorer could potentially be used with umbrella sampling to compute the 

relative stabilities of open vs. closed conformer, as well as the height of any barrier 

separating them.      

 

As another potential application, one could find a physically reasonable trajectory of 

motion connecting two conformations of a protein, simply by following the sRMSD 

gradient from the starting structure as M domain orientation approaches that of a given 

target structure.  This would be similar to interpolated (“morphed”) trajectories  

generated by the Database of Macromolecular Motions (MolMovDB.org).  That server 

provides two main methods of obtaining morph trajectories[30]: the adiabatic morphing 

of Krebs et al.[109] and FRODA[60].  Adiabatic morphing consists of a iterative linear 

interpolations of atomic coordinates between two submitted structures, followed by 
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energy minimization.  The minimization step removes most steric strains, but falls short 

of the full dynamical equilibration that might better predict the structural rearrangements 

involved with domain motion; further it assumes the trajectory of motion is linear.  

FRODA can find nonlinear trajectories connecting two structures but enforces only steric, 

covalent, and hydrogen-bonding constraints on a geometric level without computing 

energetic interactions.  Morphing by using the Conformation Explorer would generate 

equilibrated structures that represent more thermodynamically plausible trajectories of 

motion.  Morph-like movies can be generated which resemble available morph 

trajectories but which were predicted based on a single structure rather than two. 

 

A third possible application of the method is the exploration of possible alternate 

conformations to elucidate function.  One could potentially generate conformations that 

position the protein’s active, binding, and functional sites where they would be needed to 

perform a specific function.  If the new configuration can be shown to be sterically 

permitted and sufficiently stable, the geometric information obtained can help in the 

design of experiments that would confirm or refute the proposed mechanism.  For 

example, one could use such coordinate sets to determine the optimal location of FRET 

pairs.  In one comparable experiment the structure of syntaxin 1 in complex with munc-

18 was known, but its conformation and dynamics as a monomer were unknown.  The 

known crystallographic coordinates were used to select logical location of FRET donor 

and acceptor dyes, leading to an understanding of the conformational changes occurring 

in the monomer.  It was confirmed that one of the possible conformations of the 

monomer was similar to that observed in the complex.[94]  With an equilibrated 
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ensemble generated by the Conformation Explorer, it would be possible to design an 

experiment to test for the occurrence of other specific conformations.  

 

Conclusions 

 

We conclude that for hinge bending proteins it is possible to generate conformers similar 

to the holo structure given the apo.  The hinge location was predicted using existing hinge 

prediction programs, and iterative rotations, equilibrations, and docking runs resulted in 

prediction of closed structures similar to those known crystallographically.  The 

computational cost was moderate, permitting practical implementation on a single 

processor.   
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Figures  

 

Figure 5.1:  Assignment of residues to S, L, and M. 

 

Figure 5.2:  Pitch, yaw, and roll definition. 

Standard orientation: center of mass (COM) of L at the origin, COM of M domain along 

z-axis, and COM of S in negative-y part of yz plane.  Rotations about x, y, and z axes are 

referred to as pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively, and result in putative alternate 

conformations. 
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Figure 5.3:  Results for glutamine binding protein 

Good qualitative agreement is seen between the predicted (inset H) and lowest-sRMSD 

structure (inset C), as well as with the holo structure (inset D).  A large scale 

rearrangement is involved with hinge bending motion as can be seen by comparing to the 

starting structure (inset B).  The structure with lowest docked energy (inset E) was also 

close to the holo, but this is not always the most predictive measure as discussed in the 

text.  The structure with lowest gyration radius (inset F) has interpenetrating domains, 

but is useful because it can exclude highly extended structures, and also has a fairly 

smooth gradient between apo and the correct predicted holo structures.  The most stable 

structure (inset G) is near the starting structure as expected given that such structures 

have been minimially manipulated; stability is useful for excluding unphysical structures.    
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Figure 5.4:  Results for biotin carboxylase 

Fair qualitative agreement is seen between the predicted (inset D) and the holo structure 

(inset C).  sRMSD was not a very good figure of merit due to evolutionary differences 

between the  starting and holo structures.  A large scale rearrangement is involved with 

hinge bending motion as can be seen by comparing the holo  to the starting structure 

(inset B).  
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Figure 5.5:  Results for Ribose Binding Protein 

Good agreement is seen between the predicted (inset E) and lowest-sRMSD structure 

(inset C).  There is fair agreement with the holo structure (inset D).  A large scale 

rearrangement is involved with hinge bending motion as can be seen by comparing to the 

starting structure. 
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Figure 5.6:  Results for Adenylate Kinase 

Since the holo (inset C) and starting (inset B) structures come from different 

mitochondrial compartments and have different domain 1 structures, sRMSD is not 

useful as a figure of merit.  We nonetheless color the conformer spheres by this measure 

(A).  The predicted structure (inset D) bears fair qualitative similarity to the holo. 
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Figure 5.7:  Results for MurA 

Good qualitative agreement is seen between the predicted (inset G) and lowest-sRMSD 

structure (inset C), as well as with the holo structure (inset D).  A large scale 

rearrangement is involved with hinge bending motion as can be seen by comparing to the 

starting structure (inset B).  The structure with lowest docked energy (inset E) was also 
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close to the holo.  The structure with lowest gyration radius (inset F) has interpenetrating 

domains.  Since the T6361 inhibitor (remarkably) binds the open conformer, success with 

this protein suggests the fitness function is not unduly biased towards closed conformers. 
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Table 

Protein  
Conformation 
Explorer ID 

Structure Docked 
Energy 
(kcal/mol) 

sRMSD 
(Å) 

Source MolMovDB 
ID 

PDB 
ID 

Redocked -9.6 0 E.coli ce187817-
28579 
 

1dri 

Starting -6.1 12.1 

Ribose 
Binding 
Protein 
ce401246-
11344 

Predicted -7.1 10.3 

E.coli f925101-
19299 

1urp 

Redocked -3.5 0 Bos taurus 
(mitochondrial 
intermembrane 
space) 

ce188460-
30526 

1ak2 

Starting -2.87 31.8 

Adenylate 
Kinase 
f264209-
28824 

Predicted -3.05 31.1 

Bos taurus 
(mitochondrial 
matrix) 
 

f264209-
28824 

2ak3 

Redocked -7.31  0 E. coli  f914747-4755 1DV2 
Starting -6.57 14.77 

Biotin 
carboxylase  
ce098000-
25730 
 

Predicted -8.17 7.01 
Aquifex 
aeolicus 
 

f796564-5110 
 

1ULZ 
 

Redocked -12.94 0 E. coli f919731-
18042 

1WDN 

Starting -7.35 15.70 

Glutamine 
binding 
protein 
ce754465-
18297 

Predicted -10.0 3.63 
E. coli f760567-3128 

ce367946-
22957 

1GGG 

Redocked -14.44 
 

0 Enterobacter 
cloacae 

f911302-
24421 

1YBG 

Starting -15.55 4.85 

MurA 
 
ce507362-
5274 Predicted -14.7 5.09 

E. coli 
 

f731292-9403 1A2N 
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Table 5.1:  MolMovDB ID, PDB ID, free energy of binding, and sRMSD for redocked, 

starting, and predicted structures. 
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Supplementary figures 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 5.8:  Various predictive measures vs. sRMSD, for Glutamine 

Binding Protein. 

A:  Gyration radius decreases smoothly with sRMSD, and thus improves convergence as 

discussed in the text, as well as excluding from consideration structures which are more, 

rather than less extended than the starting structure.  It is not by itself a good fitness 

function because it is trivially possible to minimize it by interpenetrating the domains.  B:  

Docked energy also decreases with sRMSD, but is also not a good predictor because 

some structures can be generated which minimize this quantity but which have the 

binding cleft in the wrong location.  C:  Domain distortion appears to be anti-correlated 
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with sRMSD; however its main utility is in excluding unphysical structures from 

consideration which might have been selected by the preceding two measures.  D:  Free 

energy of folding (or stability) similarly is not a good predictor but is effective in 

detecting and excluding unphysical conformations which might minimize docked energy 

or gyration radius. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 5.9: The fitness function vs. sRMSD, for Glutamine Binding 

Protein. 

Combining the four predictive measures into a single function results in relatively smooth 

convergence and reliable discrimination of correct vs. incorrect structures.   
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Conclusions  

 

At the beginning of this work we laid out an overall strategy for studying the flexibility 

and motion of hinge bending proteins.  Our first step was to relate hinges to sequence 

features, gaining key insights into the physicochemical and structural nature of hinges, 

and their role in catalysis.  These were confirmed and expanded upon in structural studies 

of hinges, yielding several accurate methods for hinge prediction.  The methods were 

integrated into the HingeMaster web tool which is being used regularly by the scientific 

community.  I have had many discussions and several collaborations with people using 

the server; these have been educational for me and I hope useful for them.   

Identification of the hinge opened the door to prediction of motion involving the hinge.  

The Conformation Explorer followed from this work and was used to solve two 

outstanding problems in the prediction of large scale conformational change: how to 

generate alternate conformations economically and reliably, and how to choose the 

desired conformer from an ensemble.    

Our work here is not finished, though.  To be truly useful the Conformation Explorer 

needs to be accessible to experimentalists with no time or inclination to install and use 

what is necessarily a complex piece of code.  We are far along the road to making a new 

web server that does this; in fact we used it to do all of the computations and make most 

of the images in Chapter 5.  More work remains, which hopefully won’t take long.       

The HingeMaster and Conformation Explorer themselves are preceded by the morph 

server, which remains popular with users.  Werner Krebs built much of the original 
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morph server, and left confident that his successors would maintain and add to it.  New 

people and ideas are constantly coming into the Gerstein group, and I hope and trust that 

a new generation of scientists will pick up the thread.  It will be interesting to see where 

they take it. 
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